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f fhittier alumni, students, Poet parents
\j \/ and friends are all invited to come to
I I campus and celebrate.
The biannual Poet Awards Gala will be held
on campus Friday night and will honor Ray
Dezember '53, receiving the Alumni Service
award; David Fukushima '39, who will receive
the Alumni Achievement award; Barbara "Bj."
(Fauskin) Hill '50, receiving the Alumni
Community/Public Service award; Professor
of Political Science Mike McBride and Dorothy
Dettor, longtime switchboard operator, who
will be named honorary members of the alumni
association; and John Murdy '89, receiving
the Outstanding Young Alumni Award.
The Class of '53 will celebrate its 50th
Reunion and be welcomed into the Golden
Anniversary Club, and other classes celebrating
milestones are '33, '38, '43, '48, '58, '63, '68,
73,178, '83, 188, '93, and '98. The Weekend
also includes the Homecoming Game against
Menlo College, society brunches, Poet College
classes, and receptions with the president for
Poet parents and alumni.
Brochures were mailed in late July.
For more information on the weekend
visit www.whittier.edu/alumni or
call(562) 907-4222.
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by Katherine Haley Will

c

mmencement this past May was

extraordinary. The ceremony represented
the 100th commencement at the College,
giving the Class of 2003 a distinctive place
in Whittier's history. This class is special to
me on a personal level, because we started
at the College together. Their first year as
students was my first year as president, so
I think I must be an honorary member of
the Class of 2003.
Commencement concludes the academic year and each graduate's experience
as a student at Whittier. The ceremony celebrates our students' hard work, dedication,
determination, and accomplishment, and it
is a celebration of academic achievement to
be sure. We honor all of our students for
completing their course of study, and recognize those who graduated with academic
distinction in their majors and those who
graduated cum laude, magna cum laude,
and summa cum laude ("with honor,"
"with great honor," and "with highest
honor")—distinctions awarded based on
overall grade point average.
But successfully completing a bachelor's degree at Whittier College is about
more than academic success. Learning is
both intellectual and social—head and
heart—and takes place both in and out of
the classroom. At Whittier, we stress making
connections—connections between disciplines as well as connections between the
classroom and co-curricular life. The students who succeed here are those who have
engaged with their coursework and with the
co-curricular life at Whittier, be it the residential life program, student government,
athletics, the performing arts, or the vast
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array of clubs
and organizations
run by students
on campus. We
recognize these
accomplishments
at celebrations
held prior to commencement; these accomplishments are important, because one of
the goals of the liberal arts education we
offer at Whittier is to create well-rounded
citizens who are capable of participating
effectively in a democracy. The skills and
habits of mind that they need—and that
Whittier gives them—include problem-solving, the ability to work collaboratively, the
ability to analyze information and draw conclusions, a love of learning, and the ability
to think and express themselves creatively. It
is these skills and habits of mind—gained
both in and out of the classroom throughout
our students' years on campus—that we
honor at commencement and other related
celebrations at the end of the academic year.
While celebrating the past four years,
commencement also looks to the future. It
marks an important beginning for our graduates as they move into the next phase of
their lives. Commencement marks the beginning of the lifelong relationship that a Poet
has with the College as an alumna or alumnus. In this issue of The Rock we highlight
some ways that alumni can stay connected
with the college and explore the reasons
they do stay connected. I encourage all
alumni, both recent and not-so-recent,
to maintain a relationship with their alma
mater. As I am fond of telling our students,
you are students here four years. But you
are Whittier College alumni for life.

2003
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COMMENCEMENT

the highest-ranking Latina serving in

improving the future of disadvantaged

President George W. Bush's administration.

children, their families, and their neighbor-

Before her appointment as treasurer, Mann

hoods. She is the author of two widely

served as mayor of Huntington Park, Calif.,

acclaimed books, Within Our Reach:

and as a member of the city council. She

Breaking the Cycle ofDisadvantage and

was first elected to the city council in 1994

Common Purpose: Strengthening Families

and re-elected in 1999. While serving the
citizens of Huntington Park, Mann worked

and Neighborhoods to RebuildAmerica.

for AT&T as public relations manager for the
Hispanic market in the Southern California
region.
Charles Johnson, who is the S. Wilson
and Grace M. Pollock Professor in Creative
Writing at the University of Washington,
gained prominence when his novel Middle
Passage won the National Book Award in
1990, the first African-American man to win
Rosario Macin, former U.S. Treasure'; received an
honorary degree from Whittier and delivered the
keynote address at commencement.

that award since Ralph Ellison.
Alice Newsom was the wife of the late
W. Roy Newsom '34, former Whittier College

This year, Whittier honored the Class of

president. Newsom is a tireless supporter of

2003—its 100th graduating class. Of the

Whittier College and remains a longtime

269 students who graduated, 11 graduated

member of the Women's Auxiliary, a group

summa cum laude, 13 graduated magna

that provides scholarship and other financial

cum laude, and 7 graduated cum laude.

support for the college.

Former United States Treasurer Rosario

Daniel Schorr, award-winning broad-

Mann (Mann stepped down from that posi-

cast journalist, author and lecturer, is

tion June 30) was the keynote speaker. She

presently a senior news analyst with National

was awarded an honorary degree during the

Public Radio (NPR). He joined CBS in 1953

ceremony, as were Alice Newsom, communi-

as part of Edward R. Murrow's team, work-

ty leader and widow of the late W. Roy

ing both in the United States and abroad. In

Newsom, former president of Whittier

1972 Daniel Schorr became CBS' chief

College; Charles Johnson, author and winner

Watergate correspondent, for which he

of the National Book Award in 1990; Daniel

earned three Emmys. He joined CNN in 1980

Schorr, veteran broadcast journalist; and

and served in Washington, D.C., as senior

Lisbeth Schorr, educator, author, and child

correspondent until 1985.

and family policy analyst.
Mann was the first Mexican-born
woman to be appointed to the post and was

Lisbeth Schorr, lecturer in social medicine at Harvard University, is a nationally

ARCADI, NEWSOM, AND STOLL
ENDowED Swoisiirs
ESTABUSHED; PART1cIPA1'IoN
OPEN TO ALL
Three new scholarships have been established, thanks to a gift from John ("Bob")
'45 and Janet Cauffman. These scholarships
honor John A. Arcadi, L.H.D. '98, W. Roy
Newsom '34, L.H.D. '94, and Bobbie
(Connolly) Stoll '52. The Cauffmans hope
their creation is just the start of bigger
things to follow.
The Dr. John A. Arcadi Endowed
Scholarship will be awarded to biology
majors. Arcadi attended Whittier from
1942-1944 before transferring to the
University of Notre Dame, where he
graduated. After completing his medical
degree from Johns Hopkins and his
internship and residency, Arcadi returned
to Whittier and established his medical
practice. From 1957 to 1985 Arcadi was
associated with Whittier College as an
adjunct professor and a researcher. In
1993 he was named coordinator of prostate
cancer research at the Huntington Medical
Research Institute and remained there until
his death in 1999. Arcadi received an
honorary degree from Whittier in 1998.

recognized authority on effective means of
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anyone," said McIntosh. "That is a rare

duce students to the issues, paradigms and

Scholarship will be awarded to chemistry

opportunity, and we are grateful that the

personal approaches to the course of study,

majors. After graduating from Whittier,

Cauffmans have chosen to structure their

including a capstone seminar and a study

Newsom received his M.A. and Ph.D. from

generous support in this manner."

abroad component.

The Dr. W. Roy Newsom Endowed

USC. He returned to Whittier College to

If you are interested in supporting

teach chemistry and physics in 1939. During

any of these endowed scholarship funds,

his career at Whittier, Newsom was depart-

please contact Bedford McIntosh at bmcin-

ment chair, dean of faculty, vice president

tosh@whittier.edu or at (562) 907-4213.

for administration, and was named presi-

You may also designate your support for

dent in 1975. Newsom's accomplishments as

these funds through the "Give Online" link

president include establishing the Whittier

on www.whittier.edu.

SOCIOLOGIST WINS
\ERHOOD PRIZE

Scholars Program, overseeing the ABA

Giwr Fus CREATION
OF NEW MAJOR

Athletics Center. After retiring, he was
awarded with an honorary degree and later

The U.S. Department of Education has

was inducted as an honorary member of the

awarded the college $165,000 to restructure

Athletic Hall of Fame.

three study programs to create the new

The Bobbie Stoll Endowed Scholarship
will be awarded to students interested in
careers in journalism or communications.

major International and Cross-Cultural
Studies.
The major will evolve from the revision

Bobbie Stoll, along with her husband, Al

and restructuring of International Studies,

Stoll '49, was an active volunteer with Purple

Comparative Cultures and the Area Studies

& Gold, the support group for the College's

programs, according to Joyce Kaufman,

athletic program, and a member of the John

professor of political science and director

Greenleaf Whittier Society, the college's pre-

of the Whittier Scholars Program. The grant

mier gift club. She was also active in the

was awarded under the Undergraduate

larger Whittier community, including the

International Studies and Foreign Language

East Whittier Junior Women's Club, the

Program (Title VI) of the U.S. Department

National Charity League, and St. Matthias

of Education.

Episcopal Church.

provide a more substantive and coherent

ships is that the Cauffmans are encouraging

educational experience for Whittier students

others to participate in them. According to

and give greater support to faculty involved

Bedford McIntosh, vice president for

in the program, Kaufman said. "With this

advancement, "Typically endowments are

funding, we propose to build on the facets

created in the donors' names, which is

of existing majors that we have identified as

something we are certainly pleased to do.

successful," she said. "Once implemented,

Bob and Janet wanted to recognize others,

this major will become a model for interdis-

however, and created a vehicle for those

ciplinary study on the Whittier College cam-

who were similarly impacted by the lives of

pus and, we believe, for other colleges as

John Arcadi, Roy Newsom, and Bobbie Stoll

well."

to honor them as well." Establishing an

Along with funding a new position in
Chinese in the Department of Modern

"Now that these funds have been created,

Languages, the grant will aid in the creation

gifts of any size may be added to them, by

of a common core of courses that will intro-
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"Coming to Whittier as a biology major I

had no exposure or super interest in the
subject [sociology]. I was told by many
peers to take at least one of this professor's
classes. I took the intro class and before the
the subject my second major. Crazy? No.
This professor created for me an interest so
great that I wanted to eat these classes three
meals a day (figuratively, that is)."
This statement came from one of the
Whittier students who nominated sal johnston, associate professor of sociology, for
the Harry W. Nerhood Teaching Excellence
Award. (Note: johnston does not capitalize
her name, she says, as a reminder to think
about the "rules of hierarchy, social norms,
and institutional arrangements that lock

endowment typically requires a major gift.

THE

sal johns/on (left), associate professor of sociology
and Whittier's most recent recipient of the Nerhood
Prize, is pictured with Cheryl Swift, associate
professor of biology, who ,-eceived the prize the previous year

end of the semester I had decided to make

The new, interdisciplinary major will

One unusual aspect of these scholar-

STEVE BURN

accreditation of Whittier Law School, and
completing construction of the Graham

4

people into positions.")
The statement describes a situation
similar to johnston's own as an undergraduate at Grand Valley State University in

Michigan. johnston didn't start out as a soci-

"Because these objects are so energetic,

Shannon Center as the keynote speaker for

ology major, but took a course her junior

they are of fundamental interest to physicists

the curriculum review process. Menand's

year. "I had," she recalls, "what we in the

studying the behavior of matter under

recent book, The Metaphysical Club: A

teaching profession call a 'light bulb experi-

extreme conditions."

Story of Ideas in America, recently won the

ence.' The course covered topics I had
hunches about, that I argued with my dad

Piner's study centers on analysis of

Pulitzer Prize in history. In his talk, Menand

the copious amounts of radio waves emitted

described the two current models for a lib-

about, but that I hadn't realized was some-

by quasars, using a nationwide network of

eral arts curriculum: fluid, in which students

thing people studied. So I changed majors."

radio telescopes known as the Very Long

take a number of introductory courses from

Baseline Array (VLBA) to receive the radio

different disciplines, and the core model,

waves emitted by quasars. The data is

in which students take core courses that

"I knew that there was so much more I

recorded on computer tape by VLBA techni-

are extra-disciplinary.

wanted to know, and I was interested in

cians and then sent to Whittier for analysis

teaching—it struck me as interesting and

on physics department computers. The goal

Menchu spoke to a packed house on

fulfilling." After completing her master's and

is to use the radio telescope data to infer the

"The Effects of Globalization on Indigenous

Ph.D. at the University of Oregon, johnston

physical conditions in quasars close to the

Communities," in the Shannon Center

joined Whittier's faculty in 1996.

central black hole, Piner said.

on Nov. 13. Menchu has been an active

After working a few years, johnston
decided to go to graduate school because

johnston says that receiving the
Nerhood was very meaningful. "I work

The grants are funding two sets of

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Rigoberta

political worker in labor, campesino and

observations: a large survey of several hun-

human rights groups as well as defense and
promotion of the rights of indigenous peo-

hard at my teaching, and I think about it a

dred quasars being analyzed in collabora-

lot. We take teaching very seriously at

tion with the U.S. Naval Observatory in

ples. At present she is the promoter of the

Whittier and have a lot of incredibly talented

Washington, D.C., and a series of intensive

International Decade of Indigenous Peoples

educators, so getting the Nerhood was a

observations of a few of the most energetic

and was appointed the personal advisor to

real honor. I wish I could cut the Nerhood

quasars, which are being analyzed in

the general director of UNESCO.

medallion into little triangles and give

collaboration with the Institute of Space

pieces to the colleagues I've learned from.

and Astronautical Sciences in Tokyo. The

Receiving the award this early in my career

grants will pay 10 undergraduate students

feels like a vote of confidence, and a

employed as summer research assistants

challenge—I'd better keep at this."

on both projects over the next five years, in
addition to purchasing the fast computers

PwsicisTMARDEDGRANTs
TO STUDY QUASARS
Glenn Piner, assistant professor of

and associated equipment required for the
data analysis.

from Research Corporation to fund research

WI-IITnER PLAYS
HOST TO Bouww
OF Sicis

physics, received $100,000 from the
National Science Foundation and $40,000
on quasars, the luminous areas surrounding

Whittier College has a long

very massive black holes at the centers of

tradition of hosting an eclectic

distant galaxies.

group of speakers, and the past

According to Piner, quasars are among
the most energetic single objects in the uni-

academic year was no exception.
Louis Menand, Distinguished

verse. "The matter and energy released by

Professor of English at City University

quasars can be in unusual forms compared

in New York, presented "After the

to matter and energy on Earth," Piner said.

Liberal Arts" on Nov. 7 in the

5

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Rigoberta
iliencho spoke to a packed house in the
Shannon Genter. Earlier in the e/o,
she met and dined with students and
faculty in Hartley House.

Award-winning author Charles Johnson

college in its continuing progress on the

sociology.

capped a December day on campus by read-

Strategic Plan, with a special focus on

Gotsch's accomplishments at Hartwick

ing passages from Dreamer, his historical

devising curricular improvements and

College included hiring a more diverse fac-

novel depicting the last three years of Martin

developing a plan to implement them.

ulty and completing a new interdisciplinary
science center, which also entailed develop-

Luther King, Jr., to an intimate gathering at

This is the third grant the Mellon

the Shannon Center. Johnson read the pro-

Foundation has awarded Whittier to aid in

ing innovative approaches to teaching the

logue from Dreamer and a fictitious speech

creating, launching and implementing the

sciences. She worked to strengthen the

given by King at a church in 1966. Johnson

Strategic Plan. In December of 1999, an

faculty's commitment to student-faculty

won the National Book Award in 1990 and

initial grant for $100,000 helped create

research, community-based learning and

the Academy of Arts and Letters Award for

the document, which was unanimously

the use of technology as a pedagogical tool.

Literature in 2002.

approved by the Board of Trustees in the

Richard Rodriguez, author and cultural
observer, addressed the topic "Columbus,

Gotsch has been active in the higher
education community, making frequent

fall of 2001.
A second grant for $50,000, in October

presentations at professional conferences,

Nixon and the Meaning of Hispanics."

of 2001, allowed the college to begin a cur-

and she is widely published in the field of

Rodriguez is the author of Brown: The Last

ricular and campus culture review process.

sociology.

DEAN OF FACUTTY
APPOINTED

Gotsch was at Arcadia University, at Rowan

Before her appointment at Hartwick,

Discovery ofAmerica, Days of Obligation:
An Argument with My Mexican Father
and Hunger ofMemory.

University, and at Tuskegee University. She

In April, Alice Sebold, author of

earned her M.A. and Ph.D. in sociology

The Lovely Bones, and her husband, Glen

from Bryn Mawr College. She also holds

David Gold, author of Carter Beats the

an M.A. in political science from East

Devil, read from and discussed their work

Stroudsburg State University and a B.A.

for a Shannon Center audience. Sebold is

in history from Valparaiso University

also the author of the memoir Lucky.

MCCABE FOUNDATION

Mics HoNoID FOR
25 YEARS OF SERVICE

Amos Wi-wiTcwi GRANrfs
FOR TWO OUTREACH
PROGRAMS

Bob Marks, Richard and Billie Deihl
Distinguished Professor of History, was rec-

Whittier received almost $500,000

ognized in December for his 25 years of

from the B.C. McCabe Foundation of

service to the college. Marks, whose most

Whittier for continued support of two

recent book is The Origins of the Modern

community outreach programs. The Fifth

World—A Global and Ecological Narrative,

Dimension after school-learning program

is widely published in the areas of Chinese,
environmental, and world history. He
received the Nerhood Award for Teaching
Excellence in 2001.

WHITTiER RECEIVES
MELLON GRANT FOR
STRATEGIC PLAIN

was awarded $460,000, and the Whittier
Susan D. Gotsch joins Whittier College as vice
president for academic affairs and dean offacuIt

Scholars Program (WSP) received $30,000.
In the Fifth Dimension program, stu-

Susan D. Gotsch has been named vice

dents work with children aged 7 to 12 at the

president for academic affairs and dean of

Boys and Girls Club of Whittier, tackling lit-

faculty.

eracy, problem solving and social develop-

Gotsch comes to Whittier from

ment in the computer-based world of "the

Hartwick College in Oneonta, New York,

fifth dimension," said Don Bremme, associ-

where she had served as vice president for

ate professor of education and the pro-

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

academic affairs and dean of the faculty

gram's coordinator. "The games are all edu-

awarded Whittier $89,000 to assist the

since 1994. She was also a professor of

cational. The kids are learning geography,
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math, reading, and every game ends with a

students and director of the cultural center

writing requirement. We're trying to use the

at Whittier, replaces David Leonard, who

energy they bring to playing on computers

is leaving to become dean of freshmen at

as an opportunity for learning."

Washington and Lee University.

The program also includes homework

In her new position, Tambascia will

help, a reading program with educational

report to the vice president for academic

field trips, a summer computer program,

affairs and will be a member of the presi-

and the Day on Campus, in which local

dent's senior staff. She and the dean of

school children experience college life with

faculty will work closely together, especially

their Whittier mentors.

on issues related to the first-year experi-

The WSP grant will go toward expanding the off-campus/service-learning component. "We believe that a WSP education

ence, retention, diversity and campus
culture.
Tambascia has been at Whittier since

Fund raising and construction on the new, library and
information resources center are now complete.

involves learning about the community and

1995 when she joined the staff as director

what it means to be an active and responsi-

of student activities. She became director

ble member of the community," said Joyce

of the cultural center and associate dean

building, which now houses information

of students in 1998.

technology services.

Kaufman, WSP director and professor of
political science. "The WSP tends to attract

Prior to her arrival at Whittier,

enclosing the open area underneath the

The new center includes the very latest

students who have already been doing vol-

Tambascia was director of student activities

in electronic information resources, instruc-

unteer work and community service before

at Mount St. Mary's College in Los Angeles.

tional laboratories, substantial space for

getting to college. This requirement is very

She holds a B.A. in psychology from

new acquisitions and special collections,

appealing to students."

Occidental College, an M.A. in psychology

and provides plenty of room for faculty and

from California State University, Los Angeles,

students to work either collaboratively or

and is beginning an Ed.D. program at USC.

independently.

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION
RESOURCES CENTER
CAMPAIGN, CONSTRUCTION
CoMPIImi)

and see the progress on the building, a proj-

D

OF STUDENrIS

"It was exciting to walk across campus

APPOINTED
Tracy Poon
ambascia has
been named
dean of
students at
Whittier
College.
Tambascia,
formerly
associate
dean of

Whittier has successfully completed the
fund-raising campaign for the renovation
and expansion of the library and creation of
the information technology services center,
reaching its $15.3 million goal.
The 18-month construction project,
now complete, almost doubled the space of
the original building, adding 35,000 square
feet. Much of the new space is in the form
of structural "bookends" wrapped
around the east and west ends of the
original building from top to bottom.

ect that is central to our mission," said
President Will. "It was even more exciting
when all the commitments needed to complete the project were in hand."
"The Rose Hills Foundation started
us off with a gift of $5 million, the largest
single contribution in Whittier's history,"
said Bedford McIntosh, vice president for
advancement, "and they helped us finish
the project—their grant of $193,000 right
before Thanksgiving put us over the top."
Whittier plans to recognize both the Rose
Hills Foundation and the historic Wardman
legacy on the new center.
McIntosh said a challenge grant from
the Kresge Foundation of Troy, Mich., was

Additional space was realized by

Tracy Poon Tambascia has been
named dean of students.
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one of the keys to finishing the fund raising.

RECEiVES

The Kresge grant, contingent upon Whittier
raising the remaining funds needed to com-

350,000

plete the project, helped Whittier generate

Disrr Gir

new and additional support. "We received
gifts from more than 1,000 donors," said
McIntosh. "Many of our trustees gave us
second gifts, and one even gave a third gift
as we pushed to meet the Dec. 1 fund-raising
deadline. Trustee giving accounted for 31
"As another facet of the Kresge challenge, we reached beyond our usual major
donor group, and we received many gifts
of $1,000 or more from alumni who don't
have a history of giving at that level. The
challenge gave our donors a tremendous
incentive to help wrap up this effort." After
the campaign was completed, the college
received $850,000 for the center from the

Whittier College was awarded $350,000
by the James Irvine Foundation as part of
the foundation's Campus Diversity Initiative.
Over the next three years, the funds will be
used to increase faculty diversity, transform
improve academic success among underrepresented students.

College Trustee Rayburn S. Dezember

The grant will be used to infuse multicultural learning outcomes into new and
revised curricular and student life strategicplanning initiatives, recruit and hire Irvine
Fellows in Residence to diversify the faculty,
and create and implement residential communities of engagement to bridge curricular
tion and emphasize diversity.

'53, who served as chairman of the campaign, said gifts from trustees and alumni

Dezember said, "and very significant support from alumni. That means the Whittier
College family recognized the need for
involvement in this campaign and what their
generosity means for students in the future."
Other significant foundation support
came from the W.M. Keck Foundation, the
Fletcher Jones Foundation, the Ralph M.
Parsons Foundation, and the Weingart
Foundation. In all, foundation support made
up 50 percent of the total given.
"At $15.3 million, the center is the
largest individual fund-raising project in the
history of Whittier College," said McIntosh.
"We feel a sense of deep gratitude to the
donors, and they should be extremely proud

NEW TRUSTEES
Roy "R.J." Clason '84 of Farmington, Conn.,
and Geoff Shepard '66 of Media, Penn.,
have been named to the Board of Trustees.
Bayer is executive vice president,
general counsel, and secretary of Macerich
Company, a NYSE-listed real estate investment
trust and one of the largest owners/operators of regional malls in the United States
and the largest in the Western U.S.
Bayer previously served in the real
estate department of O'Melveny & Myers
LLP, an international law firm headquartered
in Los Angeles. Prior to that, he was associate dean of students at the University of
California, San Diego.
A member of the board of trustees
California, Bayer was formerly chair of the
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Bayer studied mathematics at Harvey
Mudd College and holds an interdisciplinary
B.A. in sociology and psychology and aJ.D.
from the University of California, San Diego.
Clason is vice president of public
relations for Aetna, Inc., in Hartford, Conn.
Clason was previously managing director
president for corporate communications
for Dell Computer Corporation, and vice
president for global communications at
MasterCard International, Inc. He also
served as vice president of communications
for the American Red Cross and senior
advisor to then-Red Cross President
Elizabeth Dole and as director of policy
for the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
George H. W. Bush.
Clason is a member of the Radio and

Richard Bayer of Newbury Park, Calif.,

of the Independent Colleges of Southern

of this accomplishment."

member for the Law Institute for Corporate

Administration (OSHA) under President

were also important in the effort. "We had
100 percent participation from the board,

Association. He has also served as a faculty

for Burson-Marsteller Technology, vice

and co-curricular education, improve reten-

Kresge Foundation.

board of directors of the Century City Bar

Counsel and CLE International.

curricular and co-curricular programs and

percent of the total.

real estate section, and a member of the
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Television News Directors Association and
the National Press Club as well as an officer
in the United States Naval Reserve,
Clason's Whittier degree is in political
science and communications. As a student,
he was a state finals candidate for the
Rhodes Scholarship.
Shepard became president of Karr
Barth's Corporate Division in 1994, a financial services and executive benefits firm
located in Bala Cynwyd, Penn. Prior to that,
Shepard spent eight years in Washington,
D.C., serving as special assistant to the
Secretary of the Treasury, as associate
director of the White House Domestic
Council under Presidents Nixon and Ford,
and working in private practice with Steptoe
& Johnson. He joined the insurance industry

in 1977 and was a senior officer of CIGNA

University (Morehead, Kan.) during

Corporation for 15 years, which included

that institution's commencement

serving as senior vice president and chief

exercises. Shannon, who earned her

counsel of the CIGNA property/casualty com-

bachelor's degree from Morehead,

panies. From 1991 until he joined Karr Barth,

was honored for her commitment to

he was senior vice president and general

philanthropy and volunteerism.

counsel of the Reliance Insurance Group.
He serves on the Executive Board of

Shannon, who is a long-time
supporter of Morehead State as well

the Cradle of Liberty Council of the Boy

as Whittier College, is a leader in the

Scouts of America. He is active in the Alexis

Whittier community and the greater

de Tocquevifie Society of the United Way and

Los Angeles area. In addition to her

a member of the Public Affairs Committee

service to Whittier College (she has

of the Union League of Philadelphia.

been a trustee at Whittier since

In addition to his B.A. in political
science from Whittier, Shepard holds a
J.D. from Harvard Law School.

1979), she is a trustee for the
Huntington Library Art Collections
and Botanical Gardens. She serves
on the board of the Presbyterian

TwmHoNom BY
AimMAM
Whittier College Trustee Ruth B.

0
0
0

Intercommunity Hospital Foundation
and is currently chairing that organi-

Whittier trustee Ruth B. Shannon received an honorary degree from
Morehead State University, her alma mater.

zation's Century Campaign for the
Foundation Tower for Advanced Medicine.

Shannon received an honorary Doctor of
Public Service degree from Morehead State
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Los Angeles Times

Farm Collector

Rafael Chabran, Associate Dean for Academic Advisement and

A little unexpected

First-Year Experience, Professor of Spanish, and Title V Project

notoriety came

Director, was featured in the Times' ongoing series "In the

President Will's way

Classroom," which spotlights innovative classroom techniques

when a photo of

and educators throughout Southern California. The article on

her, atop a '52

Chabran described his course Spanish for Bilingual Students.

Farmall Cub
appeared on the

Laura McEnaney, associate professor of history, was quoted exten-

ow

C.

cover of the June

sively in a February article comparing the war on terror with the

issue of Farm Collector, a magazine dedicated to the preservation

Cold War period. McEnaney is the author of Civil Defense Begins

of vintage farm equipment. Will's husband, Oscar Will, restored

at Home: Militarization Meets Everyday Life in the Fifties. The

the tractor and wrote an article that ran in the issue.

article also appeared in the Chicago Tribune.
continued on the next page

A letter to the editor from President Will ran May 4 in the paper's
Sunday magazine in response to an earlier essay about the beauty
of Division III athletics.
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continued

Chronicle of Higher Education

New York Times

Whittier College was included in article on creative ways colleges

Whittier College was mentioned and Martin Ortiz, director emeri-

are cutting costs. A Whittier professor suggested removing half

tus of the Center of Mexican American Affairs, was quoted in a

the bulbs from selected fluorescent fixtures—a move that saves

February article about the changing demographics in California.

energy but doesn't noticeably reduce illumination.
The Poet lacrosse team was included in an article on the growth
Orange County Register

of lacrosse, cited as the "most far-flung example of the game's

Chuck Hill, professor of psychology, was quoted in a January arti-

expansion" and the only NCAA Division III team in the Pacific

cle about a woman allegedly murdered by the boyfriend she met

Time zone. The team was also featured in Inside Lacrosse and

in an online chat-room. In the article he commented on Internet

e-lacrosse.

dating habits and also offered safety tips.
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MYS'I'ERY
PHOTO

Janine (Kramer)

Joe Bradford '44 and Earle Skinner '44 also wrote in to identify

Madera '96, Gigi

the junior-senior prom committee pictured in the 1943 Acropolis.

Terminel '97,

Bradford iden-

and Dede Hsieh

tified himself

'98 all wrote in

as the "feet on

to identify this

the desk."

photo from the

Skinner identi-

1998 edition of

fied himself

The Acropolis.

the "young

The photo shows

man on the

COR members (back row from left) Nicole Jackson '98, Vicky

left." From the

Yang '99, and Kenstofer Seryani '98 and (front row from left)

left are Earle Skinner '44, Olive (Jordan) McCloskey '44, Jere

Karl Robinson '99 and Lee Ann Metivier '00 after a day of

(Rojas) Craggs '43, Joan (Lang) Ninneman '44, Ruth Walker '44,

event planning.

and Joe Bradford '44 (feet on desk) .'P'

This photo was taken in the 1960s.
If you can identify this group, write to
The Rock, Mystery Photo, Whittier
College, P0 Box 634, Whittier, CA
90608. You can also email us at
therock@whittier.edu. or send a fax
to (562) 907-4927.
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ALUMNI 101
WMT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR COLLEGE
BECOMES YOUR ALMA MATER?
Most Poets spend four short years on Whittier's
campus, culminating in commencement. But
commencement is far from the end—that ceremony
marks the beginning of the relationship that a Poet

has with the college as an alumna or alumnus—a relations
that lasts a lifetime. In this issue we've included information
about what Poet alumni can expect from the college—an
alumni handbook, if you will. We've also asked a few Poets
to share what being alumni
means to them.

ii

ALUMNI

101

95 Years & Counting
A Brief History of Whittier.
PJlhe purpose of an alumni association is to connect and reconnect alumni to the institution, to other
alumni, to faculty and to students. Happily, Whittier's alumni association is no exception. Its present-day
constitution states "The mission of the Whittier College Alumni Association is to serve as the link between
alumni and the college for open communication, service and support." For Whittier, this is not a new thing.
Whittier's alumni association was
formed in 1908. Communication with
alumni has always been at the heart
of the association, so it wasn't a
surprise when in 1916, the association
created The Whittier Alumnus, the
i/ic (lass of 1904 was the first to graduate. From the left are

college's first alumni publication.

Inez A. Greene, Edith Tebbetts, Theodore Smith, and Dell Coryell.

That publication evolved into Alumni News, and in 1944, The Rock was launched to replace Alumni News.
The alumni association, like many at other colleges and universities across the country, began as
a grassroots effort and relied upon the support of volunteers. The first alumni association president was
Esek H. Perry '07, who served as president in 1909-10, 1914-15, and then again in 1920-21. Frank
Crites '12, alumni association president in 1913-14, was part of the foursome that brought the Rock to
Loretta May Cook '05
was alzinzni association
president in 1917-18.

campus in June of 1912. (Crites' co-conspirators were Nofie Rennecker '12,
Milton White '12 and Austin Marshburn '10.) In 1938, Richard M. Nixon '34,
then president of the alumni association, led an effort to hire the first paid
alumni secretary to "write letters to our members and send them news of the
great things Whittier College is doing."
A) The men c basketball team in 1907
included two alumni presidents, Paul
Todd '10 (front row, center), who
served in 1911-12, and Esek Perry '07
(back row, fight), the association I first
president who served in 1909-10,
1914-15, and 1920-21.
B)The women's intramural basketball
train of 1903 included Claire (Edwards)
Harvey '11, alumni president in 1912-13.
C)The baseball team in 1910 included
William Frank Crites '12 (back row,
left), alumni president in 1913-14.

A)
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PAST PRESIDENTS

Alumni Association
ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS ACROSS THE NATION: Alumni events—class reunions, homecoming, receptions with the president—have been part of the American higher education landscape since shortly after
the country's founding. According to Paul Chewning, president of West Virginia Independent Colleges and
Universities, Inc., former vice president
with the Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education and former alumni
professional who has written several
books and chapters on alumni relations,
the notion of alumni as we think of them
today has been around since 1792, when
Harvard University began organizing its
These stnde,its won an I.. A. compel/ti on in 1927 for a ra,
& prozram. F/(lon
Snut/i '28 (mit/dIe row, I/mr/from lc/I), was alumni presc'/enl in 1945.-46.

alumni by their year of graduation. The

first formal alumni association was formed at Williams College in 1821. Yale University held its first class
reunion in 1824, and in 1836, Williams launched its first capital campaign. In 1842, the first independent
R,,chard Al. Nixon
in his yearbook
photo take,, for the
Orthogonia,,s in
19.14, was a/u/i//li
president in
1938-39.

alumni association (a separate organization from the institution)
was formed at Virginia Military Institute. Miami University of Ohio
held its first regional event in 1853 and at Williams in 1859, the
first building completely funded by gifts from alumni was erected,
called, appropriately enough, Alumni Hall. Yale, which has made
an annual appeal to
its alumni for financial support since
1890, is credited
with having the first
alumni fund. In 1891,

P.
In 1970, Nixon, ' wak thin !iresi//ènl ofthe United States, invited the clasof i4

Mt. Holyoke formed

to the White Hoascfora reunion.

the first overseas

chapter, called the Oriental Mt. Holyoke Alumnae Club, and in 1897, the University of Michigan hired its
first full-time alumni director (then called secretary) 'i'
Information about Whittieds Alumni Association was taken from Whittier College:
The First Century on the Poet Campus, by Charles Elliott, J,:, 67.
The photo of Nixon is from The Acropolis. All 0!her photos areftom Elliott's book.
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1909-10 Esek H. Perry '07
1910-11 Edward E. Thomas '07
1911-12 Paul E. Todd 'lO
1912-13 Claire (Edwards) Harvey '11
1913-14 William Frank Crites '12
1914-15 Esek H. Perry '07
1915-17 Bailey W. Howard 13
1917-18 Loretta M. Cook '05
1918-19 Hilda (Hickman) Harrison '17
1919-20 Oscar E. Marshburn '17
1920-21 Esek H. Perry '07
1921-22 Earl E. S. Strem '17
1922-23 Fred Newlin '15
1923-25 Everett M. Reese '15
1925-26 Marion Dozier '24
1926-27 Gurney B. Reese '22
1927-28 William C. Jones '26
1928-30 Alfred H. Jones '24
1930-31 Merritt T. Burdg '23
1931-32 Charles F. Taber '14
1932-33 Gerald C. Kepple '21
1933-34 Bruce F. Gates '31
J. Mark Martin '31
1934-35 Alfred H. Jones '24
1935-36 Albert E. Madden '25
1936-37 Paul L. Johnson '32
1937-38 Richard A. Thomson '34
1938-39 Richard M. Nixon '34
1939-40 Frank M. Wright '16
1941-42 Arthur H. North '37
1942-43 George F. Chisler '35
1943-44 William G. Weiler '25
1944-45 Lambert W. Ferguson '38
1945-46 Eldon Smith '28
1946-47 Kenneth L. Ball '34
1947-48 Russell C. Ranzona '28
1948-49 Samuel P. Pickett '22
1949-50 Edward J. Guirado '28
1950-51 W. Clement Reece '27
1951-52 Dean L. Shively '37
1952-54 Hubert C. Perry '35
1954-55 William F. Soeberg '35
1955-56 Gene M. Bishop '39
1956-57 Carl F. Seigmund '35
1957-59 Thomas D. Wood '50
1959-60 David E. Wicker '49
1960-61 Nortleet Callicott, Jr. '42
1961-63 Beryl E. Notthoff '35
1963-64 John R. Cauffman '45
1964-65 Kenneth L. Ball '34
1965-66 Thomas V. Deihl '47
1966-67 Eugene M. Marrs '50
1967-68 John D. Kegler '38
1968-69 Stephen A. Gardner '40
1969-70 Howard Seelye '48
1970-71 Rayburn Dezember '53
1971-73 Alfred Stoll '49
1973-75 Wayne L. Harvey '60
1975-77 James Carlisle '56
1977-79 Robert W. Capps '54
1979-81 Susan (Elliot) Harvey '67
1981-83 Robert Blechen '56
1983-85 Elwyn Dyer '50
1985-87 Barry W. Uzel '65
1987-89 Paul 0. McNulty '76
1989-91 Willard P. Harris '80
1991-93 Patrick J. Hart '79
1993-95 William R. Francis '64
1995-97 Jennifer (Nestegard) Blazey '86
1997-99 Margaret (Donnellan) Todd '76
1999-01 Penny (Cams) Fraumeni '68
2001-04 Deborah (Cramer) Arroyo '90

.5.

Whittier's alumni association offers a wide range of events,
including Homecoming.

LISA MoCARRELL

01

"What ' s In It
for..M
A._.e?"
17'T

I,

Resources
for Poets

you use. To sign up, go to www.whittier.edu/ alumni!

hittier offers many services and opportunities to its alumni.

services!email_port.htm.

(A note about membership: If you completed 24 credits,

Want an MBNA credit card? The college offers alumni a

you are a member of the alumni association. It's that simple.)
Among the benefits offered are the events and activities spon-

MasterCard. A percentage of every purchase made goes to the alumni

sored by the alumni association. These include campus events like

association, where it is used to help fund programming. For informa-

Homecoming and Reunion Weekend; events held throughout

tion, call 1-800-847-7378. Need help in putting a son or daughter

Southern California, like this year's Adventures in Dining series,

through college? Children of alumni who attend Whittier College

featuring Whittier's favorite professors speaking in area restaurants;

receive annual $1,000 legacy scholarships. For more information,

and the newly reinstated travel series, including the Ashland

call the Office of Student Financing at (562) 907-4285.

Shakespeare Festival and a cruise on the upper Mississippi.
For upcoming events, see page 56 or visit: www.whittier.edu/alumnil
Reunions give alumni,
like these members of
the Class of '62, who
attended their reunion
last fall, a chance to
reminisce.

default.htm.
Want to stay in touch? The college offers alumni ways to
do that including the Alumni Directory. The Alumni Directory
is published every five years and was last released in 2001. It's a
wonderful tool for networking, contacting classmates and
rekindling friendships. The Alumni Association also
offers a free, permanent e-mail address, with 100MB
of mail storage, to all Whittier College alumni. The
e-mail address will be yours forever, regardless of
where you live or work or which Internet provider
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reopened in time for the

Poets are entitled to free

fall semester.

career services for life through
the Office of Career Services,

Are you interested

including counseling, testing

in cultural events? The

(a modest fee is charged for

Poet campus has a lot to

some tests), help with the job

offer when you live in or

search process, resume writ-

visit the area. The Ruth

ing, and salary negotiations.

B. Shannon Center for

For more information, call

the Performing Arts

Linda Ross, director of Career

offers a full spectrum

Services, at (562) 907-4230

of events, ranging from

or send her an e-mail at

Hawaiian music to big

lross@whittier.edu.

band to children's theater. Whittier's Depart-

Like sports? Watch the

ment of Theatre and

Poets play both at home and
away. A complete schedule

Communication Arts

is posted at www.whittier.

stages four productions

edulathletics/athletics.htm, or

A/I at/i/nt,' events ale free, with the exception of.VCAA post-season p/nv.

a year in the Shannon

you can call the athletic department at (562) 907-4271 for informa-

Center, and the Whittier College Choir performs its annual Home

tion. All athletic games are free, with the exception of NCAA post-sea-

Concert there every spring. The music department also offers per-

son play. Many alumni who are interested in athletics at the college

formances in the Chapel throughout the year, stages its Madrigal

join Purple & Gold, the college's athletic support group. For more

Feaste every holiday season, and takes the choir on tour each year.

information see pages 17-18 or call Mike Rizzo, assistant director of

For information on events held in the Shannon Center, visit the Web

major gifts, at (562) 907-4841.

site at www.shannoncenter.org or call the box office at (562) 9074203. For information on other events sponsored through the music

Looking for a good book? Alumni have access to all materials

department, call Russ Litchfield '78 at (562) 907-4237.4

and resources in the library, with the exception of interlibrary loan.
The newly renovated library and information resources center

WHITTIER CONTACT INFORMATION
Office of Alumni Relations
Career Services

• Phone:(562) 907-4230 • URL: www.whittier.edu/career/default.htm

Athletic Department
Shannon Center

• Phone:(562) 907-4222 • e-mail: alumni@whither.edu • URL: www.whittier.ethi/alumni/deiautt.htm

• Phone:(562) 907-4271 • URL: www.whittier.edu/athIetics/athIetics.htm

• Phone:(562) 907-4203 • URL: www.shannoncenter.org

Music Department

• Phone:(562) 907-4237 • URL: web.whitiier.edu/academic/musicdepartment/index.htm

Library • Phone:(562) 907-4247 • URL: www.whittier.edu/Iihrary/defauR.him
Online Giving

• URL www.whittier.edu/giveonlineform.htm

Live Campus Cameras

• URL: www.whittier.edu/webcams.htm
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Alianza tie los Amigos,
Whittier's Hispanic alumni group,
hosts several events for students
and parents throughout the year.
The planning committee is pictured here
at a reception held to honor graduathig"t
seniors. From the left (back row) are 'David
David Preciado '02, Raquel Torres '91,.
Christina Obregon '88, Elizabeth Martiñez '97,
Silvia Chandler '93, Nadia Garcia '98,
Leticia Garcia '98 (center) and
Albert Calderon '98 (front).

An Overview of Volunteer Opportunities
of 33 members who serve one-, two- and three-year terms and meet

you enjoyed your years as a student at Whittier. Maybe now

Yo,ou're looking for a way to give back or to reconnect. Well,,

twice a year at Homecoming and Commencement. The Board of

there are about as many ways of reconnecting and being involved

Directors is advised by the Alumni Council, a larger group with rep-

with Whittier as there are alumni.

resentation from across the spectrum, including all class agents, the

The Alumni Association is made up of all Whittier College

regional chapters, the societies, current students, and the various
support groups, such as Purple & Gold and Alianza de los Amigos.

alumni. Membership is automatic—if you completed 24 units, you

The Alumni Council

are an Alumni
Association member.

meets once a year as a

The mission of the

group, although mem-

Alumni Association is

bers are expected to

to serve as the link

serve on at least one

between alumni and

standing committee of

the college. The

the alumni association.

Alumni Association

Although alumni who

is governed by a Board

serve on the Board of

of Directors, made up

THE
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'I/ia Alumni Association Board of Directors meets Ira/ce a real; at Reunion I I i'v'kand and Commencement.
Deborah (Cramer) Arroj'o '90, president, is at the far right. For a complete list of boaid ,ne,nhe,s, and
to view agendas and minutes, cliii nun',u'hittie,:edu/a/unini/defan/l.litm.
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Directors are appointed

based on demonstrated involve-

fellow classmates, serve as members

ment, support and commitment

of their class reunion committees,

to Whittier College; interested

help to recruit volunteers, and serve

alumni are encouraged to serve

as members of the Alumni Council.

on the standing committees. For

(For more information on the class

more information, contact Emily

agent program, see page 30.)

Societies are another way for

Rankin, director of alumni relations, at (562) 907-4222 or

alumni to stay involved. Many alumni

erankin@whittier.edu.

remain active in their societies long
after graduation. Societies sponsor

Whittier College's regional

chapters plan a wide range of

events for alumni and current stu-

events and keep alumni in other

dents throughout the year, including

parts of the country in close connection with the college. In the past
year, alumni in Seattle have seen a
Mariner's game from the executive

In fanner)' the Hawaii Chapter gatheredfor a dinne,: From the left,
standing, are Debbie (Hamamoto) Shimizu '76, ('hivas Dabbs '00, Stez'e,,
Ai '76, Chris (Snmij'e) Jinoto '75, and Emily Rankin, alumni directo,:
Seated are Doug Bennett '65, Kor Onio '96, Yukio Hanmada '61, and
Maa,n (Lee) Yee '76.

the very popular brunches during
Homecoming Weekend.

Alianza de los Amigos is
the Hispanic alumni organization,

suite, alumni in Hawaii held a reception for President Will, and

dedicated to providing students with scholarships and career devel-

alumni in the nation's capitol invited Professor Fred Bergerson to

opment opportunities. The group has been involved with reaching

talk about his experiences with the State Department. Whittier has

out to bilingual parents and to the larger Hispanic community. In

active chapters in Colorado, Minnesota, Oregon, Washington State,

addition, Alianza sponsors an annual Folklorico competition in the

Washington, D.C., Hawaii, Santa Barbara, Calif., and the San Francisco

Shannon Center. For more information on Alianza, contact Rose

Bay Area. If you are interested in helping in one of these areas, or

Hernandez at (562) 907-4962.
Interested in athletics? Consider joining Purple & Gold

in starting a chapter in your own area, call Alumni Relations at

(P&G), the support group for Whittier's athletic program. P&G raises

(562) 907-4222.

Class agents keep alumni in close contact with each other and

funds for special athletic needs not covered by the regular operating

with the college. In addition to gathering information for the Poet to

budget, including the Shoe Fund, which provides each student-athlete

Poet section of The Rock, they provide information on the college to

with $50 to use toward the purchase of athletic shoes for his or her

TWENTY WAYS TO
SUPPORT WHITTIER
COLLE GE
WITHOUT WRITING
A CHECK..
1. Encourage young people to consider
attending Whittier College.
2. Contact a favorite professor about
sharing your expertise in a class.
3. Be an E-mentor.
4. Sponsor an internship.
5. Host a student for a day of job
shadowing.
6. Speak at a career panel.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Encourage your employer to
recruit on campus.
Attend an alumni event.
Host an alumni event.
Become active with the alumni
association.
Fill out matching gift forms. (To
find out if your employer matches
gifts, check with your human
resources department.)
Share your experiences at Whittier
with other people.
Volunteer to be a class agent.
Serve on your reunion committee.
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15. Include Whittier College in
your will.
16. Attend a sporting event on
campus.
17. Attend a cultural event on
campus.
18. Bring guests to campus events
with you.
19. If you're famous, mention that you
went to Whittier College whenever
you can. If you're not famous,
mention that you went to Whittier
College whenever you can.
20. Hire a recent graduate.

interested register and place their work and educational
URPLE U GOLD

histories online. Students can view this information online and
e-mail an E-Mentor with questions about education and career.
"This can build strong relationships between students and alumni,"
said Ross. To sign up, go to www.whittier.edu/career and click on
"monstertrak.com." Look under "Other Resources" and click on
"Career Contact and Alumni Network." Click "Register" and follow
As port of the Purple & Gold golf tournament, Jack Fair '48 and Wendell Hutchinson
prepare to check in competitore for the putting co//test.

the instructions.
Career Services, in conjunction with the Alumni Office, also

sport. Money over and above what's needed for the Shoe Fund goes

hosts career panels, usually held at one of Whittier's faculty master

to the athletic director's wish list. The group is also working to raise

homes. Two were held this spring, one centered around bilingual

$1 million in endowment for the athletic department. The biggest

and international careers, and one centered on careers in athletics.

fund-raising event sponsored by the group is the golf tournament,

Career Services launched a job-shadowing program this spring

held each spring. This year's tournament, held May 12 at the Friendly

called "A Day on the Job," in which interested current students were

Hills Country Club, raised more than $20,000. P&G also runs the

matched with alumni who volunteered to have a student spend a

Athletic Hall of Fame, which inducts alumni-athletes into the hail

day with them.

every other year. In addition, the group sponsors the Poet Basketball

Ross also says that alumni can provide valuable service to future

Classic in the winter, two barbecues a year, and awards dinners for

students by sponsoring internships and encouraging the companies

the student-athletes. For more information on P&G, contact Mike

they work for to come on campus to recruit during career fairs. For

Rizzo '86, assistant director of major gifts, head baseball coach and

information on how you can help current students with their career

P&G liaison at (562) 907-4841 or mrizzo@whittier.edu.

aspirations, contact Linda Ross at (562) 907-4200 ext. 4474 or

The Friends of the Shannon Center helps bring cultural and

lross@whittier.edu.

arts programming to the college and provides some financial support

Invitations for alumni to return to campus

for the music and theatre arts departments. Members participate in

to share their expertise also come from

a variety of activities, from ushering at events to staffing the annual

faculty members. Alumni have been guest

Meet the Authors and Bookfaire, in addition to assisting with out-

speakers at lectures and panel discussions,

reach programs for local school children and senior citizens in the

in the classroom, and for clubs and other

Whittier community. For more information contact David Palmer,

campus organizations. This spring John

theatre manager, at (562) 907-4835 or dpalmer@whittier.edu.

Rothmann '70, radio talk show host and

The Whittier College Women's Auxiliary raises funds to

political and foreign policy consultant,

provide student scholarships and to support special needs of various

returned to campus to speak under the

departments. It has been doing so since 1904, and its primary fund-

auspices of the Feinberg Lecture Series.

raising events are a holiday boutique in the fall and fashion show in

His talk, "What an Undergraduate

the spring. For more information contact Rachel Beal, director of

Needs to Know About the

annual giving and liaison with the auxiliary, at (562) 907-4298 or

Middle East," was

rbeal@whittier.edu.

attended by students,

For alumni who want a little less structure, many other involve-

faculty, staff, and guests

ment opportunities exist. According to Linda Ross, director of career
services, current students are very interested in assistance with

from the community.

career exploration, and there are many ways for alumni to provide

spoke to students in

that help. Some alumni choose to be "E-Mentors." Alumni who are

the Presidency and

Later in the day he

Congress course.
John Roth/I/al//I '70, radio talk shozi' host and political and foreign
p0/in consultant, gave a public lecture on the Middle List as part of
the Fembeig Lecture Se,ies and then spoke to students in a political
science class.
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Adam Eyres '88 addressed a biology department
seminar about his work with endangered and threatened
animal species at the Fossil Ri,,, Wildlife ('elite,:
Inset photo: Eyres pictured feeding bison at Fossil Rim.

work shown, and at the same time show the Whittier community
what spectacular pieces the students of the art department can
produce," says Tillman.''

Adam Evres '88 spoke at a seminar given by the biology department about his work at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center in Texas, a non-profit
facility that specializes in captive breeding programs for endangered and
threatened species of animals. Eyres has worked with red wolves, gray
wolves and rhinos and, according to Warren Hanson, professor of
biology and organizer of the seminar, is one of the few experts in the
world attempting to breed these animals in captivity.
Some alumni support Whittier by spreading the word in a
variety of ways, ranging from encouraging classmates to contribute to
the Whittier Fund to encouraging young people (and their parents) to
consider Whittier. One alumna even organized an art show featuring
student work. Sarah Tillman '00 works for the city of Whittier as
cultural arts coordinator. Working with Endi Poskovic, associate professor of art, Tillman mounted an exhibition featuring prints made by
students as well as pieces made when Poskovic and Tony Barnstone,
associate professor of English, taught a paired course on poetry and
Sarah Tillman '00 (right) oiganized an exhibit of pieces created by Whittier
students and faculty Jo,' II 'hi/tier's GTh' Hall. She is pictured here with
Vanessa Castillo '03, a student who had a piece in the show.

papermaking/bookmaking. "I thought that having student work from
the college would be a great opportunity for students to have their

AND HOW TO MAKE A GIFT TO WHITTIER COLLEGE
1. By check. Send a check, made payable to Whittier College, to
OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT
P.O. Box 634 • Whittier College • Whittier, CA 90608

Please include a daytime phone number, in the event that we have questions, and remember to let us know how you would like to designate the gift.
2.

By credit card. Make your gift online by going to www.whittier.edu/giveonlineform.htm, by calling Rebecca Coleman
at (562) 907-4209 or sending a fax to (562) 907-4817, attention Rebecca Coleman. If you send a gift by fax, make sure you
include the card type, account number, expiration date, and your name as it appears on the card. Please include a daytime
phone number and let us know how you would like to designate the gift.

3.

Giving stock. If you plan to give stock to Whittier College, please call Jim Ehlers, director of planned giving, at (562) 907-4217.

4.

Gifts in kind. Gifts of art, real estate, equipment, books, cars, boats and other property may also be given. Call Rebecca
Coleman at (562) 907-4209.

5. Planned gifts. In addition to remembering Whittier College in your will (and please let us know if you have done so), there
are many other ways to make a gift to Whittier, including trusts and annuities. Contact Jim Ehlers at (562) 907-4217 for
more information.
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Ref
Three Poets
Share Their
Views on Being
Alumni.
lunch. I didn't realize the value of education, let alone a college
degree. After returning home from serving as a medic in the Navy,
I thought I'd like to be a doctor, and I was, thankfully, eligible for

hat does it mean to be an alumna/us of Whittier College?
There are probably as man.), answers as there are alumni.
Some people might think of the tangible benefits they receive
from the college—events, The Rock, travel opportunities, etc.
Others may think about what they received as students—a
first-rate, liberal arts education and lifelong friendships based
on experiences shared at an important stage in life. We asked
three alumni to give us their take on what it means to them.

the G.I. Bill. I put in my application to Whittier and for some crazy
reason, I was accepted.
I loved college. I wasn't just there for the piece of paper I'd
receive at the end. I actually wanted the education I was getting.
All sorts of possibilities opened up for inc during my time there.
I learned that a college degree wasn't only necessary for certain
careers, but had a distinct advantage. I went into the business
world instead of medical school and found Whittier College is very

E Dyer '50

well respected in the business world.

Elwyn Dyer is retired president of EGO Chemical Products, Inc.

have kept for life. It seems that once you've made a friend at Whittier,

Whittier College also introduced me to many dear friends I

Earlier in his career he was district sales manager with IS[ Corp. and

you have a friend for life. We still have talented leaders, a dedicated

was division manager with the Mutual of Omaha Land Management

faculty and small class sizes. All these factors come together to create

Company. From 1983 through 1985 he was president of the alumni

the perfect college experience, as far as I'm concerned.

association.

I liked Whittier so much I talked my daughter, CJ '87, into

Whittier College gave me the opportunity of a lifetime. My family

attending. She blossomed in the Whittier Scholars Program, and

and I are ever grateful for the doors Whittier College opened for us,

even had her own column in the Quaker

and being an alumnus makes me proud.

wonderful experience I had at Whittier and has been thankful I sent

I dropped out of high school because I felt my country needed

her ever since. We would be happy to send a third generation to

me in World War II, and because school was just a place to eat my
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campus. She had the same

Whittier College.
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Carol Cc rcic '/5

hired as a technical training specialist with what was then Rockwell
International. Because of my broad-based background I joined the

Carol Garcia is senior account executive with Ad Pro, an agency

technical staff that was focusing on chemical engineering for the

specializing in advertising, graphic design, marketing, and public

Space Shuttle program.

relations.

My work as an engineer included the completion of several

A Whittier College liberal arts education with a physical educa-

Shuttle experiments, testing of materials compatibility for the Shuttle

tion major and biology minor gave me a broad-based educational

fuel lines, the design and implementation of the Shuttle's landing

experience.

drag chute, and the design/implementation of an emergency egress

Physical education, including participating on a Whittier College

slide for the vehicle.

intercollegiate sports team, taught me discipline, teamwork and

After the engineering portion of the Shuttle Program was com-

the ability to always "push the limits" of my personal abilities.

pleted, I went to work for a progressive, cutting-edge advertising

After attaining my teaching credential, I utilized my Whittier

and graphic design firm that needed my technical and corporate

College education to become a high school science teacher and girls'

experience. For the past 11 years, this advertising/design firm has

athletics coach.

given me satisfaction, a quick pace of life and has made full use of

After a few years of teaching, I yearned for a faster pace, so I was

my Whittier College education.
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Cynthia Snycer '97

doing work that makes a difference in my community. I do not want
to sell widgets to whose-its ever again."

Cynthia Snyder is program coordinator for the Whittier Area

With the support and encouragement of caring professors,
my husband and my family, I graduated summa cum laude and

Literacy Council.

I am now program coordinator for a community based, non-profit

Being a Whittier alumna means new beginnings to me. I had
been laid off. I had worked selling widgets to whose-its. I was

organization—making a difference in people's lives. No more

interviewing for other jobs, all of which entailed selling widgets

widgets for me.
Being a Whittier College alumna means connections. I have a

to whose-its. I was not feeling enthusiastic.

stronger connection with my hometown and the community I now

My folks made me an offer I could not refuse. Transfer to
Whittier College, go full-time and get the degree. Accepting this

serve. I connect with other Whittier College grads who are also doing

offer changed the direction of my life.

good things in our community, and this serves me well in the work I
do. And when I tell people that I am a Whittier College graduate, the

Being a Whittier alumna means transformation. When I had

response is always positive. i'

to write a paper that asked where I saw myself after I graduated, I
wrote, "If I am going to have to make money, I want to make it
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Joe Price (left), professor of religions
studies, visits with Trustee Bill Harris
'55 and his wife, Harriet, during the
Homecoming festival.

ECHOES

WEEKEND

M

ake plans now to come to campus
for Whittier Weekend, Oct 2-5. All

alumni, students, Poet parents, and friends
are invited to campus for a weekend that
includes a special reception for parents,
the biannual Poet Awards Gala, the Golden
Anniversary Brunch, the Homecoming Game
against Menlo, and reunions for classes
ending in '3s and '8s.
In the meantime, here is a recap of last
fall's festivities, held Nov. 1-3, 2002. Alumni
returned to campus for a weekend that
combined Homecoming with class
reunions. And, reviving a tradition
from earlier years, families of
current students were invited to
campus to join in the festivities.
The classes of '37, '42, '47,
'52, '57, '62, '67, '72, '77, '82,
'87, '92 and '97 celebrated reunions.
In addition, the class of '52 was
welcomed into the Golden Anniversary
Club at that organization's annual bn

ess Craven '03 (left) and his
father, Bob (right), are shown
with David Paddy, assistant
professor of English, at a
Poet College session.
Dave Jacobs Court was
dedicated Saturday
morning.
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On Friday evening, alumni, faculty, staff

July. The newsletter will be produced four

Prepare for, attend and participate in

and friends gathered as Purple & Gold

times per year and includes information on

Board of Trustees meetings, which are

inducted new members into the Hall of

upcoming events and updates on Alumni

Fame (see p. 26). On both Friday and

Association news. If you didn't receive your

Saturday, guests chose from among six Poet

copy, that means the alumni office doesn't

College sessions, led by faculty members

have a current e-mail address for you.

from a variety of disciplines. Societies held

Send your address (and name and class

their annual brunches and receptions for

year) to alumni@whittier.edu or call the

alumni and current members on Saturday,

alumni office at (562) 907-4222. And if

and other guests attended a state-of-the-

you don't have an e-mail address, the Alumni

college session led by President Will and

Association also offers a free, permanent

the college's senior administrators.

e-mail address, with 100MB of mail storage,

unrestricted support, according to

to all Whittier College alumni. The e-mail

his or her means; and,

On Saturday morning, many guests

held three times a year;
• Be available for advice and counsel to
the Whittier College president and the
Chairman of the Board;
• Make a financial contribution to the
college, particularly for annual

turned out for the dedication of the Dave

address will be yours forever, regardless of

Jacobs Basketball Court in the athletic cen-

where you live or work or which Internet

ter. Jacobs' signature, haiidpainted on the

provider you use. To sign up, go to www.

with particular emphasis on future

floor, was unveiled during the ceremony.

whittier.edu!alurnni!seivices/email_port.htm.

students, potential board members,

At 1 p.m., fans filled the stands to

• Inform others about the college,

and prospective donors.

watch the Poets score a 33-12 victory over
LL'L

the University of LaVerne. In addition, the

FOR
0-MAMUNS

classes celebrating reunions presented
President Will with a check for $1.3 million.
The game was followed by the alumni/
student-sponsored festival and barbecue
on the baseball field.

JJLJ

T

he time is at hand to submit nomina-

tions for Alumni Trustee—alumni who

On Saturday evening, many of the

All Whittier College alumni who
meet the minimum qualifications may be
nominated. Trustees will serve a three-year
term, beginning in July 2004. If you would
like to offer a nomination, please submit

serve on the Whittier College Board of

a letter stating why you want to serve, or

classes celebrating reunions held special

Trustees to ensure that alumni have a voice

why you feel your nominee would be a

dinners, and music lovers attended a con-

in governing Whittier College. Since 1995,

worthy candidate, and enclose a resume.

cert of American music performed by

six alumni have served in this capacity:

All nominations will be reviewed by a

Chorale Bel Canto.

Sandra (Steele) Butzel '62, Kristine Dillon

committee from the alumni association

'73, Stuart Gothold '56, Wayne Harvey '60,

and, with the concurrence of the Committee

Amy Pulver '72, and Steven Weston '83.

on Trustees (a standing committee of the

The weekend concluded with a farewell brunch in the Faculty Center and
Whittier College Sunday at First Friends
Church, where Joe Price, professor of
religious studies, spoke.

All trustees are expected to fulfill,
whenever possible, these requirements:
Demonstrate commitment to private

Board of Trustees), two candidates will
be selected for endorsement by the alumni
constituency.
Please send nominations to:

E-nvstFIFER
L A-CHM
9)

oet E-Newsletter, a newsletter sent

by e-mail to alumni, made its debut in
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higher education and especially the

Whittier College

ideals of education found at Whittier

Office of Alumni Relations

College;

P.O. Box 634
Whittier, CA 90608

Become informed about the mission,

Nominations must be received by September

plans, goals and programs of the college;

30, 2003.
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As
DIRECTOR
JOINS STAFF

T

heresa Rivas '99 has joined

Whittier College as assistant director

and sits on the Bob Margett Women's

restructured to more accurately reflect

Conference Board. Rivas is married to

Whittier's alumni and to make it easier

Dan McMillan '82.

for more people to be active. The Board

of alumni relations. This is a second career

of Directors is made up of 33 members

for Rivas, who was a returning student at

from across the country who serve one-,

Whittier after spending several years in sales

two-, and three-year terms. The Board meets

and marketing positions in the insurance

SSC''— —" -_ —
~'

at Homecoming and at Commencement,

industry. Rivas majored in comparative

ARD

although board members are expected to

MEMBERS
OUGHT

cultures at Whittier, was named outstanding student in the major, and was a member
of two honor societies, Phi Alpha Theta
and Omicron Psi. Rivas has been quite
active in the Whittier community, and

serve on various standing committees.
Alumni are appointed to the board, but all
interested alumni are encouraged to submit

I

f you have been thinking about becoming

their names for consideration. If you are

more involved with the college, consider

interested, please call the alumni office at

currently is a member of Soroptimists

serving on the Alumni Association's Board

International of Whittier, is an ambas-

of Directors, the association's governing

sador for the Chamber of Commerce,

body. The alumni association was recently

(562) 907-4222.

OVES L__MMY

T

he alumni association launched

a new event series this year called

"Adventures in Dining." The evenings
combine food for the body with food for
thought—alumni gather in area restaurants
to hear Whittier faculty members speak.
This spring alumni enjoyed French cuisine
at Chez Sateau in Arcadia and listened to
Chuck Hill, professor of psychology, discuss
romantic relationships. Later, alumni met at
Maggie's, an Irish pub in Santa Fe Springs,
to hear Anne Kiley, professor of English, discuss Irish literature. The Alumni Association
plans to continue this series, but would like
to hold these events in restaurants with Poet
connections. If you work in the restaurant
business and would like to suggest your
establishment as a possible location, please
The alumni office staff. From the left are Theresa Rivas '99, assistant director;
Ann Gronezvold, administrative assistant; and Emily Rankin, director.
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call the alumni office at (562) 907-42224
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OF FANE
Kochman lettered in swimming and
diving all four years at Whittier. She holds
the college record in all four springboard
dives—i meter 6,1 meter 10, 3 meter 6 and
3 meter il—and was named All-SCIAC all
four years. She participated in the NCAA
championships three years in a row, and she
was named SCIAC swimmer and diver of the
year in 1991. Her other honors include
being named as an All American, team MVP
and President's Scholar Athlete of the Year
F

when she was a senior.
One of the all-time leaders in track

The new, inductees into the Hall of Fame, pictured with President Will (front row, thirdfrom left). Back row from the
left: Henn Mason '60, Bill Johnston '61, and Steve Sanborn '84. Front row from the left: Lisa Scott '93, Leon Kelsoe
'65, Will, Charlotte (Michel) Kochman '91, and Kristine Jacobs-Suhia '87 and Jennifer Jacobs Subia '91, accepting on
behalf of their late fathe,; Dave Jacobs.

and field at Whittier College, Sanborn
lettered and was named Whittier College
track and field MVP in each of his four
years at the college. He was twice named
NCAA All-American in the 400m hurdles,

ix Whittier College alumni and one

three times during his Whittier career, as

beloved coach were inducted into the

well as being named to the All District NAIA

and was named to the All-SCIAC 1st team

Whittier College Athletic Hall of Fame at the

(National Association of Intercollegiate

in the 1 lOm hurdles once, and the 400m

17th biennial Purple & Gold Club Hall of

Athletics) team once. His team traveled to

hurdles twice.

Fame Dinner during Homecoming last fall.

Kansas City two years in a row for the NAIA

The new Hall of Famers are Bill

National Tournament. Johnston also lettered

sports at Whittier. She lettered in softball

in golf.

four years, in women's volleyball three years

S

Johnston '61, Leon Kelsoe '65, Herm

Kelsoe played on the offensive line for

Mason '60, Charlotte (Michel) Kochman

Scott was outstanding in three different

and in women's basketball twice. In softball,

'91, Steve Sanborn '84, and Lisa Scott '93.

the Poet football team. He lettered two years

she was named to the All-SCIAC team three

The late Dave Jacobs, athletic director of

and was co-captain of the team during the

times and made the NCAA All-West Region

the college when he died in 2001, was

1963-64 season. He was named to the

First Team and the All-American 2nd team

inducted posthumously as an honorary

All-SCIAC team twice, and made NAIA

during her freshman year. That same year,

member.

All-America, NAIA All-District and the UPI

she was the Purple & Gold Freshman Female

All-Pacific Coast teams during his senior year.

Athlete of the Year, and she was Female

According to George Tenopir '48,

Mason was also on the Poet basketball

chairman of the Hall of Fame committee,

Athlete of the Year when she was a senior.
Jacobs' 30-year career at Whittier

candidates are nominated and selected on

team that went to Kansas City two years in a

the basis of their athletic accomplishments

row. He lettered two years, and was twice

College began in 1971 when he joined the

while attending Whittier, or their later

named All-SCIAC and NAIA 1st Team All-

college as head men's basketball coach and

demonstrated success as a professional

District. He was also named to the NAIA 3rd

associate professor of physical education

athlete.

Team All-American and received NAIA hon-

and recreation. He was named director of

Johnston lettered in men's basketball

orable mention All-American honors once.

athletics in 1974, and continued to coach

and was named to the All-SCIAC (Southern

Mason was team captain during his senior

men's basketball until 1995, when he retired

California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference)

year.
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from coaching to devote more time to his
other responsibilities.
During his 24 years of coaching,
Jacobs' teams won seven SCIAC championships, competed in six NAIA district
championships (winning one) and three
NCAA III Western Regionals (winning one).
While Jacobs was head coach, his teams had
more than 300 wins, and he was named
District Coach of the Year five times.
Jacobs served as chair of the SCIAC
Athletic Directors and the NCAA III Men's
Basketball Committee and as a member of
the NCAA Council and the NCAA
Championships Committee. He also established the Whittier College summer sports
camp, which has served area youth since the

Eight students were honored at the Puip/e I Gold Sports Awards Ban quet. Back row, from the left: senior J.R.
Maupin, sophomore John Temidara, freshman Erik Gels/es; and senior Andrew Biers. Front row, from the left:
senior Cathy Burt, senior Robin Is/i/has/si, a,,dfreshn,an K/sn Char/son. Not pictured is senior Br/asia Schuck.

1970s.
ight athletes shared honors at the

E

scoring. As a junior he was second in the

Purple & Gold Sports Award Banquet

conference in punting with a 40-yard aver-

in May, including Briana Schuck '03 and

age per punt and was named Special Teams

J.R. Maupin '03, who received the Pres-

MVP. As a senior, he was again named

ollowing a national search, Greg

ident's Award as outstanding female and

Special Teams MVP, was seventh on the

Carlson was selected as head football

male student-athletes.

team in receptions and third on the team

Nu Foo
COACH '
F

AMED

coach at Whittier College.
Carlson brings extensive Division III

Schuck, who majored in physical education and recreation, graduated summa

in scoring.
Cathy Burt '03 was named Individual

coaching experience to Whittier. He served

cum laude and with academic distinction in

Female Athlete of the Year. She graduated

as head football coach at Wabash College

the major. Schuck was instrumental in the

cum laude and with academic distinction in

in Crawfordsville, Indiana, considered a

success of the women's basketball team,

her major, physical education and recre-

Division III powerhouse, for 18 years.

posting a 64-36 record over the past four

ation. Burt is a four-year track and field MVP

Under Carison's leadership, Wabash had

seasons. She served as team captain for two

and was the high-point scorer for both men

a 112-57-2 record and won conference

seasons and for the past three seasons led

and women versus SCIAC competition dur-

championships in 1991, 1992, 1994

the team in hustle points. This past season,

ing the past four seasons. She is a four-time

and 1998.

she led the team in field goal percentage

All Conference selection in the javelin and

and was third in free-throw percentage.

discus and won the SCIAC championship in

Carlson also has coaching experience
at the Division II and Division I-A levels. He

Maupin is a four-year letter winner in

comes to Whittier from Ball State University,

football and also lettered one year in base-

the javelin last spring.
Sophomore John Temidara, who par-

where he was recruiting coordinator and

ball. During his freshman year, he was third

ticipated in both track and field and basket-

running back coach, and earlier in his

in total yards and fourth in scoring. As a

ball, was named Individual Male Athlete of

career he was defensive coordinator at the

sophomore, he was seventh on the team

the Year. In basketball, Temidara averaged

University of Evansville.

in total yards and fourth on the team in

10 points per game and six rebounds in
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Teams competing in the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC) are Caltech, Cal Lutheran, Claremont-Mudd-Scripps,
La Verne, Occidental Pomona-Pitzer, Redlands and Whittier. Not all schools participate in every sport. Here's how Whittier's teams fared last
academic year.
Team

Overall
Record

Conference Conference
Ranking
Record

Football

1-8

1-4

6th

Women's Swimming/Diving

Men's Soccer

3-15

3-10

7th

Baseball

Overall
Record

Conference Conference
Record
Ranking

24-15

13-8

3rd
7th

7th

Women's Soccer

7-10-3

3-7-2

5th

Golf

2-7

1-6

Men's Water Polo

12-16

6-3

3rd

Men's Tennis

1-18

0-10

8th

Women's Volleyball

10-19

6-8

6th

Women's Tennis

9-9

3-7

6th

Men's Cross Country

7th

Men's Track & Field

5th

Women's Cross Country

8th

Women's Track & Field

6th

Women's Water Polo

11-16

Men's Basketball

17-8

7-7

4th

Women's Basketball

16-9

10-4

4th

Men's Lacrosse

13-1

7th

Women's Lacrosse

4-9

Men's Swimming/Diving

a part-time starter role and was named

and was named honorable mention All-

Team Defensive Player and Second Team

American. This season he was team captain,

All-SCIAC. In track he led the men's team in

scored 13 goals and eight assists for 21

points scored in SCIAC competition, earning

points, and led the team with 71 ground-

MVP honors. He set a new Whittier record

balls.

of 61" in the high jump and posted a 47-07

Kim Charlson was named Newcomer

foot jump to win the SCIAC triple jump and

Female Athlete of the Year. She led the

second place in the Poet record book.

women's water polo team in penalties drawn

1-9

6th
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n May 3, the Student Athlete Advisory

Committee (SAAC) hosted a sports day

for children in the SAY Yes program, an

(53), steals (95), assists (21), and overall

after-school program for homeless children

Team Sports Athlete of the Year. This is the

team performance points (375), and she

living in the Skid Row area of downtown

third consecutive year in which she has

was second on the team with goals scored

Los Angeles.

received this honor for her leadership on

(51). Charlson was named Team MVP,

the women's basketball team. Ishibashi led

Quaker Campus Rookie of the Year, and

day was confined to the gym, but Whittier's

the conference in steals with 106, assists

First Team All-SCIAC.

young visitors were able to play basketball,

Robin Ishibashi '03 was named Female

Because of rainy weather, the sports

with 97 and was the conference leader in

Basketball player Erik Geisler was

football, baseball, volleyball and soccer.

the assists-to-steals ratio. She was the Poet

named Newcomer Male Athlete of the Year.

Student-athletes and coaches from each

team leader in scoring (17.8 points per

His 11.1 points per game was the third best

team taught basic skills and worked directly

game), assists (97), and three-point field

on the team, the highest by a freshman since

with the children.

goals (40). This year, Ishibashi was named

1985. He was second on the team in shoot-

to the All-SCIAC First Team for the third

ing percentage and made 40 three-point

committee made up of student-athletes,

SAAC, mandated by the NCAA, is a

shots. His 80 percent shooting at the foul

assembled to provide insight into the stu-

line and 47 percent from the 3-point range

dent-athlete experience and to offer input

winner for the lacrosse team, was named

were the best on the team. Geisler's long-

into the rules, regulations, and policies that

Male Team Sports Athlete of the Year. In

range shooting faired well in the conference,

affect student-athletes' lives at Whittier. The

2002, Biers finished the season with 16

ranking second in three-point percentage

sports day was selected by the group as its

goals and 19 assists for a total of 35 points

and fifth in three-point shots made.

annual community service project.

consecutive year.
Andrew Biers '03, a four- year letter
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Division III lacrosse. So when the Poets

else for them to practice prior to their game

want to play, they have to travel, and usually

with Eastern Connecticut State.

to the East Coast. And because they aren't in

Despite these challenges, the team

a conference with their opponents, the Poets

finished its regular season undefeated and

nder the leadership of head coach

play at their opponents' convenience, result-

advanced to championship play. Finally in

Dave Schaller, the men's lacrosse team

ing in an erratic schedule. For example,

the semifinals, the farthest the Poets have

over spring break the lacrosse team traveled

ever gone, the winning streak came to an

entered post-season play undefeated.
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to the East Coast where they played—and

end, and they lost to Salisbury University

was not in defeating their opponents but in

won—five games in eight days. And they

As only four players were seniors, Coach

finding their opponents. Whittier is the only

had some memorable experiences—like

Schaller is very optimistic about the

team on the West Coast that plays NCAA

the time they had a workout in the parking

prospects for next year.

The biggest challenge for the Poets

lot of their hotel because there was no place

)IJ: ,

;
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The following student-athletes received all-conference honors during
the 02-03 academic year.
Cathy Burt, a senior, women's track and field
Kim Charlson, a freshman, women's water polo
Daryl Foy, a junior, men's soccer
Mike Frazee, a junior, baseball
Katie Galvan, a sophomore, women's water polo
Joe Gonzalez, a senior, men's water polo
Gretchen Heath, a junior, women's soccer
Erin Hurley, a senior, women's soccer
Robin lshibashi, a senior, women's basketball
Justin Jimenez, a junior, football
Ryan Jones, a junior, baseball
Bah Katenay, a sophomore, women's basketball
Ryan Kitamura, a junior, baseball

29

J.R. Maupin, a senior, football
Lizette Montero, a senior, women's volleyball
Abe Morabbi, a senior, men's basketball
Mario Neavez, a senior, men's track and field
Naomi Nunez, a freshman, women's track and field
Kelly Orosz, a freshman, women's soccer
Jeff Padgett, a junior, men's water polo
Mark Paterson, a senior, men's soccer and men's track and field
Taylor Prosek, a sophomore, women's soccer
Ryan Quigley, a senior, men's water polo
Briana Schuck, senior, women's basketball
Luc Schuette, a senior, men's track and field
Terry Smith, a junior, men's track and field
Randy Sobek, a sophomore, baseball
John Temidara, a sophomore, men's basketball and
men's track and field
Jessica Wilgus, a senior, women's tennis
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Class Agent Program Remains Strong
Vhittier's class agents are among the college's most dedicated volunteers. Their labors result in Poet to Poet, which some say is the
most widely read section of The Rock.
In addition to gathering information on their classmates for Poet to Poet, class agents help to provide information about the college to
their classmates, frequently serve on their reunion committees, and are members of the Alumni Advisory Council, the body made up of active
alumni volunteers that serves as an advisory group to the Alumni Board.
Twice a year, class agents send postcards to their classmates, looking for news to share. These postcards are in turn forwarded to the
Alumni Office, and ultimately to The Rock. Of course, you don't have to wait for a postcard from your class agent; feel free to drop him or
her a note anytime you have news to share with the readers of The Rock. It's especially important to let your class agent or the Alumni Office
know if you have a new address, phone number, or e-mail address.
You will find your class agent's contact information printed at the beginning of your class entry in Poet to Poet. If your class doesn't have
an agent, send your news to the Alumni Office, P.O. Box 634, Whittier, CA 90608 or by e-mail to alumni@whittier.edu. You might also consider
volunteering. For more information on becoming a class agent, contact Emily Rankin, director of alumni relations, at (562) 907-4222 or
erankin@alumni.edu. Please note that entries to the alumni guestbook on Whittier's Web site (http://www.whittier.edu/alumnilocator) will
not automatically be included in Poet to Poet. '

1933

•Virginia (Keasby) Moorhead

•
Lila (Wing) Kishbaugh

1935

writes that she keeps busy with

attended the Wing Family of

CLASS AGENT: Needed

CLASS AGENT: Dolores
(Lautrup) Ball

all the activities at Morningside

America's centennial reunion

quakermaid@webtv.net

retirement home in Fullerton,

in Massachusetts last year. The

11730 East Whittier Blvd. Space #57

Calif.

Wing Fort House is the oldest

writes that she and her husband,

Whittier, CA 90601-5918

•Marian (Manley) Jobe says

house on the Cape lived in by a

James, are happy retirees and

Class agent Dolores (Lautrup) Ball

that at 90 she's in good health

single family. It is now a national

enjoyed a week-long visit last

writes "thanks to those who sent

and enjoying life in a small retire-

museum open to the public.

fall with their daughter, Janice

(Takahashi) Rodan '64, a

cards. We have 27 members of the

ment inn in the old gold rush

class on the mailing list. Some of us

town of Grass Valley, Calif. She

are not well, and I thank family

enjoys using her computer, read-

members who helped respond to

ing and playing duplicate bridge.

the cards." She adds that she serves

•Phil Martin and his wife,

12151 Dove Ave.

as a member of the college's Board

Jean, live in Greeley, Cob.

Apt. C234, Quaker Gardens

of Trustees and is active with the

•Gladys (Olson) Baldwin lives

Stanton, CA 90680-3893

Women's Auxiliary and the Friends

at the Redwoods Retirement

1934
CLASS AGENT: Joanne
(Brown) Belben

Home in Mill Valley, Calif. She

of the Shannon Center.

recently showed a film she
•Alice (Barmore) Snedecor

the Goddess.

and suffers from poor eyesight,

•Eldon Paddock and his

but writes that she is doing

wife of 65 years, Virginia, live

well otherwise.

in San Diego, Calif. Since her

•Mary (Dixon) Atwill says she

health is failing, he has become

enjoys living in a retirement

her primary caregiver.

community in Santa Barbara.

•Ferne (Pemberton) Bassford

•Max Goldman sold his winery
after 67 years in the business

writes that at 90 she finally
has her first great-grandchild.

and is enjoying retirement in

•Robert Rockwell lives in

Templeton, Calif.

Corning, N.Y., and is a well-known

•Adella (Hayes) Valla lives

collector of Western art. His

in Long Beach, Calif., and has

department store was a mini-

curtailed her activities so she

museum displaying antique

can make daily visits to see
her husband in a rest home.

toys, Carder glass, and Western
art, but now his collections are in
the Rockwell-Corning Museum.
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with Lippincott Publishing Co.
in Philadelphia.

•Margaret (Price) Sowers lives
with her daughter Pat Sowers
'59, in Newport Beach, Calif.

•Edward Berger reports that he

1936

is still playing his favorite game,

CLASS AGENT: Needed

are close by.

•Madeline (Aborn) Paddock

•Gail and Ola Florence (Welch)
Jobe are still enjoying their

lives in the health care section

home in the beautiful red rock

in Columbus, Ohio. Due to a

30

of Friendship Retirement Village

country of Sedona, Ariz., but

back injury, she gets around

say their pace has slowed.

using a walker.

•Dorothy (Dodson) McConnell

•Helen (Banks) Smith moved

is comfortably settled in a nurs-

into a retirement home. She

ing home, and was very glad to

keeps busy with family and as

join her classmates at their 65th

editor of the Glenwood Garden

reunion.

Clippings.

•Leona (Mendenhall) Bloomer

•Mich! (Bessho) lmai volunteers

writes that she and her husband,

two days a week at an intermedi-

who is 96, decided it was time to

ate care facility in Los Angeles

downsize.They sold their tn-level
house in Boulder City, Cob., and

where her sister, Nobu (Bessho)
Towner '39, resides. She writes

bought a one-story on a smaller

that other than cataract and

lot in the same town.

THE

composition service manager

golf, but tries to find courses that

produced, The Presence of

lives in a retirement home

•
Ruth (Fukushima) Takahashi

knee surgery, she enjoys good
health.

1939

professor of the School of

in the San Francisco Bay Area

CLASS AGENT: Needed

International Relations at USC

after 54 years in Southern

and was involved in the honors

California.They are active on the

•Lauretta (Meller) Wood lives
in Sunset Beach, Calif., and stays

•Ruth Dallas stays active with

program and academic advise-

Resident Council and keep in

busy with community affairs,

the Whittier College Women's

ment, and with the College of

shape with exercise classes and

the Women's Club and the local

Auxiliary and invites fellow Poets

Art and Sciences. Nellie was a

sessions at the gym.

historical society.

to join.

public school teacher. She is still

•Grace (Mills) Koopmans and

•Genevieve (Williams) Gilson

publishing poetry and winning

her husband,Ted, celebrated his

honors.

90th birthday by taking their

well. She took a trip with family

•Nellie (Daniels) Saville writes
that her granddaughter, Anna
Marie Remsberg,attends

•Stephen Gardner is semi-

family on an Alaskan cruise last

to Southern California last year to

Whittier, following in the steps of

retired and takes part-time

fall.They also took a week's cruise

attend her niece's 70th birthday

her mother, Susan (Saville)

assignments with the Palm

on the Columbia River on a

party.

Remsberg '65.Saville and her

Springs Convention and Visitors

sternwheeler.

•Margaret (Bennett) Hughes
Hunt writes that her husband

husband, John, live in Plymouth

Bureau. He also represents New

•Elizabeth (Smith) Dean writes

Village Retirement Community

York Based Certified Marketing

that she is "getting used to my

died, but not before they enjoyed

and celebrated their 60th

Services in the desert area.

new knee!"

two very happy years of mar-

anniversary last summer.

•Edith (Jordan) Cooter had a

riage."That's pretty good, I think,

•Cliff Jordan heads a program

stroke and is currently in a care

•Elizabeth "Betty"
(Timberlake) Paldanius lives

when you're 83 and 87 when you

sponsored by the Coronado

facility.

near her family in Riverside, Calif.,

get married," she writes.

Rotary Club to promote courtesy

•Preston Mitchell writes that at

and remains active with the

in Coronado, Calif. He says the

85 he is starting to re-learn the

writes that at 91 she is doing

Historical Glass Museum in
Redlands.

•Carl Wilson writes, 'We stay at
the ranch in Montana from May
through November and are in
California from December
through April."

1942
CLASS AGENT: Needed

-

•
Irene (Cooper) Grant is on the
executive board of OASIS,a senior center in Corona del Mar, Calif.
She attends classes and work-

The Class of 1937

shops and travels with the travel
group.

1937

program has been successful.

string bass, which he played in a

CLASS AGENT: Carlos Bailey

community orchestra from

14335 East Sronte Dr.

•David and Margaret (Cleland)
Payne '40 are enjoying life in

Whittier, CA 90602-2706

Redding, Calif., and say they are

five bands. Photography and

CLASS AGENT: E. Burton
Parminter

fortunate to have family living

working with PhotoShop keep

nearby.

him busy the rest of the time.

1935-1942. He also plays tuba in

8151 DavistaDr.

•Bill Ritchey says it was great

•George Parker is retired but

Whittier, CA 90602-2742

fun getting together with fellow

works in an advisory capacity for

alumni at the Mariners game in

a local cafe. He is also restoring a

1938

Seattle last September.

1952 Packard.

CLASS AGENT: Needed

•Dorothy (Sheets) Mooney

•Willa (Winston) Gilmore lives

writes that she continues to

with her daughter in the house

•Chester Halley writes that

enjoy the classes and activities

her late husband built in 1950

he just passed 88 and has his

offered in her senior building.

and remodeled five times.

longevity sights set on 100. He

•Jean (Crossan) Clapperton
and her husband, J. Rowley,
celebrated their 60th anniversary
with a 10-day cruise up the St.
Lawrence River to Montreal,
Canada. She keeps busy golfing
several times a week and volunteers at a hospital.

•Paul Joy and his wife, Sandra,
live in San Diego and enjoy the
many opportunities for senior
activities. He's able to play
paddle tennis after successful
left and right total shoulder joint

•William and Julie (York)

replacements.

and his wife, Betty, live on a small

Hockett '38 live in Fullerton,

1941

•Maryann (Lucas) Poage

farm in Mena rd, Texas. They stay

Calif., and enjoy reading and vis-

CLASS AGENT: Needed

busy with local civic activities,

iting family.

moved into a retirement home
and says she enjoys the people,

the Texas State Historical Society

•R. Lewis Mann has been

the activities and a library that is

and Texas Tech University. He's

1940

housebound after suffering a

"loaded with books."

been helping to rebuild the old

CLASS AGENT: Needed

stroke six years ago and would

•Margaret (Miller) SaulBergero has been dealing with

like to hear from old friends.

Presidio, originally built in the
1700s, that is part of the local

•
Norman and Nelle (Shuler)

history.

Fertig have both retired. Norman

•Arthur and Carol (Mead)
Marshburn moved to Sunny

was the dean and an associate

View Lutheran Retirement Home

31

the illness of her husband,
Ramon Bergero, who has entered
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a hospice. She writes that her

'Bill' (Lamb) Tunison, Lee and

"great communicator for his

•
Alberta (Smitheram) Bourne

only good news is she just sold

Caroline (Reade) Woodward,

daughters and their families." He

took a trip to Big Bend National

an article to Girl magazine and a

Mary Joyce (Whitlock) Funk,

teaches part-time and takes part

Park in Texas, as well as Arkansas,

story to Brave Hearts.

and Jack and Erlene

in a round-robin letter that seven

Colorado and Canada last year.

•Dorothy (Mitchell) Stevens

(Woodward) Mele." Lee adds

Whittier alumni have kept going

•Frances (Webb) O'Connor's

volunteers for the Townsend

that he is working on a few proj-

since their graduation.

family surprised her with a trip to
Las Vegas for her birthday last

Opera Players in Modesto, Calif.,

ects and taking yoga. He was also

•Robert Thompson has prac-

and for the Stanislaus County

a precinct clerk in the election

ticed in the same medical office

year. She also took a week-long

Health Services Agency. She and

last November.

in Whittier for the past 51 years.

trip to the Caribbean by herself,

He owns a house in Whittier and

and went to Reno for a week

one on Balboa Island. Next year

with an adult education group.

her husband, Ken, celebrated
•Betty (Brydon) Dunn under-

their 50th anniversary last

went a third knee replacement,

December.
Jean (Rummerfield) Gretsch
writes that although a fractured
back may have slowed her down,
she still makes crafts and sells

which has curtailed her travel.
•Carol (James) Frank wrote
that she and her husband
shipped their 1935 Cadillac Town
Car back to Detroit last August to

them at home shows.
•Agnes (Schmiedeberg) Grant
lives with her son and grandson
and enjoys surfing the Internet.
•Virginia (Strong) Benson is
involved with the Friends of the
Whittier Library Used Book Store.

take part, along with 620 other
Cadillacs from 1902 through the
1980s, in the week-long celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the Cadillac motorcar.Their car
received the Class Award for
first place in its division.

She enjoys travel and playing

•Elizabeth "Bill" (Lamb)

bridge.
•Hannah (Thomas) Whitson
traveled to Pittsburgh, Pa., last

•Walter Worrill and his wife,
moving back to Pasadena, Calif.,
this year after living in and
around Chicago, Philadelphia
and New Jersey for 52 years. He
has been consulting for YMCAs
on the East Coast since retiring
from the YMCA National Staff as
a regional executive in 1980.
•Glen Wyne writes that his
health is good but he has
become the caregiver for his wife
of 60 years, Doris, who suffers
from Alzheimer's.

1943

1947
CLASS AGENT: Shirley

ed a new venture at 80 years of

(Plummer) White

age, publishing a book for sale

14237 Eastridge Dr.

on the Internet telling children's

Whittier, CA 90602-2778

Bible stories with humor and

Class agent Shirley (Plummer)

love.

White writes "Thank you for your

•Lee and Caroline (Reade)

response to my last request for

Woodward celebrated their 56th

news; your help is highly valued.

an n iversary. They still live in

Fifty-five years have passed since

Whittier and participate in YMCA

we marched across the platform

activities, They received the

up on the hill to receive our

Myron Claxton Service Award at

diplomas. If there is an interest in

the 87th annual YMCA dinner.

a reunion next year, we can plan
a 55-plus-one occasion, since we

1944

missed this year's Homecoming

CLASS AGENT: Needed

plan. I hope to hear from more of

20th century presidents who

you in the next mailing. Your

made a difference. Charlou

Sylvia, are looking forward to

beach and practicing part-time.
•Eleanor (Wilcocks) Pratt start-

Elderhostel trip to Tiburon, Calif.,
Rothmann '70, who discussed

daughter's wedding.

•William Lassleben moved to

(Snyder) Larronde '42 also

Carlsbad, Calif, and says he

attended. Tunison was also the

enjoys the smog-free environ-

speaker at a meeting of the

ment.

Restless Leg Syndrome

•Jere (Rojas) Craggs makes

Foundation in St. Louis this year.

good use of her local senior cen-

•Chuck McEvers volunteers as a

ter. She attends exercise classes

tutor in a county jail for Literacy

there twice a week and also

Volunteers of America and in a

attends computer classes for fun.

58 Pepperwood Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2630
Class agent Lee Mahood writes
"Hi, there, 43ers. Another year.
Not too many responding with
information. Must be too busy
traveling, grandparenting, and
doing good works. A few of us
were at Homecoming—great
brunch, talks from the president,
faculty members and an allaround good time. Among those
who attended included Art and
Barbara (Robinson) Hobson,

how and what you are doing."
Shirley adds that she lost her
husband, Harry Frigg, last year,
but family and friends have been
wonderful and her job supervising student teachers for Whittier
College has been a"real asset."
She travels to England several

county hospice program, as well

Jere says she finds the single life
challenging, but enjoys spending

social causes.

time with her fellow widow

•Grace (Miks) Meierding lives

friends.

in Prescott, Ariz., and considers

•Robert Rose retired from Dow

herself a world traveler.

Chemical and keeps busy with

•Phyllis (Pipkin) and Jack

volunteer activities and traveling.

•
Winifred (Chaffee) Brock

1945

tion is editing books and

associated with Monterey

CLASS AGENT: Carol

Christian Century Magazine for a

Peninsula College until 1983. He

(Coiner) Saunders

Web site: Religion-Online.

also helped set up a highly suc-

1624 West Ocean Front, Unit B

•Russell Heck and his wife,

cessful school for adults at the

Newport Beach, CA 92663-4518

times a year to visit family and
also enjoyed a tour of France in
the fall. She spent Christmas in
Cambridge and New Year's in
Germany.

writes that her biggest contribu-

Monterey since 1965. Jack was

leemahood@yahoo.com

classmates would like to know

as keeping up with a variety of

Blakemore '49 have lived in

CLASS AGENT: Lee Mahood

ROCK

Tunison took a recent
for a program featuring John

spring to attend her grand-

THE

he is considering living at the

college, with approximately 800

Alma Keller, took a trip to
Oregon, Washington and Victoria,

students in attendance each year.

1946

B.C.They flew to Portland, rented

•Harriet (Saunders) Twycross

CLASS AGENT: Violette

a car and drove 2,363 miles.
•Catherine (Hudspeth)

moved to Fullerton, Calif., last fall.

(Bakuen) Bachtelle

Hip and knee replacements have

270 Bennett Ave.

Ferguson enjoys living in

slowed her down, but she says

Long Beach, CA 90803

Friendview Retirement

she still has plans to walk in

CLASS AGENT: Barbara

Community, across the Street

Vermont soon.

(Cook) Neighbours

from George Fox University In

•Bill Thompson enjoys retire-

626 Swanson Ave.

Newberg, Ore. She volunteers for

ment and being the current

Placentia, CA 92870-2031

small jobs with the university.
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Whittier, CA 90601-2122

•Nancy (Kilbourn) and Philip
Harden '49 have lived in Pismo

•Wendell Anderson enjoys

the Alumni Board. He has retired
from the moving business, which

Class agents Buck Jarnagan and

Beach, Calif., for 30 years. Philip

fills his time with reading and

•Archie Nogle is

member of

5413 Mavis Ave.

life as a spiritual journey. He

his children have now taken over.

Bill Lee write, "Greetings Class of

suffered a major stroke in

enjoys retirement.

He writes that he was "part of 90

'48. Although we are not having

October of 2001, but is doing

•Janet (Bertram) Schneider
shares news of her only son's

WWII alumni that were guests of

an official reunion in 2003, if you

well.Their hobbies include gar-

the Chinese government, and

are in the area, we encourage

dening, cards, travel and reading.

wedding in Oregon.

sent on an all-expense-paid trip

you to attend the Golden

•Donald Hart and his wife

•Bill and Doris (Given) Branca
retired from teaching in the Los

to China, as a way of saying thank

Anniversary Brunch and enjoy

moved to Oregon four years ago,

you for all of their strong efforts

the many other activities

and he writes that they have

Angeles city schools more than

as pilots during the war."

planned for Homecoming

established a wonderful life.

20 years ago and enjoy life in the

•Fred and Doris (Chambers)
Pearson '66 spend their sum-

Weekend. Our class now has 136

•Raymond Hooper and
Margaret (Clarke) '51 are enjoy-

Pacific Northwest, where she vol-

members. Please take the time to

mers in Eugene, Ore., and their

return the postcards we send."

ing life in Palm Desert and are

Elementary School District.

unteers at the North Bellingham

winters in Desert Hot Springs,

Bill adds that he and his wife,

planning a cruise to Alaska to

•Bob Boucher and his wife sold

Calif. Both are retired and enjoy

Jeanne (Roberts)'51,enjoyed a

celebrate their 55th wedding

their condo and moved into a

travel, most recently to Australia,

12-day trip to England with their

anniversary.

mobile home park. Bob enjoys

New Zealand and Europe.

son and his wife. They visited

•Jack Jolley is retired and writes

swimming and is a pianist,

•Jane (Longwell) and George
Tenopir '48 enjoy train travel,

Shrewsbury, the birthplace of the

that travel and family take up his

though he still is dealing with

Lee ancestors, where centuries-

time. Last year he traveled to

Parkinson's disease.

especially in the Canadian

old homes and churches are still

Europe and southern and eastern

•Willis Boyd and his wife celebrated their 50th anniversary in

Rockies.Their grandson Matt, by

being used.They also remain

Africa.

daughter Kathryn (Tenopir) '72

active in Purple & Gold at the

•Leigh McWilliams and his wife,

December of 2001. He recently

and Frank Remkiewicz '74,

college.

Millie, are retired and enjoy trav-

served a one-year term as the

eling in their RV. Since 1967

foreman for the San Bernardino

•
Bill Bayless purchased a new

they've lived in a house, built in

County grand jury.

house in the high desert in

1912, on 10 acres of Whidbey

•Miriam (Bruff) Covington still

Victorville, Calif. He took another

Island waterfront. He enjoys gar-

lives in Westwood, Calif., but says

dening, his greenhouse, four to

she is contemplating a move to a

graduated from Whittier in 2002.
Their other daughter, Carol '74,
works as an expert in the field of
library and information science.

•Maxine (Murdy) Trotter writes
that her husband recovered from
surgery last year in time to enjoy
the three-day celebration she'd
planned for his 80th birthday.
She was also interviewed by the
Orange County Pioneer Council
for a history of their family and
her father's 12 years (1952-1964)
in the State Senate. The program
is under the auspices of the oral
history department at Cal State
Fullerton.The bound volume was
presented in May of 2002 and
placed in various libraries.

•June (Rogers) Oury took a
cruise to Alaska last year to visit
her daughter in Fairbanks and
later traveled to Hawaii for her
son's wedding. She's an avid theatergoer and volunteers with
Meals on Wheels.

•Eliot Wirt and his wife, Nancy,
live in San Jose, Calif., near their
children. His hobbies include
amateur radio and barbershop
singing.

1948
CLASS AGENT: Buck Jarnagan
539W Puente Ave., Apt. 2
Covina, CA 91722-6703

CLASS AGENT: Bill Lee
gpagma50@ao1.com

trip to Japan and says he can
now speak a little Japanese.

•Truman Benedict celebrated
his 80th birthday in January
with family and friends. He has
four grandchildren and a fiveyear-old great-grandson.

•Jack and Sylvia "Kay"
(Wedemeyer) Burroughs retired
from teaching, the aerospace
industry, and a contracting and
subdivision business.They live in
Santa Rosa, Calif., and write that
they have a large home and welcome visits from classmates.

•Marjorie (Frank) Gallard participated in peace demonstrations, and it reminded her of her
time at Whittier.

•Hank Font received an M.B.A.
from Stanford University. He
retired from North American
Rockwell and has since enjoyed a
lot of national and foreign travel.
One memorable trip was the

five months of travel each year

retirement community.

and church activities. He helped

•Evelyn Cartmell celebrated her

establish a county center for the

75th birthday last year with her

handicapped and belongs to a

family. She has been the librarian

service club and yacht club.

at Salesian High School in Los

•Marilou (Moriarty) Openshaw

Angeles for 10 years, teaching an

says that she loves living in

English class this past year.

the resort area of Palm Desert,

•Bruce Crowl retired three years

Calif. She plays golf several times

ago but says he's busier than

a week and does volunteer

ever. He and his wife, Ann, live in

work with abused women and

a small house on a hill in Laguna

children.

Niguel, Calif. He enjoys garden-

•Dorothy (Simkin) Zahner is

ing, reading, bicycling, carving,

president of the Arizona State

Kiwanis, church, family and limit-

Poetry Society.

ed travel.

•
Stuart Vitt writes that he plays

•
Glenn Crowl and his wife, Zona

golf once or twice a week and

Mae, will celebrate their 55th

does a fair amount of traveling.

anniversary this summer.

He also sings in his church choir

•Dick Deihl has retired but still

and with the Gold Coast Concert

manages some investments out

Chorus.

of his office in Del Mar, Calif. He

•Myrtle (Weber) Holban writes

loves to travel with his wife, Billie

that she had a good year. She

(Beane) '50.
•Barbara Hagler keeps busy

spends her time volunteering in

rapids from Lee's Ferry to Lake

her community.

Mead. He is a senior member of

delivering Meals on Wheels once
a week, taking short trips, and

the U.S. Power Squadron and

1949

enjoying camera club activities.

anchor member of the Alamitos

CLASS AGENTS: Mary (Steele)
and Richard Mastain

•James Harmon writes that he

Bay Yacht Club. He volunteered at
the yachting venue during the
1984 Olympics.

•Evelyn R. Fuston is bedridden

and his wife love watching their

rkmsm@charter.net

11 grandchildren grow up and

227 Granite St.

enjoy having their eldest son as a

Ashland, OR 97520-2746

neighbor.

with multiple sclerosis and would
be pleased to hear from fellow
alumni.
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•
Bill Heimerdinger retired after

with friends to keep in shape.

Mary (Grissom) Roberts and

33 years at Rockwell and 12 years

Mimi works part-time in retail

her brother moved into a larger

Libby, moved after 30 years in

at Northrop Grumman. He enjoys

and Bob is a security guard at a

house together to help each

Colorado to Mount Juliet, Tenn.,

golf and writes that he attended

water plant.

other out as they both walk with

where they can enjoy retirement

his 60th high school reunion in

•Dorothy (Simkin) Zahner is

canes. She enjoys reading and

at Old Hickory Lake. He fondly

Lowell Petterson and his wife,

February.

president of the Arizona State

helps out at the local food bank.

remembers his days at Whittier

•Bettye (Hooker) Richardson

Poetry Society.

She writes that her adopted

and all of the professors who

granddaughter is now skating in

gave him inspiration to succeed.

loves traveling in her RV and is in

Ruth (Smith) Bolin visited six

an RV club. She enjoys painting

continents before a long illness

an ice show, and her son, Larry,

with Mary (Byrnes) Cofield '50

caused her to give up traveling.

just retired from the Marine

Harold Platzek and his wife,
Florence, celebrated their 60th

and remains very active in

She now keeps busy with church

Corps.

anniversary. They enjoy traveling

church activities.

and group activities.

•Sanford Gross and his wife,

to spots all around the world.

•
Barbara (Johnson) Jones

•Edward Spurr is enjoying the

Bobbie, celebrated their 50th

has lived with her husband in

quiet life with family and close

anniversary.

Spokane, Wash., since 1967 and

friends.

enjoys it very much. She spends

•Gena (Wallace) Crawford is

Ray Rayburn writes that he
enjoys living in the shadow of

Beverly (Hayden) Gault lives

Mt. Shasta, traveling and spend-

in a retirement home in Carlsbad,

ing time with family and friends.

time with her children, who for-

recovering from knee surgery

Calif. She writes that David Gault

tunately live close, and keeps

last year. She writes that she

suffers from Alzheimer's and

insurance business and started a
letter business, preparing and

Robert Seelye retired from the

busy with church activities.

misses teaching and would like

Parkinson's and lives in a special-

•Francis (Kitchen) Brittain

to get a part-time job teaching

ty hospital.

mailing letters for 100 missionar-

writes that she is in remission

English as a second language

•Robert Hiatt lives in an

ies around the world. He recently

from bone cancer and very

or reading.

assisted care facility in Southern

relinquished that business to his

California and enjoys regular

daughter, Robin (Seelye) Cox

visits from his family.

'74, and has turned to other

thankful for each day.

•JoAnn (Little) Forsyth spent a

1950

couple of weeks on the Aegean

CLASS AGENT: Elwyn "El" Dyer

Sea with her son's family on their

2841 Coleridge Dr.

the Veterans Home of California

sailboat. She said it was interest-

Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4012

in Chula Vista.

ing to see art history come to life

CLASS AGENT: Thomas Wood

•Lucille (lnnerst) Nordgren

played golf and worked part-

in living color.

850 E. Ocean Blvd., Unit 707

retired from teaching and began

time at a local radio station.

•Barbara (Male) McCroskey

Long Beach, CA 90802-5450

Clarence Hamilton lives in

took a train trip to Washington,
D.C., to visit her two great-grandchildren and the rest of her family.She is currently chairperson
for the Veterans History Project,
videotaping the oral history of

•Phyllis (Anderson) Thornburg
works as a receptionist at the
senior center in Indio, Cailf. She
writes that her husband passed
away last year, but "friends and
family keep me smiling."

war veterans for the National

Mary "Betty" (Collins) Wagner

Archives of the Library of

belongs to seven orchid societies
and works for the Fascination of

died only two months after their
children gave them a 50th
anniversary celebration. She now
has a home close to her family.

Orchids International Show,
which is held every February. She
also loves attending the theater.

•Betty Jo (Menke) Freeman
writes that she is looking forward
to celebrating her 50th wedding
anniversary with her husband by
making a list of 50 things, places,

•Ella "Rose" (Durston) Price
keeps busy with gardening, volunteer work, bridge club activities and family responsibilities.
husband, Lyle, have lived in
Alabama for more than 30 years.

Elderhostel program.

•Earl Ody and his wife recently
traveled to Jamaica.They would
also like to give their regards to

Warren and Nancy (Chambers)
Knox '48.
•Miriam "Mimi" (Schwartz)
Nettleton and her husband
Robert Nettleton '49 enjoy their
Florida lifestyle and bowl weekly

year. She and her husband,

so they could travel and take

Ardean '57, went to Germany,

cruises.

Norway, and Sweden to visit their
"roots" last summer.They also

Sidney and Eleanor (Smith)
Shutt are enjoying retirement

travel in their RV and enjoy

in Brea, Calif.

spending time with children

Genevieve "Jenny" (Terrell)
Gumpertz writes that after 30

Russell Jeffrey and his wife,

years of living at the beach, she

Ann, took a "roots" trip to North

and her husband love their new

and South Dakota last year to

home in the desert. She keeps

see his birthplace and where her

busy with family and her writing.

mother was born.They also

James Relph entered the

enjoyed a visit from their son

diplomatic foreign service in

and his wife, who flew over from

1952. Last fall he attended the

Copenhagen to spend Christmas.

50th anniversary of his entering

Valley, Idaho, and Jackson, Wyo.

six months a year with the

enjoyed over the years, and
then revisiting them.

After marrying his wife, Carol,
two years ago, he left the station

traveling, with recent trips to Sun

She is retired and they travel

and persons that they have

a business preparing income

Thomas "TJ"Johnston enjoys

Ruth (Dyer) Taylor and her

Richard Galvez and his wife,
Lorelee, have been married 53
years and enjoy living in a log

William Shafer retired to
southern Arizona where he

taxes three months out of the

and grandchildren.

writes that her husband, Bob,

Congress.

•Irma (McCausland) Hughes

pursuits.

class in Washington, D.C.

Richard Tucker writes that he
and his wife, Philippa, enjoy life in

He rides bikes, skis and hikes.

Newport Beach, Calif., and Palm

He is also active in a number of

Desert, where they have been

photography clubs.

visited by several classmates.

•Beverly (Leach) Taylor moved

They also travel to New Jersey

to Washington in 1997 after

a couple of times a year to visit

living in Orange County, Calif.,

family.

for 55 years.

home in Oregon that has a
panoramic view of the Cascade
Mountain Range. He has retired

•Dave Moore retired as

1951

deputy superintendent of the

CLASS AGENT: Needed

Sacramento, Calif., County Office

twice—after 26 years as a Naval

of Education and moved to

officer and 23 years as a tax

Florida. He enjoys golfing,

consultant.

fishing, hunting and travel.

Carol (Ballou) Kesler lives in
Hawaii and enjoys spending time
with her family and being
involved in her church.
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•R. Gale and Marva (Klein)
Brandon live in Lake Almanor,

•Edwin Meyer is a retired actor

•Cecil Soden retired after 40

•George Gaylord enjoys spend-

who appeared in plays and tele-

years in education and 28 years

ing time reading, praying, and

Calif., and have enjoyed hosting

vision spots for Pepsi, Medicare,

as a publisher with Fishrock

reflecting in his care home in

many mini-reunions with fellow

Volkswagen, a camera store and

Publishing Co.

Tustin.

Poets.

others. He also collects antique

•Richard Strand is enjoying his

•Sunya (Lerner) Felburg writes

•Bob and Patricia (Paget)
Casjens live in Whittier and stay

dolls and would be interested in

retirement from teaching.

that she and her husband will

hearing from anyone who shares

•Leona (Tregenza) Smith spent

celebrate fifty-seven years of

busy with community, church

that hobby.

Christmas in Denmark last year.

"wedded bliss" in September. She
is also looking forward to the

and volunteer work and travel.

•Bruce Mitchell and his wife,

•Joan (Whitney) Hillyard lives

•Robert Causey is retired and

Radell, live in Oxnard, Calif., next

in Oceanside, Calif., where she

50th reunion of the Class of '53.

enjoys traveling, reading and

to the Channel Islands Harbor,

does volunteer work and is active

•Salvatore Gonzales is 17
years into retirement from the

spending time with family and

and take in several jazz festivals

in an RV club. Last year she took a

friends.

each year. He is also a docent at

three-month RV trip to Canada

L.A.U.S.D and enjoys visiting his

•Marie (Crocker) Jones writes

the Ventura County Maritime

and Chicago.

children, grandchildren, great-

that although she is getting

Museum. His latest book,Unequal

•Joan (Wright) Oyler and her

grandchildren, and three girl

older, and a broken hip makes

Opportunity:A Crisis in America's

husband, Bob, celebrated their

friends (one at a time). He has
traveled in Europe and the U.S.,

walking difficult, she still loves

Schools, was published last June.

50th anniversary with a trip to

life and is grateful for each day.

•Kathryn (Odle) Marinick lives

China and Bangkok. She retired

and his travels in the Orient

She travels occasionally, still

in Paradise Valley, Ariz., and

from Head Start, where she had

include Hong Kong and the

drives the freeways and belongs

enjoys gardening, reading, tennis,

been a teacher and site supervi-

Yangtze River. He has a continu-

to four Masonic women's groups.

tai chi and keeping up with her

sor since 1968.

ing friendship with Gale '55 and

•Mildred Rona (Elliott) Gillette

grandchildren's activities.

Jody (lhrig) Reid '53.

enjoys "active" living in Rogue
Valley Manor, a retirement community in Medford, Ore.

•Betty (Forbes) Weigel is
retired and serves as verger
in a large Episcopal church.

•Nellie (Hart) Koart says she
lives a quiet life since retirement,
and her family is her biggest
enjoyment.

•Patricia (Hayes) Havens has
been the city historian for Simi
Valley, Calif., and museum director and city historian for the local

The Class of 1952

history park for more than 30
years.Their book,Simi ValIey:A

•Walter Osenbaugh retired in

1952

Journey Through Time,is in its

1984 after 32 years of teaching

CLASS AGENT: Mary

•Elden Hughes reports that he
was recently made an honorary

third printing, with nearly 3,500

chemistry at Orange (Calif.) High

(Crouch) Hawley

vice president of the Sierra Club.

copies sold.

School. He and his wife, Penny,

chalkemor@ool.com

Elden has received the John Muir

•Kenneth Holt celebrated his

travel a bit, and his major activi-

1330 Marie Ellen Ave.

Award (Sierra Club's highest

77th birthday last December. He

ties revolve around the Santa

Whittier, CA 90603-1741

award) for his efforts in winning

and his wife, Helen, enjoy retire-

Ana Elks Lodge.

passage of the California Desert

ment in Dana Point, Calif., where

•Robert Ponce works with the

1953

Protection Act, raising the protec-

he stays busy working on geneal-

homeless in Ventura, Calif., and

ogy and family history.

helps out at his church.Three

CLASS AGENT: Nadine
(Hambarian) Emerzian

•Joan (Hoyle) Nellis had a suc-

times a week he meets with

pployer88@ool.com

playing badminton, and going to

cessful hip replacement last

other seniors for a two-mile walk

2806 Logonberry Court

indoor track meets. He is recover-

October and was back on her

through the Ventura Mall.

Fullerton, CA 92835

ing from a tendon tear he

feet by Thanksgiving.

•John Robbins took a five-week

•Donald and Doris
(Throckmorton) Lahr '50 enjoy

business trip to the Far East last
year.

travel by train, plane and boat,

•Marilyn (Robinson) Rands

blessed with good health and

•Leone (Knickerbocker)
Brockman and her husband,

and they are able to travel often

retired from full-time teaching

spend their time traveling and

Leonard, celebrated fifty years of

now that he has retired as mayor

but still substitute teaches and

playing bridge.

marriage in June of 2002.

of Santa Maria, Calif.

works in the church for the

•Beverly (Edwards) Deshler

•Nancy (Linam) Stephenson

tion levels on nine million acres.

•Tom James is busy traveling,

received while playing bad-

•Bud and Margie (Henderson)
Burchell write that they are

minton.

•Alice (Maxwell) Allen retired

Women's Relief Society. She

writes that she and her husband,

has retired from 20 years of

from teaching high school. She

enjoys gardening, sewing, writing

David '52,celebrated their 50th

teaching, followed by 20 years as

and her husband celebrated their

family histories and traveling

wedding anniversary in June of

a school psychologist. She con-

60th anniversary and have trav-

with her husband, Gary.

2000."We are thankful for the

tinues to enjoy frequent travel

eled extensively.
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blessing to our lives of our

and friendships, as well as the

Whittier College educations!"

clear skies of her home.
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•Kenneth Miller retired after 35

celebrated Jim's birthday in

368 West El Portal

years as a teacher and adminis-

Jasper.They also enjoyed their

Palm Springs, CA 92264-2603

Concert Association and the

trator in the Los Angeles Unified

50th wedding anniversary, a

Class agents Bob Capps and

Senior Center.

School District. He enjoys travel,

week-long family reunion, guests

Marjorie (Conley) Aikens write,

golf, bowling, fishing and "living

from Australia, and they still con-

"Thank you for your great

in God's country—Lake San

tinue YMCA, Whittier Historical

response to our request for

Marcos, Calif."

Society, and the Inter-Faith Food

news. If your postcard was tem-

•Mary Jo Norman moved to

Center. Ann helps with special

porarily lost, it's not too late to

Santa Rosa, Calif., to be near her

projects at her school—

send it to us. We'll include your

daughter and family after her

although she has been retired

news next time. Remember that

husband died. She volunteers at

for 12 years. They are proud

our 50th reunion will be cele-

a local museum and belongs to

grandparents of Zachary

brated during Homecoming

a health club, where she enjoys

Stecklein '03.

Weekend 2004." Bob also writes

water aerobics.

Bill Sandison loves traveling

•Shirley (O'Connor) Byrne

that he and his wife, Tonia,

with his wife Valerie (Vogler)

enjoyed the final voyage of the

enjoys teaching piano to adults

'56 in their motorhome and

Pacific Princess, the original

and performing. She and her

spending time with their grand-

"Love Boat," traveling from New

husband, John, enjoy skiing, ball-

children and children.

York to Rome, stopping in ports

room dancing and a couples'
book group. Recent travel

in Bermuda, the Azores, Portugal,

1954

Spain and Italy. They also cele-

included a Kenyan safari.

CLASS AGENT: Bob Capps

brated their anniversary on a

•Ann (Reese) Stecklein and

bobtoto@aol.com

cruise to the Hawaiian Islands.

husband Jim '52 are busy travel-

23004 Joaquin Ridge Dr.

Marjorie includes that she enjoys

ing between Oregon and

Murietta, CA 92562-3219

traveling and has seen some of

California, visiting the Pacific

CLASS AGENT: Marjorie

Iceland and the Shetland Islands.

Northwest and Canada in a

(Conley) Aikens

Her next trip will be to China.

motorhome with friends.They

Donausc@aol.com

She serves as a board member

for the Palm Springs Community

•Bette (Barmore) Jordan and
her husband, Dale, celebrated
their 51st anniversary on a trip
from Memphis to New Orleans
aboard the Mississippi Queen.
•B. Allen Bertoglio is teaching
high school math three nights a
week for an adult school. He has
been teaching in the Covina area
for 48 years. Allen stays active by
playing tennis and doing water
exercises, and he regrets that his
grandchildren live far away.
Russell Bonham spent
three weeks visiting family in
Barcelona, Spain. He also spent
Christmas with his daughter in
Westchester County, N.Y.
Alice (Carpenter) Coltharp
and her husband, Allen, spent a
week in Acapulco last year.
Margot Coons writes,"l am
contentedly plugging along with
theater here and in New York."

A

t 3 p.m. on Nov. 6, 2000, Merrill Jessup '53 received a phone call that changed his life.
Saved his life, actually The call was from Sharp Memorial Hospital in San Diego. They had
a heart for him, and how soon could he be in San Diego? Jessup, who was in his office in
Laguna Hills, Calif., suffered from congestive heart failure and had been on the waiting list
for a new heart for a year-and-a-half. By 9:30 p.m., he was in surgery. Due to careful guidelines set up to protect the privacy of the donors, Jessup only knew that his new heart came
from a 22 year old killed in an automobile accident.
As Jessup recovered, the social worker assigned to his case told him that he could write
a letter to the donor family if he wanted, and that it would be forwarded to them. (The recipient writes a letter without knowing the donor family's identity, and the family is asked if they
want to receive the correspondence.) He wrote the letter; and in June 2001, Jessup received
a letter from Darlene and Lawrence Quarles of Tuscaloosa, Ala., telling him that they were
going to be in San Diego in May for the sentencing of the drunk driver who had killed their
son. Due to delays in handling the correspondence, Jessup received the letter a month late.
Jessup immediately wrote back, apologizing for not being in San Diego for the sentencing and asking if he could meet them in person. This began a correspondence between
Jessup and the Quarles family, and he learned that his heart came from Markus Quarles,
a sailor killed while on shore leave. In November 2001, Jessup and his family traveled to Birmingham, Alabama, where he met the Quarles family. "We had a celebration of being united in spirit as well as through Markus' heart," said Jessup. "It was a way to honor this very special family
for the loss of their son by saying thank you for their acceptance of his choice to be an organ donor, therefore giving me an extended life."
While he was with the Quarles family, Jessup learned that six other people received vital organs and are alive because of Markus.
His parents said that Markus made the decision to be an organ donor at the age of 15, when he got his driver's license.
"I want everyone to realize that organ donation is a choice we all can make," says Jessup. In most states, the department of motor vehicles
sends a card that people who wish to donate carry with their licenses, and a donor designation that goes on the front of the license. "The most
important thing to do," says Jessup, "is to make sure that your family knows and respects your wishes."
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She has attended 36 tours with

•Robert Kessinger and his wife

busy working with stained glass,

1957

track and field "veeps"to the

have guardianship of their new

pottery and silversmithing.

CLASS AGENT: Sydney

Barbara (Roberts) Wille is the

Olympics and World Champion-

grandchild. He says,"At 70, it's a

ships and says she may "hang

big task to raise a little one, but

early childhood coordinator at

sydney@nicksnetworks.com

'em up this summer." She also

that's where we're at."

Los Altos Brethren School, which

24523 Studebaker Rd.

fulfilled a lifelong dream to

•Shenora (Kirishian) Adishian

she founded 31 years ago. Last

Lang Beach, CA 90815-2429

become the proud owner of a

writes that she and her husband,

fall, she traveled to the New

Class Agent Sydner (Foster)

'98 red Corvette.

George, stay fairly close to home

England states with Lee and

Nichols and her husband, Don,

•Richard Covington fractured

as they have two grandchildren

Shirley (Pickens) Shuff '54.

took a trip to London, Paris,

(Foster) Nichols

his left femur last summer, but is

with them three days a week.

•Ted Rasmussen is president

Prague, Vienna and the Austrian

doing well now.

•William Kleese is the leader of

of Rasmussen Iron Works, Inc.

countryside last summer with

•Agnes (Dalke) Bryan and her

the Riverside (Calif.) Renovators, a

He and his wife, Marilyn, spent

their daughter and her family.

husband, Oliver, were married 62

group of people who own old

a month at their Montana moun•Catherine (Agnew) Smith

years, and she now lives alone in

houses and share ideas.

tain home last year hosting

her own home. She retired after

•Phyllis (Lee) Swinnerton cele-

family.

and her husband, Paul, moved

teaching kindergarten in the El

brated the holidays with her own

•Bruce Shepherd and his wife

into a retirement home in

Monte (Calif.) School District for

grandchildren as well as playing

recently returned from a trip to

Colorado last fall.

25 years.

"Mrs. Claus" for 2,500 children at

Thailand, Cambodia, and

•John Avila's house was

•lnez (DiScala) Dahl is "loving

the local community center. She

Vietnam.

destroyed by the fire in Fallbrook,

life spending time with her chil-

remains active with the Morongo

•Jacqulyn (Wadeson) Muller

Calif., in February of 2002, but the

dren and grandchildren in

(Calif.) School Board, Youth

enjoys living in the Northwest,

new one that was built is nicer

Idaho."

Accountability Board, Republican

but spent several months in Palm

and handicapped accessible. His

•Joy (Escher) Bloom teaches

Women and California Retired

Desert, Calif., over the winter. She

illness limits his getting around,

creative music to underprivi-

Teachers.

is currently a member of the

but he enjoys spending time

leged teens at the local

•John "Rusty" Marshall and his

Whittier College Alumni Board.

with his grandchildren.

Methodist Church.

wife, Jo Ann, will celebrate their

•Jane (Warren) Patton writes

•Carol (Draper) Bell and

•Aletha (Gray) Hotaling stays

50th anniversary this summer.

that she continues to enjoy

her husband are raising their

busy with volunteer work, family,

He enjoys collecting wine and

beach living, family, community

14-year-old granddaughter.

music and church.

wine labels, cooking, walking

activities and "days filled with joy

They took a three-week trip to

•Dwight Hoelscher bought a

and hiking.

and challenges."

France and Italy last fall.

cabin at June Lake and a house

•Ray McMullen and his wife,

•Virginia Weaver works part-

•Annette (Crouch) Cooper

in Rancho Mirage, Calif. He lives

Nancy, traveled to Washington,

time at a furniture shop and

retired after 46 years of teaching,

in the house eight months a year

France and Costa Rica last year.

vacationed last year in the

the last 20 in special education.
She and her husband bought

and spends the other four

He continues to work part-time

Cayman Islands.

months in the cabin. He writes, "It

consulting for school districts.

•Neil Ziegler is a part-time pro-

a retirement "hideaway" in

fessor in the dental hygiene pro-

Idyllwild, Calif., and are"inventing

is wonderful to be 70 and still

•Ralph Montgomery lives in

enjoying life."

northern Pennsylvania and

gram at California's Oxnard

a new life style."

•Roy and Gloria (Hull) Johnson

enjoys traveling from New

Community College and serves

•John DeWitt works in the

'47 celebrated their 48th wed-

Hampshire to California to visit

as president of the local

family business, Dewitt

ding anniversary last winter. He

his children.

Audubon Chapter. He says he

Petroleum, along with his daugh-

has been active with Scouting

•Pat Moritz writes that she is

also continues jogging "at a pace

ter, who manages the company.

for 63 years and presently works

single and enjoys Newcomers in

suitable for my age."

with new Scouts on the troop

San Gabriel Valley. She helps out

level.

at her grandchildren's school

1955

barriers regarding women in

•Carol (Hunnicutt) Holt writes

with crafts, and she worked in

CLASS AGENT: Jane

executive positions also raising

that she celebrated her 70th

vacation Bible school during the

(Soderberg) Gothold

children successfully."

birthday last June in Whittier. She

summer.

gothold@usc.edu

•John Duncan was awarded the

and her husband, Russ '51,

•
Boone Owens will celebrate

10121 Pounds Ave.

Lifetime Alumni Achievement

showed their children and grand-

his 70th birthday in Phoenix,

Whittier, CA 90603-1649

children their hometown and

Ariz., with his children and grand-

where they met 55 years ago.

children.

Russ is looking into retiring from

•EdaBeth (Patterson)

Hawaiian Electric next year.

O'Connell lives in Limerick,

•Bob and Carol (Evans) Keck

Ireland. She welcomed a number

are enjoying life, and Bob recent-

of family members during the

ly went backpacking in the Mt.

past year and took a pilgrimage

Whitney area for a week with

to Lourdes, enjoying side trips to

their son, daughter, and two

the French Riviera and a Spanish

teenage grandsons.

village in the Pyrenees.

He writes that "she is demolishing my male chauvinist mental

Award from the Class of '57. He
retired after 36 years as a school

•Barbara Jean (Russell)

superintendent. He received a

Sheldon has done a lot of over-

doctorate from USC, was presi-

seas travel, with future trips

dent of the Association of

planned to Scandinavia and

California School Administrators

Russia. She also spends many

and served nationally on

hours as a community and

American Association of School

church volunteer.

Administrators executive com-

1956

travel throughout the country. He

CLASS AGENT: Stuart Gothold

and his wife, Jacquie, live in Santa

mittee, which allowed him to

•Phyllis Platfoot has lived in
Oroville, Calif., for 15 years, but
spends each December through

gothold@usc.edu

Rosa, Calif., and remain involved

10121 Pounds Ave.

in education.

Whittier, CA 90603-1649

February in Mesa, Ariz. She stays
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the Western Regional Masters
5000-meter champion.
Greenleaf Gallery

Luene (Holmes) Corwin works
with the Rotary Project in Costa
Rica, is president elect of the San
Marcos Rotary, a member of the
Palomar College Foundation, and
stewardship chair for her church.
She traveled to Spain, Alaska,
Colorado and Seattle last year.

Carolee (King) Lawrence
works part-time for a law firm as
a paralegal handling estate planning. She has traveled to nine

•Nancy (Harder) Sharpe and
her husband, Chuck, live in

•Jon and Juley (Smoyer)
Scharer are retired and enjoy

succes in investing in mutual

Monrovia, Calif. She retired after

travel and volunteer work.

funds r 25 years.

34 years at the Monrovia

•Sandra (Shoff) Layman retired

Presbyterian Church Preschool.

from teaching at the Rowland

busy writing a book about his

Harv y Charnofsky and his
wife, Janet, took a trip to New

Last year they visited friends in

(Calif.) School District. She divides

Zealan last year.They also

Australia.

her time between Arizona, where

enjoye J working and supporting

•Barbara (Hardy) Smith Green

she lives, and California, where

the Sel astopol Center for the

writes that she loves living in the

her grandsons live.

Arts. Tf ey plan to move to
Sebast )pol, Calif., this year.

desert, even in the summer, and
has lots of houseguests to keep

1958

Harve is doing well after under-

her company.

CLASS AGENT: E. Neill Richards

going luadruple bypass and

•Marilyn (Hunter) Blake writes

neill415@opton1ine.net

valve surgery last fall.

that she drove her 1968 Citroen

29 Lehigh Place

•John Donahue is the president

from California to Massachusetts

Glen Rock, NJ 07452-1423

and CEO of Donahue Company,

and back,a total of 9,000 miles.

Class Agent E. Neill Richards

Inc., doing forensic valuation and

•Nancy (Iverson) Riddle"dyna-

writes "It has been great to hear

real estate.

mited" and remodeled her

from so many of you.There are

•Marl yn (Gore) Vassos took a

kitchen, per her own design, to

still many of you I would like to

trip to Cuba to study architectur-

become a"smaller, smarter

hear from, so keep the informa-

al tren Is and to interact with the

kitchen."

tion flowing.This year we will cel-

people of Cuba. She is also an

•Barbara (Jones) Peck retired

ebrate our 45th reunion at

active eace advocate.

from teaching. Last winter she

Homecoming Weekend (Oct.

•Elizal ,eth (Gosse) Harte is

took a cruise up the Rhine River

2-5), so make plans to attend."

now IN ing in San Diego. She

and shopped at the Christmas

He adds that it's been two years

underv tent a complete left knee

markets in Switzerland, France

since his last visit to the hospital.

replace ment after an accident at

and Germany.

He and his wife had a great vaca-

work ai id is recuperating nicely.

•Robert Kester retired as a pro-

tion last year visiting friends and

•Patri :ia (Hare) Streeter will

fessor of mathematics at East LA

family from San Diego to

retire in June 2004 after 45 years

College and moved to Palm

Sebastopol, Calif. Neill keeps busy

Springs.

with his coin collections and wel-

of teac hing and grant-writing.
She is how engaged, and she and

•Carole (Martin) Pickup took a

comes leftover coins from fellow

her fiancé enjoyed many vaca-

trip to Virginia and toured

Poets' foreign travels.

tions tIis past year, including
trips to Italy and Costa Rica.

Williamsburg and the historical
sites in the area. She also played

•Lynn (Barnes) Biggs is a

•Dale Headley retired after 36

retired vice president for the

golf at Kingsmill.

years as a physical education

California Angels. She does vol-

Last summer J.R."Dick"

Morton and his wife, Doris
(Fitzgerald) '58, took a 13-day
cruise in the Caribbean on the

teacheand coach. He lives in

unteer work, teaches a communi-

California's San Bernardino

ty Bible study class and serves on

National Forest and is a guide

several boards. She and her hus-

for a mountain-top hiking club

band also enjoy traveling.

Millennium cruise ship.

•Mo Marumoto was named by
President Bush to the President's
Advisory Committee on the Arts
of the John F. Kennedy Center for
Performing Arts in Washington,

out of Lake Arrowhead. Dale

•Richard and Pat (Odell)
Calkins '60 became first-time

writes a health and fitness column fcr a local newspaper and

grandparents and say it is one of

runs as a member of the U.S.A.

their lifetime's biggest thrills. He

Track and Field (Masters). He

took an early retirement from

was an "All-American" in 2002

teaching economics and other

D.C.

as the California State Senior

social studies at Bell Gardens

3000-meter champion as well as

countries and hosted persons
from 12 countries as part of The
Friendship Force, an organization
that fosters friendship through
homestay exchanges all over the
world. Her most recent trip was
to Brazil.

•John Kramar is serving as a
missionary with the Assembly of
God.

•Bob Lies is enjoying retirement
from her career as a high school
counselor. Bob and his wife are
proud grandparents of seven.

•Alma (Martins) Roberts is still
teaching sixth and seventh
grade, and has no immediate
plans for retirement. She enjoys
spending time with her husband,

Ronnie Roberts '57,gardening,
and visiting their five grandchildren.

•Shannon (Mihid) Belles lives
in Escondido, Calif., and has been
teaching for 26 years. She likes to
hike, swim and travel a little.

•Margaret (Myers) and Howard
Hiemke '57 have lived in
Georgetown, Calif., for 40 years,
and she taught for 30 years
before retiring.They enjoy traveling and are involved in their
community.

•Bob Perry keeps busy with
three businesses dealing with
securities, insurance, financial
planning and retired military officers. His daughter, Bethanne

(Perry) Carey, graduated from
Whittier in 1992.

•Jim Peter writes that he and
his wife, Ann (Larson) '59,divide
their time between Solana Beach
and their mountain home near
Lake Arrowhead. Jim walks at
least four miles a day and stays
busy with gardening, projects,
reading, and serving as social
secretary for his wife, who is a

(Calif.) High School and keeps

class agent.
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•Mary Ann (Piscevic) Samarin

•Jeanette (Weir) Blue is

and the assistant director of the

•Clifford "Scott" Hepburn

moved to a newly built home

involved with family history

teacher recruitment program at

retired from education after 26

in Iowa last summer and started

research going back to 1809

Hartnell. He also works at pro-

years, and is currently working

a new business for HO Model

on both sides. She has a lot of

ducing five major triathlons in

full-time in family/child therapy

trains.

photos and letters from the

Northern California.

and doing consulting work. He

•
Pat Putnam retired in 1996

1900s that had been kept by

enjoys running in marathons, ski-

after 34 years in education,

her father. She also enjoys

Daniel and Nancy (Borelli)
Marble '60 have been married

including working as assistant

decorating her home and

44 years. He retired as founder

•Bobbie (Hodge) MacFarlane
and her husband, Bryon, live in

ing and whitewater river-rafting.

principal at Fullerton (Calif.) High

working in her garden.

and CEO of Kern Bridges Youth

School.Three days after retiring,

•Jacquelynne (Wilson) Moffett

Homes. He now has a small con-

Escondido, Calif. She retired from

he started working part-time for

and her husband, Bob, traveled

sulting business as an expert wit-

teaching English as a second language at Mira Costa College and

the same district with "at-risk"

across the United States visiting

ness for social service agencies

high school students, and he

friends and family.They also

and is an advocate for children

volunteers as an advisor for Crisis

works one day a week as a golf

fulfilled one of her lifelong

with learning disabilities.

Pregnancy.

marshal at a private country club.

wishes—a week-long stay at

•Lois (Roop) Davis has lived at

a dude ranch in Wyoming.

Ben Bryant works in video pro-

the same place for 27 years. She
is retired but continues to do a
lot with her music—singing and
playing. She also does volunteer

1959
CLASS AGENT: Ann
(Larson) Peter

•Jim Johnstone retired from

duction in New York City, and has

teaching. He had served on the

directed approximately 70 multi-

school board at Tualatin Valley

camera television shows and

Junior Academy in Hillsboro, Ore.,

more than 50 live concerts and

home of the nationally known

documentaries. He takes many

Ring of Fire Bell Choir, but

work, substitute teaches English

JPeterChem@aol.com

projects from concept through

resigned to accept the position

as a second language in an adult

540 Mar Vista Or.

completion. After 15 years as an

of latchkey supervisor (in-school

school program and travels.

Solana Beach, CA 92075-1330

actor, he switched sides and

day care) at the academy.

•Carleen (Schutz) Lindberg

Class Agent Ann (Larson) Peter

spent several years as a produc-

•
Wade Lamming writes that

is enjoying a brand new

writes "Thanks to many of you for

tion manager, producer and

he has a house full of children

motorhome and had a lovely

returning the cards sent out

first assistant director in film and

again, only this time they're

vacation in the Midwest seeing

some time ago; I hope to hear

television. He's worked on more

grandchildren.

relatives and two Nebraska

from more of you in the future."

than a thousand commercials

•Bob Lucas retired as a school
administrator and works for

football games.

She adds that she and her hus-

and dozens of corporate films

•Art Seidelman was in Mexico

band,Jim '58,enjoyed a week-

for clients including ABC-TV,

Big Canyon Golf Club in Newport

last November directing a film

long cruise to Mexico with Irene

AT&T, Exxon, Ford, GM, IBM,

Beach, Calif.

called Puerto Vallarta Squeeze

(Alba) Young and husband,
Steve; Lucy (Smith) Fields and
husband, Max;Selma (David)
Bauer and husband, Fred; and
Janis (Cook) Schmutzer and
daughter Lynn (Schmutzer)
Kelly.

MacDonalds, Miller Beer, Porsche-

•Gerald Nutter spent 35 years

Audi, Proctor & Gamble and

as a professional YMCA director

with Scott Glen and Harvey
Keitel.

•Doug and Carol (Brummel)
Skare '57 live in Long Beach,
Calif. He is a retired school
administrator.

•Robert Van Oosting's business, Oceanic Arts Imports and
Wholesales, supplies tropical
decor for restaurants and commercial projects, including jobs in
Sweden and Norway. He has also
supplied decor for 23 movies,

including Pearl Harbor and The
Wind Talkers. He even shipped an
outrigger canoe to the king of
Bahrain. He has also produced
three books on Polynesian culture. Last year he managed to fit
in a 10-day cruise of Holland's
rivers and canals and a few visits
to his cabin in Big Bear Lake, Calif.

•James and Coralynn (Weinert)
Watkins celebrated their 45th
wedding anniversary. They enjoy
traveling and went to the
Netherlands, Scandinavia, Russia,
Poland and Germany this past
year. They also spend time at
their vacation home in Arizona.

•Irene (Alba) Young and her
husband, Stephen, took a trip to
France last year, spending a week
in Normandy and two weeks in
Provence, where they attended
cooking school. She continues
to sell real estate.

•Sharon (Anderson) Haskell
moved to Las Vegas after living
in Minnesota for more than 30
years. She enjoys playing tour
guide to friends and family and
has learned a lot about what
goes on beyond the "glitter and
the glitz." She is also active in a
Newcomers club, and she continues to teach oil painting and
calligraphy.

•Paul Aschenbrenner retired
from full-time teaching at
Hartnell Community College in
Salinas, Calif. He is currently the
faculty internship coordinator

39

Volkswagen. He currently has a

before retiring in 1994 as presi-

documentary that he directed,

dent and CEO of the Orange

shot and edited, Robert &

County (Calif.) YMCA. In 1995, he

Elizabeth, in the New York

headed up the successful effort

Independent Film and Video

to keep the semipro Humboldt

Festival, and published the book

Crabs baseball team alive. He is

Transitions, on video editing.

currently on its board of directors

•Robert Burns and his wife,

and the Crabs are now in their

Rosalie, have lived in Huntington

58th season, making them the

Beach, Calif., for 26 years. He

oldest continuously operating

retired in 1999 and now works

semipro baseball team in

on improving his golf game.

the world.

•Shirley (Davis) Conant retired

•Donna (Reynolds) Andresen

from teaching at Francis W.

lives in Valinda, Calif., and teaches

Parker School in Chicago and

second grade in Fontana Unified

moved to Pelham, Mass., where

District.

she began a new career as a

•Julie Rivera retired after 34

watercolorist. Her work has been

years of teaching English at

in shows in Massachusetts and

San Gabriel (Calif.) High School.

Maine, where she spends her

Now she teaches two freshman

summers.

composition classes at Cal State

•Barbara (Green) KurilichWalker keeps busy babysitting

active in the California Faculty

her grandsons one day a week,

Association, serving as its

Long Beach. She has also been

volunteering at her church and

representative to the California

knitting and quilting. Last year

Teachers Association.

she spent a few weeks in Maui

•Jim Starkey and wife, Beverly,

and took the Orient Express to

enjoy retirement in Rancho

Beijing and Moscow.

Bernardo, Calif., where he is
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president of their homeowners'

•Brenda (Bateson) Ryan is very

which will be made available to

•Ruby (Johnston) Styler is an

association.

proud of her grandchildren's

you for the next issue. We contin-

instrumental/choral director at

•Bob Steele retired from Pacific

achievements. Her eldest grand-

ue to he your class agents."They

Faith Chapel and writes that she

Bell after 32 years. He and his

son is graduating from high

continue to work, Marian teach-

is "blessed with three beautiful

wife, Anne, have been married

school, and his sister is graduat-

ing thrd grade, and Gary finish-

granddaughters."

46 years. He enjoys golf, duck

ing next year, both with honors.

ing his 17th year as a superin-

•Jaqueline (Karker) Grosso and

hunting and fishing.

•Jerry Corbett has been pro-

tendent for San Gabriel Unified

her husband enjoy working in

•Ron and Carol (Williams)

moted to vice-president of BT

School District.

their dental practice together.

Tebbs '63 live at PGA West, a golf

Environmental, Inc., a company

community with six courses. He

that specializes in water and

enjoys his daily golf game. She

waste-water equipment sales.

works each spring for the College

•Dagne (Edmondson) Sharts

Board, reading AP essays in litera-

writes that her husband died in

ture and language plus some

2002, but that her children are

SAT5.They also take annual trips

conti ue to split the year
betw en the ranch in Idaho and
their ome in Whittier. For the
pastfi e years, Donald has
enjoy d his position as president

very supportive, which helps

to the Pacific Northwest.

tremendously.

•Betty (Thompson) Chandler is

•Ed Gaylord has been working

retired and stays busy as the

in sales for a well-known medici-

treasurer of the Raincross

Their 12 grandchildren occupy
•Don Id Bishop and his wife

at the Cascade Medical Center
Foune ation. Donald also serves
on th: board of directors of
Zion's Hope and the Holyland

nal herbal tea company in the

Exchange Club in Riverside, Calif.

heart of the wine country.

She and her husband, John, are

•Pat (Inouye) End Isey and her

presidents of the Shirts and

husband, Richard, both retired

Skirts Square Dance Club and are

educators, have created an after-

in charge of the children's min-

school reading tutoring program

istry at Living Hope Fellowship

for children in the West Maui

in Corona.

schools.The program began

•Marlene (Watts) Smith and

with 20 tutors in February of

her husband, Wayne, live in

2002 and had more than dou-

Southern California. She still

bled by the end of the year.

teaches kindergarten, but says

For their efforts, Pat and Richard

she is considering joining her

were recognized as "People Who

husband in retirement.

Made a Difference" by the Maui

•Kate (Wiquest) Harrier and

News, and Pat was named West

her husband, Don, have been liv-

Maui Person of the Year by the

ing in a fifth-wheel and traveling

Lahaina News.

for three years.They live in

•Marilyn (Jimerson) Anderson

Oregon and enjoy the outdoors,

sells new homes in the Del Mar,

bird-watching, hiking, and bike

Calif., area and has a new artistic

and motorcycle riding.

venture called B &W Photography.

•Lynn Zupan lives in the moun-

•Frances (Preece) White enjoys

tains in Crestline, Calif., and works

balancing half the year living in

as a pastoral coordinator at San

Sun City and the other half living

Gorgonio Catholic Church in

near Tahoe. She travels now and

Experi -nce,a living Biblical
muse rn.
•JoDt e (Boyle) Pettine is living
well a t the East Coast. She loves
being a grandma.
•KarE n (Chapman) Lenz is
enjoyi ng teaching and tutoring
and th e arrival of her first dog,
Lacey.
•
Kent Commons writes that he
and h wife will be moving to
FIorid because the organization
he works for has merged."l'm
sure I will miss the cold and snow
of Ohio—not!"
•Jessie (Glasgow) Richards
has been teaching second, third,
fourth,and fifth grade in New
Jersey for the past 26 years.
It brin gs much joy to her that
shear d her husband play such
active roles in their children's
and grandchildren's lives.
Lilian Hoika is content with
her sitnple life in rural California.

then and sees her granddaugh-

Beaumont.

Sheet joys long walks, garden-

ters whenever possible.

ing,vc lunteering, and entertain-

1960

ing g lests.

CLASS AGENT: Daunn Lovejoy

1961

8120 West Glennwood Terrace

CLASS AGENTS: Gary and

Fullerton, CA 92832-1022

Marian (Voss) Goodson

Keit h Huggins continues to
teach GED classes at a nearby
juniorcoIIege and tries to visit

G4goodson@yahoo.com
•Jim Allen and his wife are very
happy after 40 years of marriage.
They are raising sheep, training
their Border collies, and adjusting
to retirement. They enjoy spending time with their four grandsons and family.

his brcther on a regular basis.

P.O. Box 8881

Chalotte (Jackson) Stal is

Brea, CA 92822-5881

enjoying retirement from inter-

Class Agent Gary and Marian

natior al teaching. She enjoys

(Voss) Goodson write:

spenc ing time with her husband,

"Classmates' information contin-

Karl, a rid their grandchildren and

ues to be a favorite section of
The Rock. Response cards have

•Don Barr retired as a professor
of systems engineering at the
U.S. Military Academy, West Point,

been the primary means of
input. The Alumni Office has
developed an Internet system,

member of the board of visitors.
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entertaining.
•Richard Kraft enjoys traveling
with his wife.They have recently
gone to Hawaii, Colorado, and
Nebraska.They also went to
Disney World with their son and
his family in February. Richard
continues to mentor new teachers at Los Altos High School.
•Joan Lansdowne-Hooks has
retired from the Los Angeles
Unified School District.
•Shari (Lowe) Westmoreland
and her husband, David '62, lead
very busy, but happy lives.They
are retired and enjoy spending
time with their five grandchildren.
•Madeleine (Madrid) Reyes
retired from her position as vice
president at Med Assets HSCA
in 2002. She is now able to relax
and focus on hobbies, travel,
and grandchildren.
•
Robert Newport retired from a
31-year practice in psychiatry in
1999. He is currently a student at
Otis College of Art and Design
and has two grandsons in Santa
Cruz.
•Richard Partee and his wife
recently welcomed their 10th
grandchild. He is very content
with his family life and work.
•Myron Puckett and his wife,
Sheila (Murphy) '62, are new
grandparents.
•Anneliese (Schaefer) Huebner
became a grandmother in
2002, but does not get to see
her grandson as often as she
would like.
•Nancy (Schwartz) Reid has
been active in the music circles
around the D.C. area. Nancy and

great- grandchildren. Charlotte

her husband recently returned

also tt'aches at the Laguna Beach

from an 18-month mission in

Art M iseum and finds the posi-

Haiti, and she writes that they

tion tt be"very intellectually

adore their 12 grandchildren.

rewar ling."

where he currently serves as a

most of their time, along with
gardening, friends, travel, and

216 Stiger St.

•
Sharon (Senac) Baziak and her
husband, David, celebrated their

Hackettstown, NJ 07840

40th anniversary with a cruise to

Class agent John Crow writes

Southeast Asia, Japan and China.

that he enjoys winter sports, trav-

The trip included their son and

el, digital photography, research

daughter's families, making four

in Alaska (with a publication

generations ranging in age from

pending), dining, museums,

21 months to 85 years.They also

music, and children.

climbed the Great Wall of China.
•Mickey (Smith) Brussow is

1965

continuing her work with her

CLASS AGENT: Ronna

husband at the International

(Ellingson) Clymens

Headquarters of Wycliffe Bible
Translators. After they complete
40 years of service in Bolivia,
Colombia, Spain, and Dallas, they
hope to move closer to their
grandkids.
•Judy (Stratton) Cooper
and friends Cathy (Meister)
Deets '61, Judy (Bennett)

rlclymens@yahoa.com

a

The CIa s of 1962
1962

They just completed building

CLASS AGENT: Janice

a new home on the vineyard.

P.O. Box 42926
Las Vegas, NV891 16-0926

1966

(Letts) Gordon
jlmgordon@aol.com

1963

33765 CaIle Conejo

CLASS AGENT: E. Guy Talbott

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

gtalbatt@pradigy.net

CLASS AGENT: Iry Hoffman
5639 Westmont Road
Whittier, CA 90601-2648

7301 Starlight Circle

Flanders '61, Carolyn

•Robert Brown and his wife,

(Shigetomi) Uyeda '61, and

Marianne, live in Paso Rabies,

•John and Linda (Sutton)

Huntington Beach, CA 92647

Kemp write that their first grandchild was born just before great-

Susan (Stuber) Bartholomew

Calif.They own and operate

1964

'61 met in February of 2003 in

Pretty Penny Vineyard,a supplier

CLASS AGENT: John Crow

Borrego Springs for a weekend

celebrated his 90th birthday.

of premium quality Cabernet

drcraw@bellatlantic.net

of fun and sun.

Their travel has been curtailed by

Sauvignon and Syrah grapes.

C&H Environmental, Inc.

knee replacement surgery for

grandfather Charles Kemp '35

K

arin Strasser Kauffman '63, winner of the Outstanding Alumna Award in 1997, has
shown no letdown since that time. She had already had a career as an educator and a local
politician, and now has published her first book. Beyond Superwoman: 25 Top CEOs
Show Us How to Get a Lift is a collaboration between Strasser Kauffman and Peggy
Downes Baskin that focuses on work/life balance issues and examines the new options
open to women in light of (heir expanded lifespans.
For Beyond Supeiwoman, Strasser Kauffman and Baskin interviewed 25 of the most
successful women in the Silicon Valley working in business, high-tech, education and politics,
including Donna Dubinsky, founder of PalmPilot; Hewlett Packard Vice President Ann
Livermore; Martha Kanter, president of De Anza College; Susan Hammer, former mayor of
San Jose, Calif.; and nationally known venture capitalists Heidi Roizen and Ann Winblad.
Strasser Kauffman and her coauthor found some commonalities among the high-profile
women they interviewed. Notably, these executives weren't trying to have it all—at least not
all at the same time. "We found that these women were sequencing, rather than juggling,"
says Strasser Kauffman. She adds that these CEOs all tended to focus on one aspect of their
lives at a time, be it work, family, or community service. They would then reevaluate someBy Lee Mahood '43
where down the road and catch up on endeavors they had denied themselves earlier. (For
more information on the book, visit www.beyondsuperwoman.com.)
Author Strasser Kauffman is herself no stranger to sequencing. She began her career as an educator and taught political science and
women's studies for more than 20 years at Whittier, UCLA, Creighton University and Monterey Peninsula College. She then was elected to two
terms as Monterey County Supervisor. She went on to become founding chair of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary and continues to
serve on several boards, including Moss Landing Marine Laboratories and MY (Monterey Youth) Museum. In addition, Strasser Kauffman is
working with a team of local leaders to incorporate her community of Carmel Valley as a town. She has lived there for the past twenty-five years

Beyond the juggling Act

with her husband, Richard Kauffman, a radiologist, and their two sons, Sasha and Eric. 'P
Lee Mahood '43 is active with the alumni association as a class agent.
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John, but they plan to take more

School District in Central

five years, specializing in family

•
Two of Maribeth (Shepherd)

trips after he heals.

California.

porttaits and weddings.

and Jim Arehart's children are

Regena (Nelson) Lauterbach
•

•
Susan (Corner) Mitchell is a

•Babara (Huff) Metz and her

also Whittier graduates—

retired after 32 years teaching in

tutor at Sylvan Learning Center in

husband, Jerry, are moving to

Michelle '97, who also received a

the Monterey (Calif.) Unified

Whittier. She also volunteers for

Cincinnati from Richmond, her

master's degree in 2000, and

Peninsula School District. In

the Whittier Area Literacy

home for 25 years.

Christopher '00. Maribeth is vice

November of 2001, she was elect-

Council.

•Penny (Richard) and Ken Haye

principal and teaches social stud-

ed to the school board as a

•Margaret (Corbett) Gordon

have both retired from teaching,

ies at St. Mary's School in Uptown

trustee for Monterey.

retired as executive director of

but Ken serves as interim super-

Whittier.

•John Straatemeier is a build-

Park East and her plans include

intendent of a small school dis-

•Margaret Spencer retired in

ing contractor and clinical scien-

an extended trip to South Africa

trict. They keep busy with church

1999 as a public defender for

tist. He recently sold the gymnas-

and Kenya, work on the African

activities, volunteering for

California's Riverside County.
Since then she and her life part-

tics academy he and his wife ran

Educational Foundation she

Habitat for Humanity, being part-

for nine years and spends his

started, and consulting for travel

time caregivers for five grandchil-

ner have traveled to Asia, India,

spare time riding his Harley,

programs to Africa.

dren and travel.

Tahiti, Hawaii, the Caribbean,

wake-boarding, camping and

•Tom Davis is vice president of

•Winston House works for Met

Europe and across the United

maintaining their house.

finance for Sweet Life Enterprises

Life in its Business Continuity and

States.

Estate Planning Unit in the San

•Margi Stern is a speech/

Francisco Bay Area.

language pathologist for an

•Pearl Johnson took early

infant/toddler program in Solano

The Class of 1967
1967

in Santa Ana, Calif. Last year they

retirement from the Alaska state

County, Calif.

government in 1998 to care for

•Art Stribley is executive vice

her ailing mother. She is currently

president and CEO of the Lewis

working on her family's genealo-

Horitz Organization, the premier

gy and waiting for the local econ-

motion picture production

omy to improve so she can sell

lender for independent films in

her condo and move south.

the world.

•
Gene Mosovitch works as a

•Bill Thomason is president

full-time mediator at the

of Doculinx Imaging, a com-

Alternative Resolution Center in

pany specializing in document

West Los Angeles, settling com-

imaging, storage and retrieval

plex cases being litigated in state

products.

and federal courts. He was recog-

•Cindy (Waian) Fellows has

nized by the Los Angeles Daily

taught in the Whittier Union

Journal as one of the ten best

High School District for 33 years.

mediators in California.

Currently she is the chair of the

•John Parry retired as executive

technology department. She

vice president of Heritage Bank,

remains active in sports, enjoying

headquartered in Olympia, Wash.

golf and racquetball.

CLASS AGENT: Jane

made more than 150 million

He plays golf, travels, serves on

•Dennis Welch and his wife,

Israel Honikman
jhonikman@earthlink.net
927 North Kellog Ave.
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

cookies for McDonald's,

various boards and manages the

Grace, are very active with the

Disneyland and Southern

rental houses he owns with his

Northwest Whittier Alumni

California school districts.

wife, Sandy.

group, which holds three major

•Patricia (Donaldson)
Wheatley is the executive direc-

•Linda "Pat" (Paterson)
Lennertz moved to Oceanside,

activities a year, each attended

tor of the Children and Families

Calif., last year.

Commission of Santa Barbara

•Sandy Plann lives in Tacoma,

1968

by more than 30 alums.

(Calif.) County.The commission

Wash., and has worked at the

•Carol Wissmann was elected
to the 2001 edition of Who's Who
in the World. She stays busy with

•Melissa (Artman) Andrews is a

administers Proposition 10 funds

local community college for 20

freelance writing and sales train-

case manager for a transitional

directed to children ages 0-5 and

years. She is currently the direc-

ing.

housing program, and she

their families.

tor of international programs and

•Hazel Zieman writes that at 84

recently purchased a'funky old

•Jeanne (Fowler) Baker teaches

says the position allows her to

years old, she remains active in

house" only 10 minutes from

at an independent learning facili-

combine an interest in curricu-

the prayer ministry in her church.

downtown Sacramento, Calif.

ty, and her husband, Hyatt Baker
'69, teaches physics and earth

lum development and education

•Jan Zobel just returned from

•Mary (Carr) Walker teaches

exchange with extensive travel.

Australia, where she won a gold

biology and is chair of the sci-

science at Hemet High School.

•
Sherry (Rockwell) Hendrick

medal in a mountain bike com-

ence department at Riverdale

•Jim and Caresse (Green) Muir

teaches elementary school part-

petition in the novice category.

(Calif.) High School.

'72 write that Jim has been prac-

time and does private tutoring.

She continues to have her own

•Susan (Chesebro) Hendrixson

ticing dentistry in his Pacific

She and her husband, Jim, have

tax preparation and consultation

CLASS AGENT: Needed

has been teaching English

Beach (Calif.) office for more than

been married 31 years and enjoy

business, which she has owned

immersion kindergarten for 12

20 years, and Caresse has been a

playing tennis and walking their

for 25 years.

years in the Cutler Orosi Unified

professional photographer for

dog.
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•Katherine Mann and her hus-

•Sallie (Ekern) Price teaches

American Scholastic Press

CLASS AGENT: Sinara
(Stull) O'Donnell

band,Victor Hoornstre, bought a

fifth grade in Hemet, Calif. She

Association.

Victorian house to restore. She

is also a licensed pastor and

sinaraspeaks@earthlink.net

teaches at an alternative high

runs the Center for Prayer

1974

2293 W Nottingham St.

school and has several music

Mobilization in Idyllwild with

CLASS AGENT: Joe Ulrey
joeulrey@aol.com

1969

Springfield, MO 65810-2253

projects in the works.

her husband. Last year she took

Class agent Sinara (Stull)

•Jerry Root spoke at the C.S.

a three-week vacation to Norway

11985 Stegmeir Drive

O'Donnell's book,Be the Star of

Lewis and the Soul's Journey

to visit family.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739

Your Life: Are You Ready for Your

conference in Oxford, England,

•Nancy (Evans) Gibson has

Closeup?, was released last fall.

last summer, sponsored by the

been teaching at La Puente

California C.S. Lewis Foundation.

(Calif.) High School for 26 years.

•Pamela (Hoppins) Corbett is
principal of Garrison Elementary
School in Modesto, Calif. She and

She teaches English language

1973

development and technology
research, assisting with the

CLASS AGENT: Needed

her husband, Earl, enjoy traveling

integration of technology into

•Joy (Jacobson) Stack has been

•Deborah (Noice) Hoover
writes that her son, Brandon,

with Bristol-Myers Squibb for 16

is a student at Whittier.

at San Lorenzo High School in

years and says she enjoys her

•Connie (Campbell) Ender and

Central California. He is also

and time with family.

the curriculum.

•Alan Fishman teaches math

work more than ever. She has

her husband, David, celebrated

recently taken up long-distance

their 30th anniversary this year.

cycling.

Together they publish real

a native wildlife sanctuary.

estate magazines.

•Steve Hyde and his wife, Diane,

directing the restoration of an
abandoned lot on campus to

live in Glendora, Calif., with their
two daughters. He has been with
the Social Security Administration
for 28 years, currently as an operations supervisor in the El Monte
office.

•William Nagahiro has been a
psychologist in private practice
in Conway, N.H., for 20 years. He
also teaches and administers Zen
community programs in the
White Mountains.

•Standra (Newburn) IveyJones is a civil rights investigator
in Miami, Fla.

•Rene Pulliam is still living in
Mississippi with her husband.

1972

She heads the BFA undergrad

CLASS AGENT: Dennis Trzeciak

•Rebecca Cash has taught in

448 North Danehurst Ave.

the Fullerton (Calif.) School

University of Mississippi. When

Covina, CA 91724-2703

District for 12 years, where

she is not teaching, directing,

she is also the music director.

or choreographing, she loves

•Stan Arterberry was named

•Samuel Clement and his wife,

to spend time in her garden.

chancellor of West Valley-Mission

Barb, celebrated their 20th

•Linda (Samuelson) Bagzis

Community College District last

anniversary at Portland Head

teaches preschool. She and

year.

Lighthouse in Maine last sum-

her husband, Larry, celebrated

•E. Fred Cannon was promoted

mer. He is in corporate travel

their 30th anniversary with a

last year to senior vice president,

and works as a floater all over

government relations, of BMI

the Boston area.

program in musical theatre at the

trip to Florida last year.

•Leonard Couzijn is a real

•Steve and Maryl (Ball)
Sellman '70 own and manage

forming rights organization.

estate broker in Kailua, Hawaii.

Fort Running Bear, an RV camp-

Patricia (Hartunian) Simonian
•

•Kristie Dillon became presi-

ing resort in southwest Idaho

is a substitute teacher two days

dent of the Consortium on

that is open six months a year.

a week for the Newport Mesa

Financing Higher Education

•Stan Smith is actively

Unified School District in

(COFHE) last year.

developing the Stanley M. Smith

Newport Beach, Calif.

•Terry (Isen) King and her

Historical Fund for Bell Gardens

•Patrick Lee moved to West

husband, McLean, live in Del Mar,

(Calif.) High School. Also, his year-

(Broadcast Music, Inc.), the per-

Australia after his divorce and

Calif. She is an assistant superin-

book,Charger, is still rated in

works for the Clark County

tendent of human resources with

the top 10 for high schools with

Department of Community

the San Diego Union High School

2,500 or more students by the

Development.

District in Encinitas.
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•Ginger (Hedges) Collard is
a forensic psychologist for the
state of Virginia. She also breeds
championship Field Spaniels.

•Janet (Asdoorian) Larson
and her husband, Denton, live
in Kingsburg, Calif. She has
been teaching kindergarten
for Kingsburg Elementary
Charter District for 29 years.

•Dean Coleman and his wife,
Connie, celebrated their 25th
anniversary last year.They started
a home-based business and are
interested in talking with others
who want to do the same.They
also took a three-week vacation
in Italy to visit family.

•Scott Cureton is vice president
for Johnson & Johnson's orthopedic division.

•Dennis and Sallie (Severs)
Flanagin '75 live in Memphis,
Tenn. He still flies for Federal
Express.

•Carol Tenopir is a professor
in the School of Information
Sciences at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, and one of
the top 100 authors in information science. She received the
2002 ASIST Research Award,
given for a lifetime of high-quality research in information science, from the New Jersey
Chapter of the American Society
for Information Science and
Technology. She also received
the fifteenth ASIST Distinguished
Lectureship Award in 2001.

Carden and Dolores (Trigsted)
Kalcevich '77 have been married
28 years and live in Atwater, Calif.
She is a substitute teacher and
he has taught history and
coached varsity football at
Atwater High School for 26 years.

1975
CLASS AGENT: Luann
(Leal) MacDonald
lmhcs@earthlink.net
2601 West Lambert Road
La Habra, CA 90631-6212
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Carl and Anne (Finne) Couser
took a church mission trip last

•
Susan (Hollingsworth)

Beach last May. She works for the

year doing work on the new

Shanks lives in Whittier with her

Orange County (Calif.) Health

collected edition of the works of

year to Rosarito, Mexico, to build

husband and daughter. She is the

Care Agency as a public health

Johannes Brahms. Her edition

a home.They also took their chil-

assistant principal at Royal Oak

nurse.

of some previously unpublished

dren to Great Britain to see their

Intermediate School in Covina,

•Mary (Regilio) Lodwick

piano works of Clara Schumann

son play in a basketball tourna-

Calif.

received her M.B.A. from the

came outlast year.

ment for the NBC All-Star Team,

•Gloria Hurtado and her hus-

Univ€'rsity of LaVerne in 2001.

after which they all traveled

band, Michael Hughes, live in

•
Phi I Roddy is vice president in

1977

to France, Spain, Italy and

Phoenix, Ariz., where she is the

charce of junior sportswear at

CLASS AGENT: Needed

Switzerland. Carl teaches and

human services director for the

Jerry Leigh Entertainment

coaches eighth-grade basketball

city.

Apparel.

and Anne is the art specialist for

•Patty (Israel) Montgomery

•John Romano is teacher and

the Coeur d'Alene (Idaho) School

has taught elementary school

baseball coach at Nogales High

District. She also has a home-

for 25 years. Last year she took a

School in Rowland Heights, Calif.

made clothing line,"Baby Home

six-week vacation to Ecuador

Last year his team won its 400th

taking the train to National

Clothing," on sale in local shops.

and Peru, where she hiked the

game.

Education Association and

trail to Machu Picchu.

•Richard Scaffidi is the director

Robert Rasband and his wife,
Sabrina, have been married 18

•Donald and Lucia (Ceniseroz)

years and live in Temecula, Calif.

Lahr '79 celebrated their 22nd

NamLir University in California.

He has been teaching science

anniversary.Their business, Lahr

•
Jen la (Spindle) Turner is the

for 27 years.

of admission at Notre Dame De

•Patrick Arcardi has been
teaching for 20 years at First
Street School in East Los Angeles.
He spends summer vacations

American Federation of Teachers
conventions.
•
Cathy (Burke) Caples and her
husband, Patrick, have been married 26 years. She is the senior

Industrial Welding, is in its 20th

principal of Rancho Capistrano

year.

Christian School in Southern

1976

•Peter and Cynthia (Edgerly)

California.

Charities Diocese of Fresno, Calif.

CLASS AGENT: Needed

Makouski '77 moved into their

•
Jan- es Wilcox was voted

She is responsible for the nation-

new house after Cynthia spent

teacher of the year for 2001-2002

al Senior Corps program, Senior

11 months overseeing the con-

by his peers at La Mirada (Calif.)

Companions (part of President

•
Harold "Buff" Crossley retired
from the Los Angeles Police
Department and runs his own
business, Crossley Security
Services, specializing in protection of high-value property
internationally.
•Ann (Eggers) Wheeler has
been living in Washington for

service director for Catholic

struction. Peter is the president

High School, where he teaches

Bush's Freedom Corps), in five

and CEO of Mercy Medical Center

technology.

counties in Central California. She

in Sioux City, Iowa, and has

•Valerie (Woodring) Goertzen

accepted a position with Trinity

is the coordinator of graduate

Health Care.

studies and an adjunct professor

•Phyllis Muñoz received her

at the University of Southern

master's degree in nursing and

Mississippi School of Music. She

public health from Cal State Long

spent a month in Germany last

23 years.

was also elected Pacific Cluster
Representative to the National
Board of Senior Companion
Directors.
Candice (Clark) Ryder received
her master's degree in elementary education from Whittier in

anet Pack '76, and her husband, Richard Singer, have published 388th Anthology, a
Jtwo-volume
collection of memoirs of men serving in the 388th Bombardment Group during

-Remembering

World War II

World War II.
One of many heavy bombardment groups attached to the 8th Air Force, the 388th
flew from Knettishall, England, from July 1943 through the war's end.
Looking for "the big picture" of her late father's experiences as a B-17 pilot in the 388th,
Pack joined the group's veterans association in 1991. In researching its history, she found
plenty of statistics but little about the men themselves. "As simple as it sounds," she said,
"I think we tend to overlook the fact that history is, after all, the story of human beings."
In 1997, Pack and Singer began contacting hundreds of 388th veterans—airmen,
mechanics, prisoners of war—anyone who might want their history recorded. The only
criterion was that the experiences be first person. The responses were overwhelming,
Pack said.

Each account, while unique, touched on similar themes. "The men spoke of fear of
dying, homesickness, moral dilemmas, even disgust with warfare," she said. "They wrote
about drinking, women, and hijinks both on and off the base. And, almost to a man, they
complained about cold weather and mess hall food. For me, it is the 'everyman' experience."
So far, Pack has run into only one critic amongst the 388th veterans. "One guy told me he didn't think much of Volume II," she said.
"When I asked why, he said it was because he was only mentioned in Volume I." 'i'
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California's Central Valley. West
Hills is a community college of
about 1,500 students. He enjoys
the quietness of his new location,
and cherishes the times he can
get to the ocean to enjoy his
longboard. He is a single dad to
eight-year-old Gabrielle.The two
of them enjoy backpacking, hot
pooling in Mammoth and trout
fishing. On his own, Anthony
enjoys shark fishing from his
kayak. Since leaving Whittier,
Anthony has nurtured his love of
learning at Redlands, Pepperdine,
Berkeley, USC and Harvard."Life
is good!"

2000. She has taught eighth

•Sye Keene teaches part-time

you have an email address that

grade for eight years at Dean L.

you would like to use to receive

at the University of Phoenix.

Shively Middle School in El

information about our class

•Russ Litchfield has been the

Monte. She and her husband,

activities, please send it to

secretary in the Whittier College

William, live in Whittier and serve

WCPoetsl78@aol.com. Our

music department for three years

as foster parents.

25th reunion will be held during

and organist at Trinity Lutheran

•Kathleen (Olesiuk) Hilton quit

Homecoming Weekend. Please

Church in Pasadena for six years.

working after years in the bank-

watch for opportunities to partic-

He stays busy with musical pur-

1979
CLASS AGENT: Marina Muñoz
stampvamp@aol.com
11214 Hood Way
Stanton, CA 90680
Class agent Marina Muñoz just
finished her term as an alumni
board member and serves as
class agent. She teaches kinder-

ing and auditing field to become

ipate. I hope to see you then. In

suits such as accompanying,

a full-time mother. She lives in

the meantime, here are some

teaching a church music class

Laguna Beach, Calif., with her

responses that I got via email.

and singing Gregorian chant.

•Michael Arroyo and his wife,

husband, Rick, and their two

See you in October."

He invites any fellow Poets

Yvonne, celebrated their 11th

visiting the campus to stop by

anniversary last summer and

children.
•Maryrose (Santo) Raegen
teaches primary grades at Cedar
Mill School in Beaverton, Ore.
Last year she made two visits to
Australia to visit family and learn
about the country.
•Barbara Sitzman teaches
chemistry at Chatsworth High
School in the Los Angeles Unified
School District. She received
the 2001 James Bryant Conant
Award in High School Chemistry
Teaching from the American
Chemical Society.
•Andrew Stadler moved to
Florida after 10 years in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, and is the regional
director of Latin American
Business Development with
CIGNA health insurance.

Linda (Bohren) Kochan is
•
living in Fullerton with her four
children. She teaches fourth
grade at Raymond School in
Fullerton.
•Gregory Crawford is currently
job hunting having just "retired"
from serving in the Army for
many years.
•Blanca Figueroa has worked
for the Mt. View School District in
El Monte, Calif., in special education for 18 years. She also served
as vice-mayor, and is currently a
councilwoman for the city of
South El Monte. During her time
in public service, she had the
honor to meet and dine with
President and Mrs. Clinton,
work with Whittier-area
Congresswoman Grace

1978
CLASS AGENT: Dottie
(Blaha) Pendleton
WCPoetsl978@ao1.com
219 Muroc Place
Fullerton, CA 92833-3225
Class Agent Dottie (Blaha)
Pendleton writes, "1 am your
new class agent. I have very few

Napolitano as her special assistant, and give testimony at a
White House briefing on health
issues.This year she will meet
and dine with President and
Mrs. Bush.
Arlene Gallego teaches
elementary school and does
consulting part-time.

accurate email addresses, so if
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garten in Whittier.

and say hello.

moved into a new home. He has

•Deborah (Norman) Campbell

been with the Temecula Valley

is married and living in Pasadena.

(Calif.) Unified School District for

She has two children, Taylor and

14 years and says his music

Miles, and is a program director

endeavors are blossoming.

for the I Have a Dream

•Phyllis Hall has been a coun-

Foundation in Los Angeles.

selor for Extended Opportunities

•Catherine (Pirtle) Turbridy

Programs and Services at Long

stays busy working as an envi-

Beach (Calif.) City College for

ronmental health and safety

14 years. She is also an active

compliance director.

member in the local Community

•Scot and Carol (Denniston)

College Association. She is a

'80 Sauder are living in Corrales,

professional needlepoint artist,

N.M., with teenage daughters

writer and avid world traveler.

Ainsley and Heather.They have a

•Laura (Klein) Mosqueda lives

couple of acres and are planning

in the north Kentucky/greater

to build a barn to keep their

Cincinnati area with her hus-

horses and stay busy with

band, Frank, and their children.

soccer and horse competitions.

She works as a family resource

Scot says he looks forward to

center coordinator for Boone

Mondays when he can go to

County Schools.

work and get some rest.

•Elda Lopez and her husband,

•Michael Schrager owns

actor/editor Israel Juarge, live

Greater Dominion Entertainment,

in Sherman Oaks, Calif. She is

a multifaceted entertainment

casting associate for The Brothers

company working on its first

Garcia,a Nickelodeon television

television show.

show.

•Anthony Tricoli was selected,

•Joyce (Naumann) Van Cott

after a nationwide search, to

has lived in Phoenix, Ariz., for 18

become the new president of

years and just finished building

West Hills College in Coalinga in

a home. She stays busy as a

POET
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lawyer and mother to her

Schwartz Semerdjian & Haile LLP,

activity center.

Inc., which provides actuarial and

teenage daughter.

practicing commercial litigation.

•Susan (Skare) Woods and her

consulting services to several

•Debra (Occhipinti) DeSpenza

•Barbara (Hinds) Smith and her

husband enjoy raising their two

Fortune 100 companies. He and

is an administrator in the

husband, Chuck Smith '79,cele-

teens in the Sierra foothills near

his wife, Katy (Konovaloff) '85,

Placentia Yorba Linda (Calif.)

brated their 20th wedding

Placerville. They are involved in

celebrated their 18th anniversary

School District. She and her

anniversary with a trip to New

their church and various music

this year. She is doing well after

husband, Richard, enjoy traveling

Orleans and a cruise in the

opportunities. Sue is a consultant

being diagnosed with cancer five

as often as possible, with their

Caribbean.Their children are

with the Pampered Chef and is

years ago.

most recent trip being a visit to

both enjoying high school. Chuck

currently training for a manage-

Portugal.They also enjoy staying

has taught for 23 years, and

ment position with them.

restaurant for three years before

at the many bed & breakfasts

Barbara has worked for the city

•Ayueda "Aggie" (Torres) Arias

selling it to her chef so she could

along the coast of California

of Temecula for 12 years.

and her husband, Ron '79,

spend more time with her hus-

and Oregon.

•Diane (Moore) Adams is

moved to Santa Barbara five

band, Francois, and their family.

•Lucille Peak retired from

working as a case manager at

years ago because Ron was

She spent last July on the West

teaching in 1991, but continues

Enloe Hospital in Chico, Calif.

offered an excellent job, and they

Coast visiting friends and family

to substitute teach. She also

Her husband recently accepted

love it! Aggie is currently a first

and went to France in the fall

joined School on Wheels and will

a new position as vice president

grade teacher and vice principal

with her daughter for a climbing

tutor homeless children wherev-

and head of staff of Enloe

at the elementary school where

competition. They see fellow Poet
Jill Miller '82 often and spent a

Dorelle Raab-Peters owned a

er they live. She writes that the

Foundation. Their son, Robbie,

both of her sons attend, and their

program is looking for volunteers

is enjoying fourth grade at

daughter is now a freshman in

week in Austin, Tex., with Gary

and encourages interested peo-

Chico Christian.

high school.

Thompson '78.

ple to look into it.
•Nancy Read Francine and her
husband, Jon, live in Los Angeles.
She has worked as a wildlife
biologist for the U.S. Air Force
on Vandenberg Air Force Base
since 1993.

1980
CLASS AGENT: Mike Caffey
mikecaffey2002@ao1.com
41 SunsetAve.
Venice, CA 90291-2596
CLASS AGENT: M. Annelle
Lerner
Nellers39@aol.com
6113 Cocktail Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89130-7073

1981
CLASS AGENT: Ralph Dayton

•Catherine (Pearce) Standiford

1982

1984

ralphdayt@aol.com

is the city manager for La Palma,

CLASS AGENT: Dan McMillan

CLASS AGENT: Len McLaughlin

314 South Cheha/em St.

Calif. She is also in the middle

vntgewine@aol.com

25985 Terra Bella Ave.

Newberg, OR 97132-3206

of her 2002-2004 term as Desert

12815 Rose Dr.

Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5635

Coast Region governor of

Whittier, CA 90601-2432

•Lochlin and Donna (Baldwin)

parents to a little girl they plan to

business, management and

manager in Northern California.

•Dave Reno has enjoyed his

her husband recently moved to

1983

job as a city planner for the past

New York with their 15-month-

CLASS AGENT: Needed

15 years and recently became

old son and four-year-old daugh-

senior planner for the city of

ter. She is still working as director
of marketing, and she loves the
fact that she only works three
days a week.
•John Grant moved his wife,
Sheila, and their children to
Carlsbad, Calif. He is a lawyer with
the San Diego firm of Kennerson

S u

adopt.

the professions.

•Cheryl (Canning) Schilero and

K

her husband, Ron, became foster

organization for women in

Waste Industries as a district

ROC

•Janine (Kort) Carraway and

the Americas,a volunteer service

20 years. He works for Allied

THE

1985

Soroptimist International of

Caffey '80 have been married for

Hesperia. He writes,"My wife

last Rock for Gerry Crews was

and I enjoy spending time with

incorrect and was not submitted

our two grown children and

by Mr. Crews. We apologize for

six grandchildren."

any inconvenience this caused.

•Sandy (Satik) Vartanian has

He reports that in April of 2002

done consulting work for 25

he co-founded his own firm,

years. She is a social worker for

Crews MacQuarrie & Associates,

Fl

E

R

2 0 0 3

(Hedges) Greenup
cagreenup@yahoo.com
16540 Ember Glen Rd.
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-3741
•Janet (Alfuso) Thorson writes
that she was married in 1999.

•
The information printed in the

an adult day health-care and

H

CLASS AGENT: Cindy
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•Jill (Clift) Mathur and her
husband,Vishaal '85, have
two daughters.
•Margaret Meadows writes
that she and David Pimpo were
recently married in Yosemite.

•Dean Salisbury continues to

resigned as an optometrist

just outside Sacramento, Calif.,

do brain wave and MR[ research

for Lens Crafters to become a

where they enjoy raising their

Henderson, Nev., and manages

at McLean Hospital, Harvard

full-time mom.

two sons. D.J. is a speech pathol-

the Sport Chalet.

Danielle (Nelson) Campbell

ogist, and Nina is an attorney for

lives in Gardnerville, Nev., a small

a law firm practicing in the field

•Joan (Randall) and Michael
Perez '86 have been married for

Medical School. Dean enjoys raising his three kids with his wife,

•Darin Mekkers lives in

Liz. He is still studying martial

community in the foothills of the

of public finance law.

12 years.They live in Covina,

arts and coaching kids' soccer.

Sierra Nevada Mountain Range

•Mark Sell has just finished his

Calif., and she teaches in the

•Patricia (Smith) Jensen '85

near Lake Tahoe. She operates a

residency in family practice and

Walnut School District.

and her husband, Soren, flew

property management company

has moved back to his home-

•Sherrin Ross-Ingram is now

from Moscow with their children

in South Tahoe. She also teaches

town of Fargo, N.D. He has been

working as of counsel to the

to attend the Jensen family gath-

creative writing, has continued

working in emergency rooms

law firm of Tressler, Soderstrom,

ering on the West Coast.

her own education, and does

for the past year.

Maloney & Priess in Chicago. She

•James Waddell recently gave

free-lance writing. She was pub-

•Tracy Stelle and her husband,

became president of strategic

up being a reserve firefighter for

lished for the first time this year

Ruwan Jayasinghe, became par-

planning and wrote her first

the past 20 years to become a

in a collection titled A Cup of

ents of a son in September of

book, which was published in

full-time emergency coordinator

Comfort Cookbook.

2001.

2002. She works hard to maintain

for fire, security, lifeguards, and
earthquake services.

1988

•Joel Whisler enjoys teaching

her demanding business respon-

four choirs and piano at El Monte

sibilities, conduct seminars, and

•Michael Whitaker has worked

CLASS AGENT: Kevin Burke

High School. His choirs have

speak at national conferences

in various accounting and

kmburke555@aol.com

received numerous awards in the

promoting her book.

finance positions for Computer

5311 Wiseburn Ave.

past two years. Joel loves to

Sciences Corporation for the

Hawthorne, CA 90250

spend time with his three-year-

1990

past 15 years. Michael and his

CLASS AGENT: Kelli Hokanson

old son, Jordan, and his beautiful

CLASS AGENT: Kevin Marshall

wife enjoy raising their four

kelli.hokanson@lexisnexis.com

wife,Stacy (Stonehocker)

K.H.Marshall@worldnet.att.net

children in Whittier.

P.O. Box 112

717 Cordelia Ave.

•Karen Zisko loves her job as

3401 Adams Ave., Ste. A

Whisler '89.
•Sharon (Zeman) Schroepfer is

trade show manager at Canon

San Diego, CA 92116

an adjunct faculty member at

Class Agent Kevin Marshall

Trinidad State Junior College. She

and his fiancee, Gina, co-own a

teaches early childhood educa-

financial planning service.

Communications because it provides her with many opportunities to travel domestically. She
recently purchased a townhouse
in Playa del Rey.

•John Ashby still works in
international pricing analysis
as a supervisor.

•Carol (Coopy) Higgins recently
celebrated her second wedding

1986
CLASS AGENT: Lisa
(Hoffman) Abbate
mkabbate@aol.com
16191 Castile Dr.
Whittier, CA 90603-1003

•Tera (Gemmil) Leigh pub-

anniversary. She is currently

tion and elementary education
courses. She also recently started
a new business with her husband, selling motorcycle wheels
for flat track racing.

working in the marketing depart-

•Stephanie (Cox) Baldwin and
her husband, David, live in Boise,
Idaho. She is a project manager
with Hewlett-Packard and
spends her spare time gardening

ment of a creditor's law firm,
the largest in the country.

Glendora, CA 91740-4546

1989
CLASS AGENT: Needed

•Brock Fowler is a clinical

and "chasing kids around."

•Eric Faber is co-owner of a talent management company rep-

psychologist with additional spe-

•Janine Baldis received

cializations in forensic psycholo-

her master's degree from

Los Angeles for film, television,

gy and cross-cultural psychology.

San Jose State University and

theater and commercials.

•Gretchen (Crane) de la Torre

resenting actors in New York and

lished her first book,The

He works for the Federal Bureau

is a speech/language pathologist

Complete Book of Decorative

of Prisons at a medium-high

for the Clark County (Nev.)

writes that she is still flying with

Painting, in November of 2001.

security level institute for incar-

School District.

Southwest Airlines.

•Tom Fridge teaches middle

Her second book,How To Be

cerated men in Beaumont, Texas.

•Lisa (Mingel) Burr and her

Creative If You Never Thought You

He is also studying for his profes-

family recently moved to

school physical education and

Could, is due in stores this year.

sional licensing examinations

New Britain, Conn.

coaches football, basketball

•Dianne (Rodriguez) Zamora

and seeking to relocate.

•John McCarthy is an early

and track.

and her husband, Douglas, live

•Damon Hess has put his

childhood special education

•Lisa (Garcia) Kenstam and her

in Chino Hills, Calif. She is an

Whittier College degree to

teacher in Portland, Ore., and

husband,Todd, live in Thousand

assistant vice president at

good use by becoming an inter-

lives in a home he bought with

Oaks, Calif., with their two sons.

•Michelle (Gilbert) Manthe

Wells Fargo Bank, working in

national director with a large

Richelle (Ragan) Corbo, who

educational finance services.

corporation.

attended Whittier in 1985.

is a full-time mother and home-

•Andrew Runge joined the

•Brendan Macaulay practices

school teacher. She also teaches

1987

Baltimore office of the firm

business litigation and transac-

preschool at her church.

CLASS AGENT: Needed

of McLean, Koehler, Sparks &

tions at Nossaman Gutjner Knox

•Greg Gardiner has been

Hammond as a specialist in

& Elliott in San Francisco. He

married to his wife, Erica, for

business valuation, economic

also teaches legal research and

two years. He teaches in the

•Robert and Rozanne (Fratto)
Cheung live in Concord, Calif.
He is an environmental engineer
for Geomatrix Consultants in
Oakland, Calif., and she recently

damages, financial investigations

writing at Hastings School of Law

science department at Edison

and insurance claim services.

at the University of California,

High School in the Huntington

•Nina (D'Anna) Santo and her
husband,D.J. Santo '88, live

San Francisco.

Beach (Calif.) Union High School
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•Michael Montgomery and his

District. He received a master's

•Teresa (Lo-Cascio) Leon and

•Tony Signoret and his wife,

degree in science from Cal State

her husband, Albert, bought a

Silvia, are in the process of adopt-

wife, Monique, live in Lakewood,

Fullerton.

home in Signal Hill, Calif. She

ing their two foster children.

Wash. He runs in marathons and

•Amy (Green) Kramer is a phys-

received her master's degree in

He's an elementary school princi-

triathlons, most recently the

ical therapist for the employees

school counseling and teaches

pal in California's Palm Springs

Ironman in Canada, the Hawaii

of American Airlines at Los

sixth grade.

Unified School District.

Ironman and the Boston

Angeles International Airport.

•Gina Lujan returned to school

She lives in a new house she

to get a multiple-subject teach-

•Erikka (Stumpf) Molumphy
has taken time off work after

•David Nixon works in the com-

Marathon.

built in Manhattan Beach.

ing credential and teaches

11 years as a senior designer in

puter department at American

•Cheryl (Harlan) Haggard and

kindergarten. She lives a block

an interior design firm to spend

Insurance. He completed the

her husband, Mark, have been

from the beach in San Diego and

time with her new daughter.

Windows 2000 upgrade exam

married 11 years. She is a stay-at-

has taken up beach volleyball.

•Diana (Weimer) Treadway

and is working on finishing the

home mom, but remains active

•Monica (Montoya) Bibian and

received her M.B.A. from the

Microsoft Certified Systems

in her church and with school

her husband adopted a baby

University of Georgia. Last winter

Engineer certification program

activities.

girl born in 1999. She continues

she moved to Denver with her

for Windows 2000.

•James Hart and his wife,

to work as a tax auditor for the

husband and two children.

•Joseph Rovetto has taught at

Jennifer, have been married four

state of Oregon.

•Annette (Wenker) Alpert

an elementary school in Garden

years. He earned an M.F.A. from

•Julia (Nilsen) Breitman took

has taken a leave of absence

Grove, Calif., for nine years. He

the University of South Carolina

a sabbatical from practicing law

from teaching to become a

writes,"l love my job and feel

in 1993 and worked all over

to care for her three children.

stay-at-home mom.

thankful to be in a position to

the South in regional theater.

•Janelle (Noble) Lane was

•Rick Younger has been mar-

have an impact on children's

For the past five years he's been

promoted to managing director

ried nine years and works as a

lives."

an assistant professor at the

at AMC Downtown Disney as

branch manager for Cranford &

•Kathryn (Seymour) Brown

University of Central Florida.

well as Los Angeles market

Company overseeing 16 inde-

and her husband, Todd, celebrat-

•Leah Henry-Beauchamp is an

trainer for AMC.

pendent insurance adjusters.

ed their ninth anniversary last

associate professor at Montclair

•Diane (Ogas) Carrasco worked

State University in New Jersey.

for the City of Pico Rivera, Calif.,

1991

dren's department in a Barnes &

•Sherrie Hill attended the

before deciding to become

CLASS AGENT: Needed

Noble bookstore in Minneapolis.

University of Phoenix while

a full-time mother and

working as a crime lab technician

homemaker.

•Michael Beasley moved to

•Jennifer (Thompson)
Krylowicz is the executive direc-

for the Bakersfield Police

•Chris Sinfield lives in Hermosa

Department. She received

Beach, Calif., and sells commercial

her M.B.A. last November.

real estate with Grubb & Ellis.

•Teresa Holt moved back home

He was the top salesperson in

to San Antonio,Texas, and works

the Western Region and number

as a senior financial consultant

seven nationally for 2001.

for Epic-Edge.

•Sandra (Scheiber) Johnson

•Lori (Hoyt) Budd and her

and her husband bought a house

husband, Mike, have been mar-

in Whittier and are busy fixing

ried six years. She's working on

it up. She works at USC-Norris

the thesis for her second master's

Comprehensive Cancer Center

degree while teaching physical

as a research associate.

education and coaching basket-

•Lynn (Schmutzer) Kelley

ball and volleyball. She's also a

was a teacher for five years

licensed softball official.

before deciding to become a

•Maria (Jasuregui) Gottuso

stay-at-home mom. She is active

and her husband, Carl, have been

with East Whittier Friends

married 13 years. She is a creden-

Church and enjoys gardening

tialed elementary school teacher

and scrapbooking.

and taught for five years before

•Roxann (Skyes) Mike moved

deciding to stay home and be a

to Portland, Ore., with her hus-

full-time mom.

band, Chris, and stays busy

•Rosanna (Jones) Thuman is

with her two children.

married with three sons. She is

•Ari Syynimaa is a production

a clinical psychologist in private

manager and partner at lonhawk

practice in Omaha, Neb.

Ltd.

•Judah Katz received his mas-

•Erik Takeshita lives in

ter's degree in social work from

Minneapolis with his wife

Columbia University in 1999

November. She manages the chil-

Dallas last year and is senior vice
president and chief underwriter
for State National Companies, a
six hundred million dollar holding company in Fort Worth.

•Douglas Booth and his wife,
Amy, honeymooned in the Cook
Islands last year before settling in
Reno, Nev. He is a wildlife biolo-

and works developing services

senior policy aide to the mayor
of Minneapolis.

District of the Humboldt-Toiyabe
National Forest in Carson City.

•Susan (Dye) Glinsek is office
manager for a manufacturers
representative in the Twin Cities.
Her daughter keeps her pretty

ROCK

SUMMER

2003

France,"in the heart of the French
Alps," and enjoys being a stay-athome mom with her daughters.

•Marianne Vaughan writes,"l
just bought a home, all on my
own, as a single parent."

1992
CLASS AGENT: Susan
(Turner) Rose
smtrose@hotmail.com
338 Santa Ana Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90803-1938

busy, but she found time to run
her first marathon last year.

•Bill Erickson returned to

48

•Brooke Daggett is taking time
off from teaching to care for her

school and received his M.B.A.

young son.

from Vanderbilt. He and his wife

•Katrina (Diller) Jafek and

and twin sons live near the

her husband, Brian, moved to

mountains in Denver, where he

Washington and are temporarily

runs his own consulting business.

living with classmate Carey
(Stuebing) Bays until they

Christopher Heriza is a trainer

impaired in Jerusalem, Israel.

THE

Orchestra.

•Linda (Tull) Revol lives in

gist for the Carson Ranger

and daughters. He works as

for the deaf and hearing-

tor of the Wyoming Symphony

for a high-end restaurant in

get settled.

Denver and enjoys coaching

•Joshua Elizalde is a special

youth lacrosse.

agent for the U.S.Treasury

•
Elizabeth Ladd lives in

Department. In the aftermath of

Sacramento and works for SBC.

Sept. 11, he took a voluntary six-

She is still active in a women's

month assignment to the Federal

soccer league and plans to get a

Aviation Administration's federal

master's degree in social work.

air marshal program. For those

six months, he was one of several

manages a restaurant in the

ment at La Serna High School

such outdoor activities as jet

hundred agents who provided

west Loop area.

in Whittier.

skiing, motorcycle racing and

security aboard numerous com-

•Angie (Kener) Martin lives in

•Jennifer Williams works for

camping. He writes that class-

mercial aircraft.

Chicago and is a stay-at-home

Hewitt Associates, a benefits

mate Heath Hamilton '94 was

mom with her two children.

consulting firm. She is continuing

best man at his wedding and
they remain the best of friends.

Michael Hess is teaching art
and coaching basketball at

•Daniel Kilgras and his wife,

her education through the

Norwalk High School. He recently

Kelly, live in Vancouver, B.C. He

Wharton School of Business to

1995

became engaged and writes that

is president of the Vancouver

obtain professional designation

he is looking forward to a happy

Canadians professional baseball

as a certified employee benefits

and peaceful life with his future

team,a minor league affiliate of

specialist. She already received a

CLASS AGENT: Nanette
(Do) Kamran

wife.

the Oakland Athletics.

group benefits associate creden-

kamrann@sutterhealth.org

Olivia Macias lives in Whittier

•Jill Kovar is a banking compli-

tial through the program.

with her husband and daughter.

ance attorney with a law firm in

1342 Palos Verdes Dr., Apt. 3
San Mateo, CA 94404-3734

She is an accounting manager

Irvine, Calif.

1994

for Bright Medical Associates.

•Chris Minier and his wife,

CLASS AGENT: Robin Hickin

Kamran writes that she manages

Michelle, purchased their first

Ladybbls@aol.com

the pediatric specialties at
California Pacific Medical Center.

Desma Murphy won Theatre
LA's 2002 Ovation Award for Set

home in Rancho Santa Margarita,

15301 Valley Vista Blvd., #213

Design, Smaller Theaters, for the

Calif. He is an associate attorney

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

production of Napoli Millionaria.

with the law firm of Bohm Francis

•Sonja (Oei) and Donald
Gerard '93 live in Bellevue, Wash.

•Elizabeth "Libby" Moore and

She works as a freelance graphic

her husband, Brian McCormack,

designer and illustrator, and he

Kegel & Aguilera LLP.

is a veterinarian.

grade and ran in her third
marathon last fall.

and her husband, Jeff, moved

vice president of investments at

Caribbean, where they train dol-

Morgan Stanley. He is also the

a dolphin research group.

where he worked as a writer

know of an error in his entry in

and media buyer, to attend nurs-

the last issue of the Rock. His

ing school at the University of

wife's maiden name was Lori

Michigan-Flint. He is also devel-

Weirich.

oping a Web site to connect cur-

•Kathleen Dezember took a

rent nurses and students who

•Chris Parsons is an associate

to the island of Dominica in the
phins and handle marketing for

•Chris Allen left advertising,
•Greg Chavez wrote to let us

live in Oregon. She teaches first

•Cynthia (Wiltberger) Gneiser

head men's lacrosse coach at
Littleton High School in Denver.

•Karyl (Radford) Sherman is

1993

taking a hiatus from teaching

CLASS AGENT: Allison
(Clarke) Ittershagen

•Irma Ramos-Flores completed

allisonitt@sbcglobal.net

the credential program at

2957 Stonebridge Trail
Reno, NV8951 1-5329

CLASS AGENT: Michele
Apostolos

leave from teaching to attend

have a shared interest in ether-

the French Culinary Institute in

ic/hands-on healing.

New York. After graduating as

•Tara Barnhart teaches biology

a chef in French cuisine, she

at Pioneer High School in

returned to teaching fifth grade.

Whittier and also works as a cur-

She cooks for private parties

riculum coordinator. She still lives

and gives cooking lessons in

in Long Beach, but moved to a

her spare time.

more "child-friendly" neighbor-

•Bridget Goodman received

hood.

a master's degree in TESOLO

•Linda (Bridda) Walie and her

(Teaching English to Speakers

husband, Joseph, live in Flushing,

to raise her three children.

Whittier and teaches kinder-

Class agent Nanette (Do)

garten at Longfellow School in
the Whittier City School District.

of Other Languages) from the

N.Y. She teaches history at a high

University of Pennsylvania in

school in Brooklyn while finish-

MicheleApo@hotmail.com
11666 Mayfield Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90049

CLASS AGENT: Shanta Yocum
shanta.yocum@us.nestle.com
11155. Wooster St., Apt. 202
Los Angeles, CA 90035-1447

CLASS AGENT: Kileen
(Johnson) Higbee
kihigbee@gte.net
1888 Springbrook Rd., Apt. 8
Medford, OR 97504-2176
Class agent Allison (Clarke)

Ittershagen lives in Reno, Nev.,
with her two young daughters
and teaches with Dale Carnegie
Training.

The Classes of 1992 & 1997
•Jennie (Bacon) Page is the
ing her master's degree at

program manager at Boise State

•Yvonne Torres still lives in

2001. She teaches English as the

University's business college. She

Whittier and is completing her

U.S. Department of State, English

City College in Manhattan.

and her husband, Craig, also keep

administrative credential pro-

Language Fellow, in the Ukraine.

•Margaret Brown went back to

busy as first-time parents.

gram at Whittier. She is also the

•Jeff Leggette and his wife, Lisa,

school to pursue graduate stud-

•Betsy Kemp has lived in

director of language develop-

live in Los Angeles and enjoy

ies with the ultimate goal of

Chicago for seven years and
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achieving an M.D./Ph.D in neuro-

•Nicole Winger was appointed

a trip to Poland, the Czech

science and work in medical

director of communications

Republic, Slovakia, Hungary

Currently she is a health educa-

research in neurodegenerative

for the California Department

and Romania.

tion associate with Inland Empire

disorders or neural plasticity.

Corps volunteer in Guatemala.

of Education and the State

•Rachel (Homel) Rice and her

Health Plan.

Superintendent of Public

husband, Michael, were married

•Natalie Bramon teaches the

Denver and is an aquatic biolo-

Instruction.

in Balboa Park's Museum of Man

preschool class her daughter is

gist for the State of Colorado.

•Janis (Akiyama) and Bruce

in San Diego. She teaches English

in. She also won $1,500 for her

Much of his time is spent in the

Gevirtzman '70 live in Brea,

and is yearbook advisor at

stand-up comedy act at the

mountains sampling fish and

Calif. She earned her teaching

Madison High School.

Laugh Factory in Hollywood.

water. He enjoys snowboarding,

credential in English at Cal State

•Andrew Huffaker teaches fifth

•David Carnevale is the director
of financial aid at Marymount

James Dominguez lives in

mountain biking and hiking.

Fullerton and taught eighth

grade at Andrews Elementary

•Daniel Glavin and his wife,

grade and adult English as a

School in the Whittier City School

College in Palos Verdes, Calif. He

Jenny Herndon, bought their first

Second Language before taking

District. He is finishing his cre-

is also finishing an M.S. in human

house in Pasadena, Calif. He is

a few years off to become a

dential and starting studies

services and personnel counsel-

studying for an M.B.A. at USC

stay-at-home mom.

toward his master's degree.

ing at Mount St. Mary's College.
•Yvonne (Cutler) and Andrew

and working at a search engine

•Ban Al-Wardi received a

•Diarmad "Den" and Jennifer

called Overture.

law degree from Pepperdine

(Kuhle) Bash live in Portland,

Huffaker '96 live in La Habra,

•David Jones and his wife,

University in 1999 and opened

Ore. Deri is a grade dean and

Calif. She is the office administra-

Alyne, live in Nashville, where

her own law firm, practicing

chemistry teacher at Oregon

tor and wedding coordinator

he has a fellowship in pediatric

immigration law in Century City,

Episcopal School. Jennifer

for Harmony Center,a church in

gastroenterology at Vanderbilt

Calif. She is also engaged in

recruits physical and occupation-

Whittier.

University.

educating Arab and Muslim

al therapists for Argosy Health, a

•Anne Dabney is in her second

•Martin Eazor and Linda

American immigrants about their

national rehabilitation company.

year of surgical residency.

(Cordova) bought a house in

civil rights in light of the USA

•Gina (McMahon) Bartok

•William DeClercq attends

Whittier. He has been in the

Patriots Act and 9-11. She was

is studying to be a certified

UCLA School of Law.

insurance industry for six years.

featured in the Los Angeles Daily

childbirth educator.

•Edwin Failoano is an account

She received her master's

Journal legal newspaper for the

•Meryn Perryman received his

executive for UPS and stays busy

degree from Whittier last year

9-11 special edition in an article

master's degree in international

with basketball leagues and

and teaches kindergarten.

focusing on the mistreatment

affairs from Washington

honing his golf game.

•Andrea (Feldman) McGehee

of Muslim Americans and

University in St. Louis.

•Nicole Flaten is a Peace Corps

and her husband bought a home

immigrants.

•Gilbert Salazar has worked as

volunteer teaching English in

in Irvine, Calif. She received her

1996

master's degree and works as a

a high-school track coach and

Romania through July 2004.

acts in commercials. He is cur-

•Carrie Forrest is completing

speech therapist in the Tustin

CLASS AGENT: Seraph me Gott

rently working full time for APM

the M.B.A. program at USC.

School District.

surf199@hotmail.com

Terminals in the Port of Los

•Alissa Hiraga writes that she

•Eryn Osterhaus received her

301 Calle Miramar #1

Angeles. He has also completed

is working at one of the largest

master's degree from Berkeley

Redondo Beach, CA 90277-6348

13 marathons to date, winning

book publishers in the country.

three overall, and he is the

She has finished the manuscript

and has opened a taco stand
•L. Nolani Ajimine-Silva and

with fellow Poets Martin Stuart

her husband, Aaron, live in

'93 and Ryan Stubbs '94.

Honolulu, where she is a regis-

•Giffin and Melanie (Rivas)

last summer with fellow Franklin
brother David Kendra '94 as
part of the wedding party.They
purchased a house in Woodbury,
Conn.
•Karin (Thompson) Cascio
resigned her research position at
the University of Hawaii to stay
at home with her new daughter.
•JoAnn (Tonsich) Sage and her
husband, John, live in Huntington
Beach, Calif. She is working on
her Ph.D. in education while
working full-time as a speech
therapist for the Westminster
School District.

U

1997

in Whittier with her husband and

CLASS AGENT: Needed

infant son. She is in the special

Ph.D. in clinical psychology last

his wife, Cassandra, were married

M

education program at Cal Poly

June and is an active-duty Naval

•Mania Alemian received

officer, deployed to Okinawa as

her M.B.A. from Pepperdine

the psychologist for the Marines'

University and is a consultant for

3rd Force Service Support Group.

the Los Angeles Unified School

•Ruth Brodsley has a band

District as a lease administrator.

called Pearl that plays regularly in

She was also married last sum-

clubs throughout Los Angeles.

mer and lives in Sherman Oaks,

•Mitch and Lyn (Dobrzycki)

Calif.

Carty are remodeling a home

•Michelle Arehart received

in La Habra Heights, Calif. Mitch

her master's degree in education

is the aquatics coordinator at

from Whittier in 2000 and is

Whittier and Lyn works as an

a high school language arts

event planner.

teacher at Santiago High School

•Steve Connor is a real estate

in Corona, Calif.

agent for John Hall & Associates

•Lorna Bell received a master's

and a loan officer for L&G

degree in public health from

Mortgage Banc. He also plays

Loma Linda University and com-

club lacrosse. Last year he took

pleted two years as a Peace

H

E

R

2

0

0

3

campaigns.
•Yvonne (Juarez) Almeida lives

* Cynthia Bartok received a

S

some modeling for fashion print

Huntington Beach, Calif.

floor at St. Francis Medical Center.

in their hometown in Oregon.
•Andrew Rydingsword and

ROCK

of her first novel and is doing

Pacific Shoreline Marathon in

tered nurse on the oncology

Himmeiright opened a bistro

THE

defending champion at the
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Pomona.
•Robert Knowles earned an
M.B.A. from Cal State Fullerton
and works as a senior technical
support engineer for Beckman
Coulter, Inc.
•Geoffrey Laniri is an energy
trader for Edison Mission
Marketing and Trading, the
marketing arm for Edison
International. In his spare time,
he coaches and plays lacrosse
in various leagues throughout
New England.
•Marissa (Leong) and Kenn
Ruminson write that she is working at Young & Rubicam

Advertising Agency and he

•Danielle Rossi received her

part-time at a drug and alcohol

works at the office of the

master's degree in education

treatment center in Denver as a

•Sal Plascencia received an
M.F.A.at Syracuse University and

chancellor for the California

from California's San Jose State

grant coordinator, specializing in

is currently in a doctoral program

State University system.

University in 2002.

securing municipal and county

in creative writing at USC.

•Karrah Lompa received her

•Ashley (Smith) and John

grant funding to subsidize sub-

•Lenae Raspa is pursuing an

master's degree in not-for-

Lawler '96 write they love living

stance abuse treatment for

acting career, currently working

profit leadership from Seattle

in Colorado and plan to stay

lower-income clients. She is also

for Columbia Tristar International

University last year. She contin-

there. John works for an advertis-

a full-time graduate student in a

Television on a television show

ues to serve as associate director

ing and public relations firm, and

master's program in psychology

for Spain.

for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters

Ashley is the director of market-

at the University of Colorado in

•Deborah Rodarté received a

program in Seattle, but plans to

ing for a publishing company.

Greeley.

move back to Southern California

•Lloyd "Chris" Shockley

this year.

teaches history and coaches

•Wendy (Lucas) Castro is

football and baseball at Don

completing her dissertation at

Bosco Technical High School

UC Riverside and is the coordina-

in Rosemead, Calif.

tor of the teaching assistant

•Christina Sports moved to

development program. She

Hollywood and works as a sales

also teaches American history

representative for Novartis

part-time at Cerritos College.

Pharmaceutical Corp.

•Dewayne Barnes is an admission counselor at Notre Dame
De Namur in California.
•Curtis and Katie (Burns)
Galvin 'Ol,moved to Jacksonville,
Fla., where he works for Nissan
North American in consumer
relations, and she teaches preschool.

•Chris Mandarich became

•David Stimler is still a clinical

president of the Utah division

pharmacist and his wife,Dina

of Richmond American Homes

van Klaveren '95,is still associ-

last year.

ate dean of students at the

•Sark Ohanian is a senior asso-

Maryland Institute College of Art.

ciate at the law firm of Carpenter

•Douglas Sutherland graduat-

& Zuckerman in West Hollywood,

ed from the USC School of

specializing in employment law

Medicine and is a urology resi-

and night club security viola-

dent at Georgetown University.

tions. She won a substantial

He and his fiancee just bought

jury verdict on a fraud case

a house in Alexandria, Va.

against Crunch Fitness Gym

•Amy (Trewella) Verduzco is

in Los Angeles.

in medical school at Creighton

•Allison (Page) Shepherd is

University. She joined the Navy

an assistant athletic trainer at

Health Professions Scholarship

the University of Oregon.

Program and will work as a Navy

•Parul (Patel) and Nate Goetz

doctor after graduation.

were married in a ceremony

•Veronica (Valadez) Nieto is

that included Metaphonian and

a school psychologist for the

Orthogonian society members as

Alhambra (Calif.) School District.

•Sarah Comfort received her
master's degree in library science
from California's San Jose State

Koers '96 live in Rowland
Heights, Calif. She is an assistant
director of admission at Whittier,
and he teaches English at
Rowland High School.
•Robert Jenson is a real estate
agent in Las Vegas.
•Nermin Kamel received a master's degree and administrative
credentials. She teaches English
and coaches competitive speech
and debate at La Mirada (Calif.)
High School. She also purchased
her first house.

well as the Danish host family

1998

abroad in 1996. Parul received

CLASS AGENT: Keristofer

her Doctor of Pharmacy from

Seryani

USC and is a clinical pharmacist

keristofer.seryani@ejgallo.com

at UC San Diego Medical Center.

521 Meandering Ln.

Nate received a master's of pub-

in Japan teaching English.
•Jennifer-Lynn Moreno
received a master's degree in
education in 2001 and works
as a teacher.

Forced Migration Laboratory at
the UCSD Center for Comparative
Immigration Studies. He is also a
consultant for the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees.
Peter Petryka is a sales and
marketing associate in the
Boston/New England region for
Molson USA,a division of Coors
Brewing Co. He is also active in
amateur lacrosse leagues.

and children's therapist at the
Intercommunity Child Guidance
Center in Whittier. She is also a
member of a local crisis team.
•Manuel Rosales received his
master's degree in education at
Whittier and teaches at El Monte
(Calif.) High School. He will be
entering the preliminary administrative credential program at
Cal State Fullerton. He is also
training for a 100-mile bicycle
ride.
•Scott Sauter has been with
the Walt Disney Company for 10
years, currently as the manager
of entertainment operations for
the Disneyland Resort, including
two theme parks and three
hotels.
•Jessica Sol received her
master's degree in education
from California's San Jose State
University in 2002.
•Jasmin Van den Huevel is
working on an M.F.A. in sculpture
in Pennsylvania. She writes that
it's quite challenging, but she is
excited about the new direction
her work is taking.
•Amber Whiteside is in the
visual criticism graduate program
at the California College of Arts
and Crafts in San Francisco.

•Juancarlos Martinez has

Turlock, CA 95382

worked with J.A. Crawford for

lic policy at Pepperdine
University and is director of the

University in 2002.
•Melissa (Inman) and Alex

•Dagoberto Lopez is still

Nate lived with while studying

master's degree in social work
from USC and works as a family

•Henry K. Priest writes that he

three years as an outside techni-

is now a producer for Boricua

cal sales representative for the

Films in Hollywood, Calif. His

states of California and Nevada.

current project, titled "Urban

•Kristin Nelson and Robert

Graffiti," is being shot as a pitch

Givler have been married two

pilot for SkyCastle NBC.

years and live in Los Angeles.

1999

2000
CLASS AGENT: Mala Williams
MMWilliams@alumni.whittier.edu
5638 Pickering Ave., Apt. A
Whittier, CA 90601-2473
•Andrea Burke completed a

Kristin works at UCLA, where

new program through the Los

Robert is a graduate student

Angeles Unified School District

CLASS AGENT: Leigha Lucas

in geology.

called Teaching Fellows, in which

Ieighalucas@hotmail.com

•Melissa Pereau is finishing

teachers are trained to work in

377 Knobcone Dr., #204

her third year at California's

low-performing schools in Los

Loveland, CO 80538

Loma Linda Medical School.

Angeles County. She teaches fifth

Class agent Leigha Lucas works

•Erin Pittenger moved to Japan

grade at a school on Skid Row.

last winter to teach English.
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•Luke Brunet teaches high

Packard Children's Hospital,

volunteer for the Peace Corps

•Diana Guy works for the Rio

school English at Calvary Chapel

Stanford Medical Center. She

in El Salvador.

Hondo Chapter of the American

in Anaheim, Calif.

is also working on her master's

•Kimberly Platt received an

Red Cross as a grant develop-

•Stanley Call teaches U.S. history

degree in nursing at the

A.S. in graphic design from the

ment specialist.

and horticulture at Centennial

University of California,

Institute of California-Orange

•Jasmine Juarez is the manager

High School in Compton, Calif. He

San Francisco.

County last fall.

of Nordstrom at South Coast

started a school garden program

Gordon Topper received his

•Natasha Seleznoff writes that

Plaza in Costa Mesa, Calif.

and is submitting grant propos-

"wings" on December 19, 2002.

she was married last July, and is a

•Melissa Kellogg is the assistant

als to take a student and teacher

He is now stationed at Camp

substitute art teacher for the East

director in the Office of Foreign

delegation to the World Social

Pendleton in California for

Whittier Unified School District.

Studies at Whittier.

Forum in Brazil.

Cobra helicopter training.

•Scott Seronello and his wife,

•April Leal teaches English at

Christina, live in Northern

El Rancho High School in Pico

•Angela Castellanos is working
on her master's degree in school

2001

California. He is a chemistry

Rivera, Calif., while working

counseling.

CLASS AGENT: Natalie Neavez

teacher at Golden Valley High

toward her credential.
•Kevin Mass is working on an

•Alida Hernandez is the train-

natalie@hotmail.com

School in Merced.

ing and development specialist

421 West Keene Dr.

•Aaron Willard and his wife,

M.S. in geology at the University

and office recruiter for St. John

La Habra, CA 90631

Tamara, live in Los Angeles. He is

of Nevada at Reno.

a special education teacher at

•E. Alice Mitchell works at

Knits, a manufacturer and
designer of high-end women's

master's degree in religion at

clothing in Irvine, Calif.

Claremont Graduate University.

•M. René and Michele

Last year she organized several

(Gagliano) Islas '02 live in
assistant to the assistant secretary for the Office of Elementary
and Secondary Education at the
U.S. Department of Education.
Michele is the lead pre-K teacher
and center-wide education specialist developing curriculum at
the Langley Children's Center.

to work with established
scholars in the field.
•
Kendra Akers is working on a
master's degree at the University
of Phoenix and teaching at
Westmont Elementary School
in the Anaheim (Calif.) City
•Brett Clendaniel is a claims

at San Clemente (Calif.) High

adjuster for Progressive

School.

Insurance in Loveland, Cob.

•Michelle Logan lives in
while working on a doctorate.
•Charles McLeod, Jr., graduated
from the University of New
Mexico last December. He is
a first lieutenant in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserves.
•Alanna Purbaugh moved to
the Hawaiian Islands to accept a
position as family specialist at
the Institute for Human Services'
Women and Families Shelter. She
has also started a master's
degree program in social work.
•Joe Ramano is the assistant
director of admission at Notre
Dame De Namur in California.
•Amanda Shallcross and her
partner, Averyl Growden '01,
live in Oregon. She is attending
the National College of
Naturopathic Medicine in
Portland.
•Renee (Taheny) Gawrych and
her husband, Jeff, live in Santa
Clara, Calif. She is a registered
nurse on the organ transplant

0

C

K

•Daniel Nguyen attends

ent associate of Pre-Paid Legal

Whittier Law School.

Services, Inc.

•Matthew Remkiewicz works

2002

Washington, D.C., area.

CLASS AGENT: Sarah Hayman

•Kimberli Stinson is working on

soroh_c_hayman@yahoo.com

her master's degree in education

6051 Magnolia Ave.

at Whittier while working at

Whittier, CA 90601-3264

Broadoaks.

Class agent Sarah Hayman

•Micah Thomas is involved in

spent last summer doing home

the financial industries market,

improvements and traveling. She

currently looking for people to

is a substitute teacher attending

work in his office.

night school at Cal State Fullerton,

•Denise Torres works for the

working toward a teaching cre-

Los Angeles Center for Drug and

dential.

•
Last December, Aimee

Mexico and teaches English

R

Busch Gardens in Tampa, Fla.

works part-time as an independ-

in sales and marketing in the

university that allowed her

School District.

•Dana Judd teaches English

and cardiac floor at Lucille

Crenshaw High School. He also

important conferences at the

Alexandria, Va. René is special

THE

•Joy Alarcon is finishing her

Coughlin received a master's

•M. Cecilia Arno attends

degree in social work from

Southwestern University

the University of Michigan.

School of Law.

•Robert Frith is the graduate

•Rosario Araguas attends the

assistant for baseball at Whittier.

California College of Podiatric

•Juan Garcia is in the education

Medicine.

graduate program at USC, and

•Erin Clark is the city editor for

works as the social coordinator

the East County Californian and

for USC's Rossier School of

the Alpine Sun, both serving

Education. He also works at a

the San Diego County area.

homeless community program as

•Seth Collins writes,"I just

a counselor in the mid-Wilshire

played at the best club in San

district of Los Angeles.

Diego and am talking with a

•Bertrand and Holly

record label." He has also played

(Lautenschlager) Eckerlhoefer

in clubs in Los Angeles, Las Vegas

honeymooned last year in

and San Francisco.

London and Paris before moving

•Jenna Desormier is in a three-

to Upland, Calif. Bert is in an

year doctoral program in physical

M.B.A. program at Claremont

therapy at Regis University.

Graduate University's Drucker

•Matthew Erickson attends

School of Management, and

Cal State Fullerton majoring

Holly is working on her master's

in business. He works for Ivy

degree in cell molecular and

League, a sportswear company.

developmental biology at the

•Joseph Guerrero is in a

University of California, Riverside.

graduate program for school

•Matthew Lomeli is complet-

psychology.

ing his last year of service as a

SUMMER

2003

Alcohol Abuse at the women's
detention facility in Santa Fe
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Springs.The facility houses
non-violent drug offenders
with their young children.
•Vincent Vigil is a graduate
student in student affairs at the
Rossier School of Education at
USC. He is also a program board
graduate advisor.
•Pallavi Visvanathan is in a
Ph.D. program in clinical psychology at the University of Denver.
She's studying attachment theory and adolescent relationships.
•Nicole Wilbur is in a two-year
graduate program in gender
studies at Melbourne University
in Australia.
•Ashley Wingfield attends law
school on a full-tuition scholarship at the University of Colorado
at Denver. Prior to that, she was
a paralegal intern at corporate
headquarters for Mail-Well. She
also coached girls' high school
varsity lacrosse with fellow Poet
Angela Simmons '01.

MARRIAGES
•Marjorie Lawrence '79 and
Richard Guzzi,on July 14, 2002.
•Brian Krylowicz '90 and
Jennifer Thompson '91,on
May 25,2002.
•Denise Lacko '92 and Robert
Condra, on Aug. 10, 2002.
•Carrielyn Stuebing '92 and
Adam Bays, on Oct. 7, 2001.
•Tricia Mayer '93 and Dave
Bourne '93,on May 26,2002.
•Christopher Minier '93

BIRTHS
•
To Claudette and John Crow
'64,a daughter, Victoria Anne,

•
To Marjorie Oswald-Humes
'77 and Alan Oswald,a

John Briggs, on July 6,2002
•Brandon Boettner '95 and

•
To Sandra (Castillo) '94 and

Schwartz, a son, Max Nathan,

Marino Angulo '96,a daugh-

on May 23,2001.

ter, Isabela, on April 30,2002.

•
To Gretchen (Crane) '90 and

on May 6,2002.

Mia Louise, on Jan. 19,2002.

•
To Linda and Philip

•
To Jennie (Bacon) '93 and
Craig Page,a daughter,
Madeline, on Aug. 12,2002.

•
To Carrie and Douglas Cox '91,

Woodworth '78,a son,

•
To Melanie (Rivas) '95

a son, Brenner, on Dec. 2,2001.

Philip Mackey, on

and Giffin Himmelright '95,

•
To Jennifer and Bradley Graver

Sept. 9,2002.

a daughter, Jillian, on

'91,a son, Casey Hall, on

•
To Cheri and Alphonso Pepito

on August 1, 2002.

•Stacy Mangano '94 and

Hallie Elizabeth, on Nov. 20, 2002.

Michael de la Torre, a daughter,

Nov. 4,2001.

on July 20,2002.

Mike Shore '92,a daughter,

Chloe Angelina, on Dec. 30,2001.

daughter, Edna Alexandra,

'80, a daughter, Amber Ray,

•
To Kirsten (Belknap)'93 and

Timothy Carrasco, a daughter,

•
To Sheri (Preiss) '90 and Sam

on June 25,2002.

and Michelle Valdez, on

•Irma Ramos '93 and Joe Flores,

•
To Diane (Ogaz) '90 and

Sept. 3, 2002.

Nov. 29, 2001.

•
To Karin (Thompson) 195

•
To Debbie (Hansen) '91 and

and Joseph Cascio,a daughter,

Vincent Yasaki '91,a daughter,

•
To Susan (Smith) '85 and

Isabella Rose, on April 9,2002.

Nicole Chiaki, on Sept. 5,2001.

•
To JoAnn (Tonsich) '95 and

•
To Stacey and Evan Lewis '91,

Seth Connelly, a son, Isaac,
on Oct. 25, 2001.

John Sage, a son, Brayden,

a son, Liam Sullivan, on

•
To Rozanne (Fratto) '87

on April 9,2002.

May 12,2002.

•
To Dina van Klaveren '95

and Robert Cheung '87,a

•
To Jenny and Steve Mangold

and David Stimler '97,

Connie Bock '96,on

daughter, Abigail Rozanne,

'91, a daughter, Genevieve,

a son, Everett Willem, on

Aug. 16,2002.

on March 24, 2002.

on March 19, 2001.

•Lori Bridda '95 and Joseph
Wakie, on Nov. 3,2002.
•Tracy Herndon '96 and
Chris Yaeger '96,on
June 29,2002.
•Wendy Lucas '97 and Enrique
Castro, on Sept. 16,2001.
•Parul Patel '97 and Nate
Goetz '97,on Sept. 1, 2002.
•Kenn Ruminson '97 and
Marissa Leong '97,on
July 8,2002
•Nancy Stewart '97 and
Darrin Grove, on Feb. 15, 2003.
•Aisha Hussain '98 and Ricki
Reynolds, on March 23,2002.
•Amy Angulo '99 and Jeffrey
Elliott, on Oct. 29,2001.

Dalrymple '88,a daughter,

Joseph Fotinos, a son, Edward

Lexi, on Oct. 16,2002.

Tobias, on Dec. 20,2001.

Phil Muller, a son, Henry Ryan,

Randerson '90,a son,Taylor,

on Aug. 9, 2001.

on May 30,2002.

•
To Lourdes Rambo-

Rock Rocheleau, twin daugh-

Visko Ancich, a son, Joseph
Scott, on Feb. 23, 2002.

a son, Alexander Patrick,

Emily, on July 23,2002.

on Jan. 17,2002.

•Joseph Gomez '01 and
Rebecca Hargraves, on
Oct. 13,2001.
•Holly Lautenschlager '01 and
Bertrand Eckeihoefer'Ol,on
Aug. 30,2002.

•
To Mikki (Nerio) '96 and Albert

•
To Christina (Arriaga) '92

•
To Karen and Larry Denyer '89,
a son, Carson Robert, on

Sethman, a daughter, Skyler

and Peter Riserbato '93,

Rose, on March 22,2002.

a son, Peter Anthony, on

Nov. 11, 2001.

•
To Ashley (Waterhouse) '96

Sept. 24,2002.

•
To Mary (Guidry) '89 and

and Caine Wilson, a daughter,

•
To Juliette Blye '92 and Perry

Robert Hooper,a son, Jonathan

Kaiya Coleman, on Aug. 7,2002.

Bleecker '92,a son, Garrison

•
To Sylvi (Korhonen) '97 and

Landon, on May 28,2002.

William, on April 29,2002.

Robert Gonzalez, a daughter,

•
To Laura (Benson) '90 and

•
To Katrina (Diller) '92 and

Laura Marie, on July 16,2001.

Brian Jafek, a daughter, Julianna

Gagliano '02,on April 6,2002.

Nicole, on Jan. 14,2002.
•
To Michelle (DiCarlo) '96 and

ters,Jenna Clair and Jordan

Liberty, on Jan. 9,2002.

•M. René Islas '00 and Michele

Kemp'93,a daughter,Taylor

Makarewich '89 and

Mike Boswell '90,a daughter,

McGinnis, on Aug. 18,2001.

KY., on Apr. 9,2002.
•
To Chi (Catello) '96 and Greg

Patrick Makarewich,

Victoria Carol, on Oct. 17,2001.

Heintz '97, on July 21,2001.

and Aaron Silva,a son, Brayden

•
To Stacy (Yakubik) '91 and

Burns '01, on July 27,2002.

•Sara Williams '99 and Jeffrey

•
To L. Noelani (Ajimine) '96

•
To Terry (Rosas) '91 and Erik

•
To Leda (Mintzer) '88 and

•Curtis Galvin '99 and Katie

•Erica Strode and Jordan

Dec. 29,2002.

•
To Tammy (Monohan) '91 and

To Monika and Neal

•
To Linda (Bone) '90 and

•
To Lindsay (Badillo) '98 and
Daniel Pira '97,a daughter,

•
To Brooke Daggett '92 and

Bennie Jeng, a son, Dailen Li,

Bob Greczanik '93,a son, Riley,

on Sept. 6, 2002.

on May 9,2002.

•
To Hope "Heidi" Gustafson '90

•
To Melissa (In man) '99 and
Alex Koers '96, a son, Ethan

•
To Sonja (Oei) '92 and Donald

and Dirk Gerson '92, a

Gerard '93,a son, Davis

daughter, Rose Alyssa, on

Cooper, on May 10, 2002.

May 14,2002.

Paige Olivia, on Sept. 27,2002.

Alexander Kepo'ikai, on
Jan. 11, 2003.
•
To Angela Castellanos '00,

•
To Molly (Roberts) '92 and

•
To Annette (Wenker) '90 and

a daughter, Kennedy Teresa

Steve Kitsmiller, a son, Isaiah,

Durant, on Jan. 6,2002.

on Nov. 1,2001.

Arnold Alpert,a son, Wyatt

•
To Karen and Joseph Guerrero

•
To Rebecca (Ruth) '92 and

Lewis, on October 19,2001.
•
To Stephanie (Cox) '90 and

'02,a daughter, Briana, on

Shaan Blanchard '93,a son,

David Baldwin,a son, Joshua,

March 28, 2002.

Aaron Lloyd, on Sept. 25, 2002.

on Feb. 1, 2002.
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1938

Alex Mechikoff died

tor of the Central Basin Water

Verda Hawkins, notified

Oct. 2,2002. He played football

1928

District and the Oldsmobile

in December of 2002.

for the Poets and earned all-con-

Raymond Chandler died

Advertising Association.The Boy

Ardith (Lowe) Kane

ference honors in 1938-39. He

in March of 2003.

Scouts of America presented him

died Jan. 19,2003.

retired as a lieutenant colonel

IN MEMORIAM

Commerce. He was a past direc-

James "Phil" Ockerman died

from the U.S. Air Force and was

1929

1990. In addition to his car deal-

Nov. 6, 2002.While at Whittier,

a teacher and football coach

Morgan Halvorson died

erships, Harris owned a large cat-

he was president of the Lancer

at Garfield High School in Los

Nov. 29,2002.

tle ranch with sizeable timber

Society. Survivors include Jerry

Angeles.

Marie (Shultz) Phegley

holdings in eastern Oregon,

Ockerman '68.

died Sept. 14, 2001.

where he was recognized for for-

1941

est improvement in the Pacific

1939

Virginia (Wright) Schwartz,

Northwest. He was named

Frank Beagle died in

notified in October of 2002.

Oregon Tree Farmer of the Year in

December of 2002.

1990. While a student at Whittier,

Phil Maurer died

with the Good Scout Award in

1930
Hilma (Rhodes) Borden,
notified in October of 2002.

Everett Schneider, died
Oct. 5,2002.

1931
Lucy (Paul) Cherry died
Jan. 10, 1998, and her husband,

Harris, who graduated with a

Aug. 22,2002. He was a former

degree in economics, played on

mayor of Newport Beach, Calif.,

the basketball team and was

and a retired attorney and

active in track and field, as well as

educator.

football. One of his teammates
was Richard Nixon, who became

David Cherry '31 died
Aug. 5,2002. He was principal
of La Jolla Elementary School
for 47 years, as well as a teacher,
superintendent and an associate
professor of education at the
University of San Diego.The
couple traveled extensively to
74 countries and throughout
the United States.

Clair Jobe died in 1999.
Survivors include his wife,
Marian (Manley) Jobe '33.

1933
Gladys (Olsen) Baldwin,
notified in March of 2003.

a lifelong friend. Both were active
members of the Orthogonians.

1942
Henry Kurtz died
Jan. 13,2002.

Don Rees died Feb. 1, 2003.
He was a member of the
Orthogonian Society and played

1940

center on the football team. After

Harry Banks died

graduating from Whittier, he

Aug. 17,2002.

earned an M.A.and Ph.D. in

J. Robert "Bob" Clift died

chemistry from the University of

Jan. 6,2003. He was a history

Iowa. He taught chemistry at Cal

John L.Arrambide died on

major, a member of the

Poly Pomona before joining the

Jan. 13,2003.While at Whittier, he

Orthogonian Society and an

research staff as the chemical

earned 12 varsity letters. He was

outstanding sprinter who let-

director at Norac, where he

All-SCIAC in football, basketball

tered twice. He and his wife, Olive

was involved in many scientific
advancements. Gifts in his mem-

1935

and baseball, and was captain of

(Chandler) '41, managed the col-

the football team in 1934. He was

lege bookstore from 1950-1985.

ory may be made to Whittier's

also an Orthogonian and a mem-

He was also assistant director of

chemistry department.

ber of the Knights, an honor soci-

athletics, a golf coach, sponsor

Edwin Vail died Sept. 19,2002.

ety. As an alumnus he was active

of the Orthogonians, sponsor

with the 11-9-5 Club and then

and manager of the ski club, and

with Purple & Gold (P&G). He

he served on the board of the

served on the P&G board of

Friends of the Shannon Center.

1945
Nadene (Houghton) Bliss
died in January of 2003.

directors for many years and

Clift was inducted into the

1949

1934

on several committees. He was

Athletic Hall of Fame in 1997, and

Howard Guenthner

Clinton 0. Harris died

elected to the Whittier College

received the Alumni Association

died Dec. 15,2001.

May 7,2003. Harris served as

Athletic Hall of Fame in 1981

Award in 1999.The Clifts were

Mary Etta (Hart) Kirschner

trustee of Whittier College from

and received the Alumni Service

honored for their contributions

died Nov. 1, 2002.

1962 until ill health forced him to

Award in 1987.

to Broadoaks with the "Bob and

Frances (Powers) Lawrence

retire from the board in 2002. He

Mildred (Hatch) Phillips,

Olive Clift Classroom" in the

died Nov. 22, 2001.

was named an honorary member

notified in October of 2002.

Grandparents House, and their

of the Athletic Hall of Fame in
1983 and received the Alumni
Service Award in 1968 and 1990.
He received an honorary degree
from Whittier in 1995. Harris was
CEO and former president of
Clint Harris Automotive Inc.,
which includes Oldsmobiles,
GMC trucks, and Saturns. Harris
Oldsmobile was one of the topvolume dealerships in the Los
Angeles area for more than 20
years. Harris also served the community of Whittier as a member
of the Whittier YMCA Advisory

friends and colleagues honored

1950

1936

them by endowing the Clift

Leslie Sean Carey died

John Prescott Cogswell

Computer Laboratory.The Clifts

Oct.30, 2002.

died March 10, 2003.

were also recognized at the

John McInerney died

Mildred (Fluke) Powers,

Endowing the Tradition

Aug.4, 1998.

notified in September of 2002.

Campaign Kick-Off dinner for

Stanley Oswalt died

Donalda (Kolda) LeSage

their gift to Wardman Library.

Dec. 10, 2002.

died March 20,2002.

Survivors include his wife, Olive,

Edward Reyes died

1937
Barbara (Dawson) Maple
died Dec. 18,2002.

daughter Carolyn (Laskey) '59,

March 11, 2003.

son-in-law Robert Laskey '59, and

Floyd Roenicke, notified

grandchildren David Laskey '88,

in January of 2003.

Jill Clift '85, Christine (Laskey)

Genevieve (Joy) Bruce died

Walker '83 and Amy Clift '88.

July 13, 2002. She was a librarian

Margaret Copeland

for the Whittier Unified School

died July 12,2002.

District for 26 years.

Henry Lacy, notified in

Board and the Chamber of

October of 2002.
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1951
Al Durant died
Oct 17,2002.

Faith Ann (Moyle) Bartleson

1954

1963

team toured there. As a student,

died July 30,2002. She was a

Bob Dunham,notified

Pat (Joslin) Croft died

he also was an All-American in

member of the Ionian Society.

in January of 2003.

Sept. 11, 2001. She was a

soccer.

teacher and a member of the

1955

Society and founding member

school board and grand jury

Alvin Jessup died

of Alma Domus. She was a

for Amador County. In the 1960s

Aug. 4, 2002. He was a

teacher, an activist for Mothers

she was instrumental in founding

music instructor at Rio Hondo

Against Drunk Driving and a

the Berkeley Association for the

College and director of the

tutor for women learning to

Gifted. Survivors include her

New Century Singers, a

speak English.

husband, Bruce Bartleson '49.

women's choral group.

1980

Fred Much died Jan. 15,2003. He

Thomas Lewis, notified

1965

Dennis Forthhoffer died in

was an active member of Purple

in September of 2002.

Ken Florence, notified in

& Gold. During his Whittier days,

Norma (Myers) Albers

July of 2002. He was a member

She was a secondary school

he was part of Chief Newman's

member of the Methaphonian

died Sept. 9,2002.

of the Lancer Society and the

1949-50 SCIAC championship
football team.

baseball team at Whittier.

1977
Anna (Butts) von Braun
died Dec. 25, 2001.
John Nichols, Jr., died
July 15, 2002.

July of 2002. While a student
he was an outstanding distance
runner, and earned several
track records.

1956

Prentis Hotz died

Ann Ardis died

1991

Oct. 4, 1999.

Edmond Owings died
October 2, 2001.

1952

Aug. 15,2002.

Francis Thorpe died

Gerald Blalock died

John McClellan died

Oct. 24,2002. He had a long

July 2,2002. Survivors include

June 10, 2002.

career as both a high school

1996
Matthew Sellers died in

G. Fred Croffoot, notified

1957

teacher and a professional
journalist in California. He was

February of 1999.

in October of 2002.

Kenneth Schmutzer died

Joseph Caneer, notified

July 19, 2002. He was

in October of 2002.

of the Franklin Society. He had

James Dron died

retired after 35 years with the

March 10, 2002.

Perris (Calif.) Union High School

his wife, Charlotte (Roe) '52.

a reporter and photographer

member

for the Whittier Daily News,
San Gabriel Valley Tribune and
Santa Paula Chronicle,and editor
of the Calaveras Enterprise.

District. Survivors include his

FACULTY
STAFF &
FRIENDS

1953

wife, Janis (Cook) '59 and daugh-

1966

Jessie Browning died

John Albrecht died

ter, Lynn (Schmutzer) Kelly '90.

Linda Purdy, notified

Jan. 27,2003. She was the
widow of Charles J. Browning,

1958

in October of 2002.

Kathryn (Clark) Kuehn, notified
in November of 2002.

Al Arthur died

Jonathan Rider died

longtime professor of sociology
at the college. She was a

Aug. 7,2002.

Oct. 27,2000. He received a

Paul Holmes died
June 10,2002.

Billie Williams died

Alice (Kodama) Yokoyama,

April 11, 2002.

notified in January of 2003.

1960

Dec. 1, 2002.

Francis McCann died in
November of 2002.

doctorate from the University

member of the Women's

of Belgrade, Yugoslavia,

Auxiliary and Faculty Wives,

where he had founded an

the latter of which became the

international high school.

Quaker Campus Women. In 1975,
Charles was faculty advisor for

Karen (Swenson) Hill died
in June of 2002.

Robert O'Brien died

1973

the semester in Copenhagen,

Laura (Burts) Dicker, notified

and Jessie made the trip
with him.

Dec. 28,2002. He earned his

1961

in October of 2002. She was

M.S. degree from USC, and was

Nadine (Applegate) Hathaway

the head systems analyst for

Mary Helen (Graham) Treser

director of school affairs and

died Nov. 19,2002. She estab-

the space shuttle.

died Dec. 5,2002. She is survived

admission for Whittier College,

lished the Hathaway Ranch

the University of California, San

Museum in 1986 to preserve her

1974

Professor Emeritus of Theatre

Diego and the United States

family's legacy, and later the non-

International University before

profit Hathaway Ranch Museum

retiring in 1990. He was a skilled

Foundation to ensure its preser-

model-ship builder, and his nine-

vation. She was also involved

foot long, radio-controlled scale

with the Visiting Nurse

model of the USS Essex will

Association and served on its

be placed in the USS Essex

board of directors. She was

Memorial Museum.

twice named Santa Fe Springs

Glenn Thornburgh

(Calif.) Citizen of the Year.

by her husband of 50 years,
Carlos"Rigo" Morris died

Arts, Robert Treser.

May 22,2001. He was a basket-

C. Eugene Mallory died

ball coach in the Costa Rica

Feb. 25,2003. Gene taught in

National Basketball League and

Whittier's psychology depart-

inducted, posthumously, into

ment from 1963 through

their National Sports Hall of

1973 and served as department

Fame in December of 2001.

chair before going on to Point

He first went to Costa Rica

Loma Nazarene College.

''

when Whittier's basketball

died May 17, 2002.
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September
THURSDAY 4
Fall semester begins

TUESDAY 16

SUNDAY-SUNDAY 19-26
In the footsteps of Lewis & Clark. Join
alumni for a voyage of discovery along
the upper Mississippi aboard the American
Queen

THURSDAY 23

7:30 p.m. Billy Collins, poet laureate of
the United States, reads from his work,
Shannon Center

7:30 p.m. Teatro Siriergia performs Frida
in Spanish, Shannon Center

SATURDAY 20

8 p.m. Chorale Bel Canto performs Leonard
Bernstein's "Mass," Shannon Center

SATURDAY 25

Coastal Clean Up Day. Join Whittier
Alumni and the Aquarium of the Pacific
in a community effort to clean up our
local beaches

WEDNESDAY 24
7 p.m. Arianna Huffington, political
commentator and author, Shannon Center

SATURDAY 27

SUNDAY 26
3 p.m., Turtle Island String Quartet,
"The Art of the Groove," Shannon Center

November
SATURDAY 1

8 p.m. HAPA, a duo performing
"music of today with roots in the
Polynesian past," Shannon Center

7 p.m., Danza Floricanto/tJ.S.A. presents
"Din de las Muertos," Shannon Center

October

2 p.m. Tears of Joy Puppet Theater presents
Rumpelstiltskin, Shannon Center

SUNDAY 2

THURSDAY-SUNDAY 2-5
Whittier Weekend. A special weekend for
alumni, Poet families, current students,
faculty, staff, and friends. The weekend will
include the Poet Awards Gala, the Golden
Anniversary Brunch, the Homecoming game
against Menlo, and reunions for the classes
ending in '3s and '8s

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY 15-19
8 p.m. (2 p.m. Sunday), Whittier College
Theatre Arts Department presents Tom
Stoppard's Travesties, Shannon Center

SUNDAY 9
3 p.m. Na Palapalai, winner of four
Na Hokii Hanohano awards in 2003,
Shannon Center

WEDNESDAY 12
7:30 p.m. The Rubio String Quartet
with Patrick Riguelle, featuring
"The Juliet Letters," Shannon Center

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY 19-23
8p.m. (2 p.m. Sunday), Whittier College
Theatre Department presents Brecht on
Brecht, Shannon Center

QUESTIONS

ABOUT

December
WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY 3-6
6:30 p.m. The Music Department sponsors
the annual Madrigal Feaste, Faculty Center

SATURDAY 6
8 p.m. Celebrate the holidays Hawaiian style
with Na Leo Pffimehana, Shannon Center

SATURDAY 13
8 p.m. "A Salute to the Andrews Sisters,"
featuring the John Peace Super Big Band
and the Goils, Shannon Center

January
MONDAY 5
Jan Term begins

SATURDAY 17
8 p.m. The Makaha Sons, with special guest
Raiatea Helm, perform traditional Hawaiian
music, Shannon Center

SATURDAY 24
8 p.m. "A Salute to Big Band Singers,"
featuring the John Peace Super Big Band
and vocalist Mike Hudson, Shannon Center

SATURDAY 31
2 p.m. California Theater Center presents
Hansel & Gretel, Shannon Center

February
THURSDAY 5
Spring Semester begins

SATURDAY 21
8 p.m. Triple Play, featuring Chris Brubeck,
Peter Madcat Ruth and Joel Brown, Shannon
Center

EVENTS

For information on Shannon Center events, call (562) 907-4203
•
For information on alumni events, call (562) 907-4222
For information on Music Department events, call (562) 907-4237
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Alumna Makes
Shannon Center Debut
Ramey Arnold '97 and her band, ReelGrace, have made
a name for themselves in the R&B world and now
come to campus on Sept, 12th for an evening of
music co-sponsored by the Shannon Center and KPoet,
Whittier College's own radio station. It's a homecoming
for Arnold, who worked as an usher and then house
manager for the
Shannon Center
while she was a
student at Whittier.
"AS I continue

along
through the journey
of my life," says Arnold, "to be allowed the opportunity to revisit the chapter of
Whittier College and the Shannon Center is one that is truly inspiring, reflective,
appreciated and exhilarating! Thank you, Whittier,again."

For a complete schedule of Shannon Center events, visit wwwshannoncenter.org.
Whittier College
Ruth B. Shannon Center for the Performing Arts
Box Office: (562) 907-4203
Fax: (562) 907-4902
6760 Painter Avenue
Whittier, CA 90608

OPEN As
SEE Ii
[Hill 111111

WHIrrwR
P.O. Box 634
Whittier, CA 90608

REQUESTED

Thanks to all the donors who made
this new facility possible!

Non-profit Org.
U.S.Postage
PAID
Permit NO. 133
Whittier

COLLEGE

CILkNGE SERVICE

Whittier's new center for library and
information resources is now open for
business. The formal dedication of the
new building is scheduled for Nov. 6.

Phil O'Brien
Library

